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Abstract 

 

A vitrification-based cryopreservation technique for storage of in vitro shoot tips of papaya 

has been tested to ensure applicability across a range of genotypes and to assess the 

stability of both genotype and phenotype of clonal material following cryopreservation.  

Shoot tips of twelve female genotypes were cryopreserved, regeneration percentages were 

determined and resultant plants were screened for genetic and epigenetic changes.  

Genomic DNA structure was studied using polymerase chain reaction (PCR) based 

randomly amplified DNA fingerprinting (RAF), and methylation patterns were monitored 

using the amplified DNA methylation polymorphism (AMP) PCR technique.  Plantlets 

were regenerated following cryopreservation in all but one genotype and regeneration 

percentages of 61-73% were obtained from 6 genotypes.  The regenerated plantlets showed 

varying levels of genomic DNA modifications (0-10.07%), and methylation modifications 

(0.52-6.62%) for detected markers.  These findings have not been reported previously for 

papaya, and indicate some genotype dependent variability in DNA modifications occurred 

following cryopreservation which could result in somaclonal variation.   

 This investigation is the first report of field performance and evaluation of 

morphological traits following cryopreservation of four female genotypes of C. papaya (Z6, 

97, TS2 and 35).  It also describes the successful establishment of in vitro plantlets 

following vitrification-based cryopreservation of shoot tips and their acclimatisation 

through to field establishment.  Cloned plants from untreated controls, as well as controls 

taken at 3 other stages of the cryopreservation process (dissection, pre-treatment, PVS2 

treatment) and cryopreserved plants were established to ensure a rigorous appraisal of any 

variation.  Results indicated no differences between any of the control plants or 

cryopreserved plants for either growth performance or morphology.  In addition, both RAF 

and AMP markers were used to assess genomic or methylation changes in genotype 97 at 

three different developmental stages after cryopreservation (in vitro, acclimatisation and 

field).  Only small genomic DNA modifications (0.45 - 4.15%) were detected in field stage 

plants and methylation modifications (0 - 2.13%) were detected at both the in vitro and 

field stages for cryopreserved samples. 

 The chosen vitrification-based cryopreservation protocol was again applied to 

female genotypes 70 and Z6 and resulted in regeneration percentages of 43-74% and 52-

65% respectively, and confirmed the initial regeneration results.  Male genotypes B2 and 
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B4 were tested and regenerated at 63-86% and 51-52% respectively.  The study is the first 

investigation to show that long-term cryopreservation of the selected male and female 

genotypes for periods of 2 – 18 months resulted in similar regeneration percentages to the 

original short-term protocol and demonstrated the suitability of the protocol for in vitro 

genebanks of cryopreserved papaya germplasm.   

 Individual shoot tips from the two female and male genotypes were grown into 

complete in vitro plants, and then potted and acclimatised without micropropagation to 

provide material for RAF and AMP analysis of multiple individuals of in vitro control, PVS 

control and short/long-term cryopreservation treatment plants.  No variations were detected 

for genotype Z6 and B2 individuals from all treatments by RAF, or for genotype Z6 using 

AMP.  However for genotype 70, genomic DNA variations were detected in all control 

treatment groups and in all cryopreservation treatment individuals using RAF, and the 

PVS2 control group was the only treatment group without variations for the respective 

AMP analysis.  These analyses of individuals regenerated directly from control and 

cryopreservation treatments showed that variations can occur in untreated in vitro control 

individuals resulting from routine micropropagation.  This suggested that the PVS2 

cryoprotective pre-treatment and freezing in liquid nitrogen may not cause much 

somaclonal variation.  Furthermore, the variations observed for individuals could not be 

correlated to phenotypic characteristics two months after acclimatisation and this suggested 

the variations could have occurred in non-coding sequences. 

 Preliminary protein analysis resulted in the development and establishment of a 

protein extraction protocol suitable for juvenile in vitro and mature field papaya leaves.  

SDS polyacrylamide hand-cast gel electrophoresis (PAGE) analysis of genotype 35 

individual field plants resulted in the detection of variations seen as a loss of low molecular 

weight proteins, and a shift in high weight proteins for the PVS2 control and cryopreserved 

plants.  Analysis of genotype 97 profiles using pre-cast PAGE did not detect any variations.  

Preliminary two-dimensional electrophoresis was used to investigate the potential of 

coupling RAF, AMP and SDS PAGE techniques for the identification of potential 

drought/cold tolerance candidate proteins.   

 The development of a vermiculite based single shoot tissue culture medium resulted 

in a dramatic improvement in the quality and quantity of in vitro root systems, which could 

improve the efficiency of small and large scale acclimatisation operations in research, 

commercial horticulture, and in gene banks.    
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1.1   Introduction to Papaya 

  

1.1.1  Significance of Carica papaya L. 

Papaya is a member of the Caricaceae family and is the only member of the genus Carica. 

The family includes the newly established Vasconcellea genus (Badillo 2000) containing 

21 species occurring in the tropical Americas from southern Mexico to Argentina and 

Chile; these were previously assigned to the Carica genus. The 21 Vasconcellea species 

can be regarded as crop wild relatives (CWRs) of papaya; however papaya is the only 

member of the family of worldwide economic importance (Manshardt & Drew 1998).   

 

Table 1.1  Top 10 countries for papaya production (% of world) in 2004 

1. Brazil (25%) 6. Ethiopia (4%) 

2. Nigeria (15%) 7. Congo (4%)  

3. India (12%) 8. Peru (3%)  

4. Mexico (11%) 9. Venezuela (3%)  

5. Indonesia (10%) 10. China (2%) 

 

Although it is a native of tropical America, papaya has been spread around the world and is 

cultivated commercially in countries such as Hawaii, tropical Africa, the Philippines, India, 

Ceylon, Malaya, Australia, South Africa and Latin America (Table 1.1) totalling    

6,504,369 MT produced in 54 countries from 900 000 acres (Food and Agriculture 

Organisation 2004).     

Many cultivars of papaya exist and vary in characteristics such as fruit yield and 

quality, fruit appearance and taste.  Papaya cultivation is important in terms of nutritional 

benefit from fruit production, but it is also a rich source of the proteolytic enzyme papain, 

and can be harvested for natural latex found in the leaves and stems.  In addition, the 

income generated from papaya production in tropical and sub-tropical countries is often 

vital for their economy in terms of income generation and employment (Morton 1987). 
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1.1.2  Importance of conserving existing papaya varieties and CWRs for  

  sustainable fruit production and future crop improvement 

 

The benefits of commercial papaya production are often severely compromised by diseases 

such as the mosaic and papaya ringspot virus type P (PRSV-P), which can potentially 

destroy entire fields of papaya.   

 The conservation of current commercial cultivars as well as traditional cultivars is 

critical to ensure future access to useful agronomic traits e.g. tolerance to particular 

climates, better quality of fruit or disease resistance.  It is also important to conserve CWRs 

of papaya as these are often a source of unique genes associated with tolerance to harsh 

conditions, viruses and pests (Evenson et al. 1998).  These may be threatened in situ and 

Vasconcellea species are known to exhibit tolerances to various environmental conditions 

and significant resistance to diseases and pests (Manshardt & Drew 1998).    

Maintaining genetic diversity of papaya and CWRs by conserving germplasm is 

thus important for the continuing sustainable production of papaya fruit and products 

derived from the plant.  An example of the use of papaya CWRs include the successful 

intergeneric hybridisation of a commercial papaya variety and PRSV-P resistant 

Vasconcellea species V. pubescens and V. quercifolia to produce PRSV-P resistant progeny 

(Drew et al. 1998).  The ultimate aim of such hybridisation projects is to develop papaya 

varieties that retain superior cropping characteristics while incorporating agronomically 

important traits such as tolerance to certain environmental conditions and resistance to 

PRSV-P. 

To enable future access to the diversity of the Caricaceae gene pool, conservation 

programs capable of storing germplasm of commercial cultivars and CWRs need to be 

implemented.  These programs must be able to store germplasm without change, and, most 

importantly, allow regeneration of plants in the future when required (Evenson et al. 1998). 

 

1.1.3  Traditional methods of conservation and applicability to papaya 

In situ conservation involves maintenance of the biodiversity that is present in naturally 

occurring populations of the species or via on-farm maintenance.  However, genetic 

resources can be difficult to secure by these means as wild populations are vulnerable to 

anthropomorphic or environmental damage, and on-farm material may be lost as growers 

change to the use of newer varieties.  
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Ex situ field genebanks are a vital form of conservation as they allow evaluation and 

use of mature, fruiting plants.  However they are difficult to maintain long-term, as the risk 

of damage caused by viruses, pests and natural disaster cannot be eliminated (Ashmore 

1997).  The vulnerability of field collections was demonstrated in March 2006 by tropical 

cyclone Larry which destroyed the majority of papaya plantations in north Queensland 

(Figure 1.1).  

 

Figure 1.1 Papaya plantation at Innisfail in north Queensland after cyclone Larry  

http://www.ga.gov.au/hazards/severeweather/gallery/.jsp?id=GA9955 (08/02/2009) 

 

The long-term conservation of germplasm of plants with orthodox seeds is possible 

via standard seed storage at 5-10% moisture content in reduced temperature (-20 
o
C) 

conditions.  However, long-term ex situ seed conservation of papaya genepools has been 

considered difficult as seeds have intermediate (non-orthodox) storage characteristics, with 

loss of viability below about 8% moisture content and an inability to survive low 

temperature storage (Ellis et al. 1991).  Wood et al. (2000) have shown seed viability below 

5% moisture content, but a dormancy-breaking treatment was required for desiccated seed.  

 Therefore, other methods for long-term ex situ conservation must be developed to 

store papaya germplasm.  Alternatives to seed storage for long-term papaya conservation 

include in vitro gene-banking and subsequent cryopreservation of vegetative material in the 

form of shoot tips.  These methods also allow the conservation of elite clonal material of 

importance to the industry.   
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1.2  In vitro conservation of germplasm 

 

1.2.1  In vitro storage of papaya plants 

In vitro storage or slow-growth is commonly applied to species that are vegetatively 

propagated, or to those producing non-orthodox (recalcitrant) or non-viable seeds and has 

been successfully applied to papaya (Drew 1992).  After initial disinfestation and 

establishment of vegetative explants, in vitro storage protocols involve the aseptic tissue 

culture of clonally propagated plants for optimum periods followed by subsequent cycles of 

micropropagation.  This technique is very effective in maintaining genetic material as the 

cultured plants are free from bacterial and fungal infections, through micropropagation in 

aseptic growing conditions.  However it has been shown that endophytic bacteria can 

persist in papaya cultures after initial disinfestation (Thomas et al. 2007).  The conditions of 

tissue culture ensure plants grow in an optimum environment in terms of nutrient supply, 

temperature and light exposure.  In vitro papaya investigations have shown that vermiculite 

culture media as an alternative to agar increased root system quality in micropropagated 

plants (Yu et al. 2004).  These features of in vitro micropropagation and growth make it an 

extremely useful tool to rapidly establish a large number of genetically identical plants 

which can be utilised for acclimatisation and planting, further storage or other in vitro 

applications.   

In vitro storage is only suitable for medium-term storage as the collections must be 

regularly sub-cultured and screened for alterations which can be expensive in terms of 

labour, materials and energy (Ashmore 1997).  Furthermore, extended periods of in vitro 

storage of plants without active vegetative growth can result in off-types or somaclonal 

variants differing in characteristics to the original donor plant used to initiate the collection 

(Scowcroft 1984).  Somaclonal variations have been observed in regenerated germplasm 

from many plant species with the majority of reports utilising a callus regeneration step to 

produce in vitro plantlets (Scowcroft 1985).  These limitations of in vitro plant storage 

restrict its practical application in conservation programs in terms of expense and resources 

for long-term storage of large collections.  Therefore other approaches need to be employed 

for papaya such as cryopreservation, which is a complementary alternative to tissue culture 

alone and is considered to be the only viable long-term conservation strategy for many 

tropical fruit species that are vegetatively propagated or recalcitrant-seeded           

(Thormann et al. 2006, Engelmann & Engels 2002).   
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1.2.2  Cryopreservation as an alternative to traditional conservation strategies 

Cryopreservation primarily involves storage of plant material such as pollen, zygotic and 

somatic embryos, seed or shoot tips in liquid nitrogen (LN) at -196 
o
C for indefinite 

periods.  Most cryopreservation protocols used for germplasm conservation require 

establishment of in vitro cultures.  Direct immersion of plant material in liquid nitrogen can 

be considered as rapid or simple freezing, but other methods such as pre-freezing exposes 

the material to step-wise reduction in temperature (-20 
o
C, -50 

o
C, -70 

o
C, -100 

o
C) before 

exposure to -196 
o
C (Bajaj 1995).  Controlled rate freezing gradually reduces temperature 

at a constant rate (1-5 
o
C/min) and generally requires the use of programmable freezers 

(Benson 1999).  At LN temperatures, material is free of bacterial or fungal infection if the 

LN vessel and explant is uncontaminated, and all metabolic processes and cell division are 

assumed to be halted, which ensures that the material is not subject to change and should 

remain genetically stable.   

Storage in LN is efficient as the material is kept in a limited space and requires 

minimal maintenance when compared to in vitro slow-growth.  Many cryopreservation 

protocols and techniques exist to suit different species with many still in development, but 

all involve desiccating the material in a pre-growth or pre-culture stage to minimise any 

damage caused by intracellular ice formation.  A wide variety of commercial crop and 

ornamental species are routinely cryopreserved (Table 1.2) and protocols are available 

using a range of approaches such as vitrification, encapsulation-vitrification and 

encapsulation dehydration (Reed 2008).  A cryopreservation technique for banana (Musa 

acuminata) shoot tips derived from in vitro cultures has been demonstrated and this was the 

first tropical fruit for which a large cryopreservation bank has been established (Panis et al. 

2000).  
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Table 1.2 Commercial crop and ornamental species that have been successfully cryopreserved 

Monocots Herbaceous Dicots Crop Trees Temperate Berry Crops 

Asparagus Carrot (Daucus carota) Plum, cherry, peach, apricot 

and almond (Prunus sp.) 

Kiwifruit (Actinidia sp.) 

Orchids Alfalfa (Medicago sativa) Apples (Malus sp.) Strawberry (Fragaria sp.) 

Banana (Musa sp.) Tobacco (Nicotiana 

tabacum) 

Pears (Pyrus sp.) Currant/gooseberry (Ribes sp.) 

Sugarcane (Saccharum 

officinarum) 

Potato (Solanum 

tuberosum) 

Olive (Olea sp.) Raspberry/ blackberry (Rubus 

sp.) 

Garlic (Allium sativum) Cassava (Manihot 

esculenta) 

Walnut (Juglans sp.) Cranberry/blueberry 

(Vaccinium sp.) 

Pineapple (Ananas 

comosus) 

Sweet potato (Ipomea 

batatas) 

Coffee (Coffea sp.) Grape (Vitis sp.) 

Taro (Colocasia esculenta) Mint (Mentha sp.) Chestnut (Castanea sativa)  

Lily (Liliaceae sp.) St. John’s Wort 

(Hypericum perforatum) 

Citrus sp.  

Grasses (Cynodon, Zoysia, 

Lolium) 

Camomile (Matricaria 

recutita) 

  

Reed 2008
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1.2.3  Cryopreservation of papaya  

Cryopreservation was successfully applied to shoot tips excised from in vitro cultured 

papaya plants (Ashmore et al. 2001) using a vitrification-based protocol with plant 

vitrification solution 2 (PVS2).  Initial papaya cryopreservation studies conducted on three 

elite female genotypes produced 63-70% regeneration percentages (Ashmore et al. 2001), 

however these shoots were not cultured beyond 21 days post cryopreservation.  A larger 

study, using a modified vitrification-based protocol was applied to seven papaya genotypes 

and the CWR Vasconcellea pubescens, and all genotypes regenerated at greater than 35% 

(36-60%) 21 days post thawing.  Variations in recovery percentages were shown in relation 

to age of donor plants used for cryopreservation explants, however these were shown to be 

statistically insignificant for the two papaya genotypes tested (Ashmore et al. 2007).  In 

related investigations, seedlings germinated from desiccated and cryopreserved seeds, 

showed a 25% reduction in stem diameter and height 2-10 weeks after germination 

compared to plants from unfrozen controls (Azimi et al. 2005).  This study also reported 

retarded growth of a male plant regenerated from a cryopreserved shoot tip.  The plant 

obtained a height of one metre in the field after 2.5 years.  It remained unclear whether the 

cryopreserved plants with stunted characteristics were a result of somaclonal variation 

induced in the treatments before freezing, during freezing or during the regeneration stages.  

The evaluation of plants regenerated from cryopreservation is therefore of significant 

importance prior to implementation at a genebank level. 

 

1.3 Approaches to the evaluation of plants regenerated from cryopreserved 

germplasm 

Evaluation of plants derived from cryopreserved germplasm can be performed using a 

variety of approaches such as morphological, histological and cytological techniques for a 

range of common species as outlined in Table 1.3.  Biomolecular analyses allows for the 

monitoring of metabolite, enzyme, protein, DNA, epigenetic modifications (e.g. cytosine 

methylation) or chromatin conformational changes.   
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Table 1.3 Summary of approaches used for the evaluation of plants recovered from cryopreservation 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Harding 2004

Morphological Histological/Cytological Metabolite Enzyme/Protein DNA 

Sweet orange (Citrus 

sinensis) 

Citrus sp. Chilli                

(Capsicum frutescens) 

Sugarcane 

(Saccharum 

officinarum) 

Potato (Solanum 

tuberosum) 

Coffee (Coffea arabica) Pea (Pisum sativum) Panax ginseng Sweet orange (Citrus 

sinensis) 

Prunus sp. 

Sugarcane (Saccharum 

officinarum) 

Coffee (Coffea arabica) Atropa belladonna Kiwi (Actinidia 

deliciosa) 

Citrus sp. 

Rice (Oryza sativa) Potato (Solanum tuberosum) Dioscorea floribunda  Kiwi (Actinidia 

deliciosa) 

Grape (Vitis Vinifera) Rice (Oryza sativa) Dioscorea bulbifera  Grape (Vitis Vinifera) 

Kiwi (Actinidia 

deliciosa) 

Onion (Allium cepa) Chrysanthemum 

cinerariaefolium 

 Dioscorea bulbifera 

Potato (Solanum 

tuberosum) 

Strawberry (Fragaria 

ananassa) 

Beta vulgaris  Dioscorea floribunda 

 Apple (Malus pumila) Nicotiana rustica  Atropa belladonna 
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1.3.1  Morphological evaluation of plants regenerated from cryopreservation 

Morphological analysis of plants regenerated from cryopreservation is of great importance 

as it can indicate whether plants regenerated from cryopreserved germplasm remain      

true-to-type and develop normally in terms of growth rates and physical characteristics.  

Morphological evaluations can be carried out on immature plants regenerated from 

cryopreservation while still in tissue culture, however these observations are limited to 

characteristics that are evident at early stages of development such as stem, petiole, leaf and 

root system morphology.  Observations of plants acclimatised and transferred into 

glasshouse or field conditions are much more informative as mature plant characteristics 

such as flower and fruit morphology can be detected.   

 

1.3.1.1 Morphological evaluation of germplasm regenerated from cryopreservation 

at the in vitro stage 

A number of studies have reported on the morphology of germplasm recovered from 

cryopreserved explants at the in vitro developmental stage.  Maritime pine  (Pinus 

pinaster), open-pollinated Abies cephalonica and various other conifers, regrown after 

cryopreservation of embryogenic cultures, were similar in morphology, in terms of colour 

and texture, to control cultures (Bercetche & Pâques 1995, Aronen et al. 1999, Häggman et 

al. 2000).  Morphological stability was reported for in vitro cultures regrown from 

cryopreserved somatic embryo cultures of white spruce (Picea glauca) (Park et al. 1998) 

and rice (Oryza sativa) (Al-Forkan et al. 2001).  Protocorms of Dendrobium candidum, 

post cryopreservation, also developed into morphologically normal in vitro plantlets (Wang 

et al. 1998).  

 No variation in leaf colour, average height or multiplication rate was observed for in 

vitro kiwi (Actinidia deliciosa) plants subcultured from regenerated cryopreserved shoot 

tips (Wu et al. 2001a).  In addition, normal development in terms of apical dominance of in 

vitro Eucalyptus hybrid plants regenerated directly from cryopreserved shoot tips was 

reported by Blakesley & Kiernan (2001).  The multiplication rate of in vitro shoots grown 

directly from cryopreserved axillary shoot tip meristems dissected from grape (Vitis 

Vinifera) was lower than that of controls during the initial subcultures after thawing; 

however this variation in multiplication rate was lost after six cycles of subculture (Zhao et 

al. 2001).      
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 In the case of grape, several subcultures of the initial plants regenerated from 

cryopreserved shoot tips were observed to eliminate variations in multiplication rates in 

subsequent populations (Zhao et al. 2001).  In vitro Dioscorea bulbifera obtained from the 

subculture of plants recovered from encapsulation cryopreserved embryogenic tissue did 

not show any morphological variations and the ability to produce microtubers remained the 

same as control plants (Dixit et al. 2003).   

 These reports indicate that in vitro morphological variations are uncommon in 

germplasm regenerated from cryopreserved explants. 

 

1.3.1.2 Morphological evaluation of acclimatised and potted greenhouse plants 

regenerated from cryopreserved germplasm 

Plants regenerated directly or indirectly from cryopreserved germplasm have been 

acclimatised and established in greenhouse conditions in a number of studies to provide 

information on growth rates and maturation morphology.   

There were no observed morphological variations in potted nursery plants generated 

from somatic embryos obtained directly from cryopreserved embryogenic cultures of larch 

(Larix x eurolepis) and black spruce (Picea mariana) (Klimaszewska et al. 1992).  Young 

Caribbean pine (Pinus caribaea) trees established in greenhouse conditions grown from 

cryopreserved embryogenic cultures displayed similar morphology to those grown from 

unfrozen cultures (Lainé et al. 1992).  Similarly, no detectable phenotypic differences were 

observed in four year old greenhouse sweet orange (Citrus sinensis) plants grown from 

embryos generated from cryopreserved embryogenic cultures when compared to untreated 

plants (Marín et al. 1993).  After three months in nursery soil, the morphology of potted 

Douglar-fir (Pseudotsuga menziesii) plants produced from cryopreserved embryogenic 

cultures was normal when compared to untreated plants (Gupta et al. 1995).  Morphological 

stability was observed for plants in greenhouse conditions produced from cryopreserved 

embryogenic cultures of white spruce (Park et al. 1998).  Three month old greenhouse 

established coffee (Coffea arabica) plants, grown directly from embryos dissected from 

cryopreserved seeds, had no morphological variations in terms of cotyledonary leaf 

greening and development of their apical shoots (Dussert et al. 1997).   

There were no morphological variations in greenhouse established plants grown 

from in vitro plantlets obtained by subculturing meristems recovered from cryopreservation 

in; sugarcane hybrids (Paulet et al. 1993, González-Arnao et al. 1999), potato (Benson et al. 
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1996) and Dioscorea floribunda (Ahuja et al. 2002).  Stability in greenhouse plants was 

also reported for plum (Prunus sp.) (Helliot et al. 2002) and endangered Cosmos 

atrosanguineus (Wilkinson et al. 2003) that were grown directly from in vitro plants 

regenerated from cryopreserved shoot tips without subculturing. 

However, greenhouse potato plants grown from in vitro plants generated from 

shoots harvested from callus cultured from cryopreserved shoot tips were observed to be 

taller and have fewer flowers than untreated, field-grown potato (Harding & Benson 1994).  

Variations in tuber, stem and petiole characteristics were also noted for mature, greenhouse 

established potatoes grown directly from shoot tips regenerated from cryopreservation, 

when compared to untreated field grown potato (Harding & Staines 2001).  Furthermore, 

70% of mature, greenhouse chrysanthemum (Dendranthema grandiflorum) which were 

grown directly from shoot tips regenerated from cryopreservation were found to have 

altered flower colour, however this was believed to be caused by damage to the chimeric 

structure of the meristems during freezing and thawing stages of the protocol and not due to 

somaclonal variation (Fukai et al. 1994).   

Whilst the majority of reports assessing greenhouse plants grown indirectly or 

directly from cryopreserved explants indicate morphological stability, variations have been 

reported in a number of studies and this highlights the need for further investigations into 

the field behaviour and characteristics of cryopreserved plant material.  

 

1.3.1.3  Morphological evaluation of field plants regenerated from cryopreserved  

  germplasm 

While acclimatised greenhouse plants grown from cryopreserved germplasm provide a 

more comprehensive assessment of morphological stability than observing in vitro plants 

alone, the performance of plants must also be assessed in field conditions to ensure 

developmental and cropping characteristics are identical to the donor material.   

 No differences were observed in field grown oil palm grown directly from somatic 

embryo cultures recovered from cryopreservation in terms of vegetative and floral 

development compared to unfrozen controls (Engelmann 1991).  Field grown potato plants 

grown directly from cryopreserved shoot tips developed into morphologically normal plants 

and produced normal tubers in terms of colour, shape and size compared to untreated 

controls (Bajaj 1978, Bajaj 1986 and 1995).  In addition, field sugarcane resulting from 

three subculture cycles of individual plants grown from a single shoot tip regenerated from 
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cryopreservation were morphologically similarly to untreated plants (González-Arnao et al. 

1999). 

For field grown banana plants regenerated from cryopreserved embryogenic cells 

suspensions there was a decrease in the number of hands in the first ratoon production cycle 

compared to the control group, although this variation was not evident in the second ratoon  

growth cycle (Côte et al. 2000).  Similarly, reduced stem diameter and height was observed 

for six month old field established sugarcane plants grown from embryogenic callus 

regenerated from cryopreservation compared to classically macropropagated plants, 

however there were no differences after 27 months (Martínez-Montero et al. 2002).  

Although these phenotypic investigations reported the trueness to type of plants 

regenerated from cryopreservation in comparison to control plants, they lack a detailed 

examination of specific measureable quantitative or qualitative characteristics.       

 

1.3.2  Biometric evaluation of morphological characters in plants recovered  

  from cryopreserved germplasm 

Biometric evaluation relies on the measurement of specific phenotypic characteristics or 

descriptors to obtain data which can be used in the statistical evaluation of variation in 

plants regenerated from recovered cryopreserved germplasm (Harding 2004).   

The measurement of tuber weight, plant height at flowering stage and petiole length 

in greenhouse established potato resulted in the detection of significant differences between 

untreated controls and plants grown directly from cryopreserved shoot tips (Harding & 

Staines 2001).  These cryopreserved potato plants had a markedly lower tuber weight, plant 

height and petiole length than untreated control plants however these were grown in the 

greenhouse as opposed to field established controls of the same age.   

The measurement of eighteen morphological characteristics including descriptors 

such as leaf shape, length and breath ratio of mature leaf, vein pigmentation, number of 

primary stems, petiole length and internodal length in Dioscorea floribunda revealed no 

significant differences between plants subcultured from individual shoots regenerated from 

cryopreserved shoot tips and untreated control plants after eight months in the greenhouse 

(Ahuja et al. 2002).  Similarly, no differences were observed in six agronomic traits such as 

weight, height, stem diameter, number of active leaves per stem and total soluble solids 

between control and plants resulting from three subculture cycles of individual plants 
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regenerated from single cryopreserved sugarcane apices in field conditions as described by 

González-Arnao et al. (1999).   

Field grown sugarcane plants resulting from plantlets regenerated from 

cryopreserved embryogenic callus showed significantly reduced stem diameter and height 

compared to those produced from macropropagated material six months post field planting.  

However these variations were no longer detected from 12 to 15 months after planting as 

reported by Martínez-Montero et al. (2002).  Similarly, differences were detected in the 

number of inflorescence or hands and the date of flowering between banana plants derived 

from cryopreserved and untreated embryogenic cell suspensions in the first ratoon culture 

cycle in the field; however these variations were not detected during the second ratoon 

cycle as communicated by Côte et al. (2000).   

These studies suggest that initial variations observed for material derived from 

cryopreserved germplasm observed in the greenhouse and early field conditions may be a 

result of temporal, unstable, epigenetic alterations (Harding 2004).  These may result in 

heritable variations to phenotypic characters as suggested by Monk (1990) and Sano et al. 

(1990).   

 

1.3.3  Histological/Cytological evaluation techniques 

Although morphological and biometric evaluations can be useful in the early in vitro 

developmental stage to detect somaclonal variants regenerated from cryopreservation, 

complementary approaches such as histological and cytological techniques permit the more 

detailed examination of regenerates at the tissue, cellular and sub-cellular levels.  Such 

techniques have revealed chromosomal variations in callus derived in vitro tissues, 

although this may be negated by utilising meristematic explants that are kept differentiated 

throughout in vitro culture (D’Amato 1985).  Shoot tips have a complex anatomy that 

consist of heterogeneous cell types within the developing explant and asynchrony in terms 

of the cell cycle (Harding 1996).  Polyploid cells may arise due to DNA replication in the 

absence of cell division as suggested by Halperin (1986), and cells halted within a stage of 

the cell cycle may be induced into cell division by plant growth regulators in tissue culture 

(Larkin & Scowcroft 1981).  Chromosomal abnormalities in plant cultures is a well 

established phenomenon (Bayliss 1980), and was recently demonstrated in long-term 

cultured embryogenic Citrus callus (Hao & Deng 2002).  Differences in ploidy levels and 

life cycle differences between annuals and perennials are believed to influence 
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chromosomal instability (Gould 1986).  Chromosomal variations can manifest as ploidy 

changes, multi-polar spindles during mitosis, lagging chromosomes, fragments and 

asymmetric chromatid separation, deletions, loss of satellites, translocations, chromosome 

fusions and bridges (Kovács 1985).     

 Microscopic examination of median longitudinal sections of pea (Pisum sativum) 

shoot apical meristems exposed to dimethylsulfoxide cryoprotectant treatment found 

minute adverse effects (Haskins & Kartha 1980).  Similarly, cytological examination of 

coffee apices regenerated from cryopreservation showed most meristematic cells had 

recovered, and the apex was capable of foliar primordia formation (Mari et al. 1995).  The 

microscopic analysis of longitudinal sections of raspberry meristems regenerated from 

cryopreservation also revealed no structural differences when compared to unfrozen 

controls (Chang & Reed 1999).  

 Many cytological techniques have been developed to evaluate chromosome stability 

in plants such as classical procedures that involve staining of the chromosomes in plant 

tissue to be analysed by light microscopy.  A range of tissues from regenerating plants can 

be utilised for these techniques such as root tips (Harding 2004), shoot tips (Kovács 1985), 

and callus or cell suspensions (Pijnacker et al. 1986).  Although classical non-specific 

staining is well proven and provides a means to visualise a variety of chromosomal 

aberrations, they are limited to detecting only relatively large variations such as 

translocations, and require skill, experience and patience to perform accurately and 

repeatably.   

The development of techniques derived from classical cytological techniques such 

as fluorescent in situ hybridisation (FISH) has allowed the rapid detection of specific 

chromosomal variations in cells by targeting DNA sequences with fluorescently tagged 

probes which are rapidly and easily identified and localised (McKeown et al. 1992).  The 

technique known as genomic in situ hybridisation (GISH) also utilises a discriminatory 

fragment of single stranded genomic DNA and a probe labelled with biotin-14-dATP, and 

has been used to screen genomic DNA extracts of potato for somatic translocation during 

dihaploid induction (Wilkinson et al. 1995).  An alternative technique known as 

oligonucleotide-primed in situ DNA synthesis (PRINS) relies on the synthesis of             

bio-11-dUTP labelled fragments synthesised from specifically targeted chromosome 

regions which are then localised using immunocytochemistry (Godsen et al. 1991). 
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No ploidy changes were observed in leaves from regenerated potato shoot tips post 

cryopreservation as determined by flow-cytometry methods (Ward et al. 1993), or from 161 

individual potato plants regenerated from cryopreserved shoot tips (Schäfer-Menuhr et al. 

1996).  Ploidy stability was observed by flow cytometry from callus and cell suspensions 

from rice protoplasts post cryopreservation (Moukadiri et al. 2002).   

Cytological analysis of root tips from diploid, tetraploid and hexaploid     

glasshouse-established potato plants grown directly from shoots regenerated from alginate 

bead cryopreservation revealed no ploidy variations in comparison with untreated controls 

(Benson et al. 1996).  Cytological analysis of onion (Allium cepa) seedling root tips grown 

from vapour-phase cryopreserved seeds indicated chromosomal stability as compared to 

untreated seedlings (Lakhanpaul et al. 1996).  The former study also indicated 

cryopreservation of seeds prevented loss of vigour and reduced chromosomal aberration 

frequencies compared to storage at room temperature.  The cytological analysis of 

chromosomes in root tips of in vitro Prunus plants grown from shoot tips regenerated after 

thawing from cryopreservation revealed no abnormalities when compared to unfrozen 

control root tips (Helliot et al. 2002).  The ploidy number of in vitro plantlets regenerated 

from cryopreserved microspore embryos was not significantly different to plants grown 

from unfrozen embryos as established using stomatal guard cell chloroplast number 

(Uragami et al. 1993).  No significant variation in the ratio of diploid, aneuploid and 

tetraploid cells as compared to untreated callus cells was seen post cryopreservation of cell 

suspensions of eight Newhall orange siblings (Hao et al. 2002a).                     

Encapsulation-dehydration based cryopreservation of octoploid strawberry (Fragaria 

ananassa) genotypes using shoot tips produced high recovery percentages across 10 

genotypes and showed no significant difference in ploidy ratios in eight cryopreserved 

single-bud sibling line root tips (Hao et al. 2002b).  Cryopreservation of three apple (Malus 

pumila) genotypes using encapsulation-dehydration of shoot tips was achieved and 

demonstrated high survival and regeneration percentages and an increased capacity to 

produce roots compared to untreated plantlets (Hao et al. 2001).  The previous study 

reported no significant variation in ploidy ratios between unfrozen and cryopreserved plants 

using eight single-bud sibling lines utilising hematoxylin staining of root tips.  The mitotic 

index of Saint John’s wort (Hypericum perforatum) plants regenerated from cryopreserved 

shoot tips was not observed to vary from untreated control plants (Urbanová et al. 2002 and 
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2006).  These reports indicate that, overall, cytological stability is maintained after the 

cryopreservation of various explant types using a range of cryopreservation protocols.       

 

1.3.4  Metabolite evaluation techniques 

A wide variety of secondary plant products and pigments occur and these are characteristic 

of certain plant species and varieties, and their analysis is a useful approach to the 

assessment of in vitro plant tissue culture stability and the detection of variant cell lines 

(Berlin 1990).  The production of hyoscyamine and other tropane alkaloids as analysed in 

hairy root cultures of the medicinal plant Atropa belladonna transformed with 

Agrobacterium rhizogenes, revealed diverse alkaloid production rates between clones 

grown in vitro and hydroponic culture conditions as analysed by high performance liquid 

chromatography (HPLC) (Aoki et al. 1997).  The chlorophyll and capsaicin levels between 

clonal lines and within replicates of a single clonal line of chilli pepper                  

(Capsicum frutescens) callus cultures were found to vary considerably (Holden et al. 1986).  

Production of two groups of secondary metabolites; ginsenosides and indole alkaloids, 

were shown to be maintained in callus cultures regenerated from cryopreserved cell 

suspensions of Panax ginseng whereas exponential growth phase callus preserved using 

mineral oil immersion resulted in the loss of productivity (Mannonen et al. 1990).  There is 

consensus among these reports that long-term slow growth storage of cell cultures 

decreases the production of secondary metabolites, and the importance of cryopreservation 

as a strategy to preserve the productivity of cell cultures.   

Secondary metabolite production pathways are influenced by external factors such 

as nutrient levels, light and stress that can vary under slow growth conditions in addition to 

changes in gene expression in tissues and cells of different ages and physiological phases 

(Harding 2004).  Therefore cryopreservation has been utilised in a number of studies to 

investigate its ability to maintain biosynthetic potential in cultures as plant material is 

stored without growth under constant environmental conditions.  The biosynthetic potential 

of cell suspensions from numerous species was maintained after cryopreservation with the 

only exception being two reports where cryopreserved cell suspensions and callus were 

observed to have increased growth characteristics compared to unfrozen control cultures 

(Engelmann 1997).  Biosynthetic stability in terms of diosgenin content was observed for in 

vitro Dioscorea floribunda (Ahuja et al. 2002) and Dioscorea bulbifera (Dixit et al. 2003) 

plants resulting from subculture of plantlets regenerated from cryopreserved shoot tips as 
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measured by HPLC.  The pyrethrum biosynthetic capacity of in vitro Chrysanthemum 

cinerariaefolium plants obtained from populations established from plants regenerated from 

cryopreserved shoot tips remained consistent (Hitmi et al. 1999).  The previous study also 

reported no variation in total chlorophyll content measured as mg/g dry weight.   

The production of betalain pigments and nicotine alkaloids in hairy root cultures of 

Beta vulgaris and Nicotiana rustica respectively was achieved by transforming 6-8 week 

old plantlets with Agrobacterium rhizogenes which induced the production of roots at the 

site of inoculation.  The betacyanins and betaxanthins were quantified 

spectrophotometrically and confirmed by HPLC which revealed biosynthetic capacity 

comparable to in vivo Beta vulgaris.  Nicotine alkaloid analysis by HPLC also indicated 

similar biosynthetic potential to in vivo Nicotiana rustica roots (Hamill et al. 1986).  A 

rapid freezing cryopreservation protocol was subsequently developed for transformed Beta 

vulgaris and Nicotiana rustica root tips which resulted in approximately 80% viability as 

determined by fluorescein diacetate (FDA) staining, however the regeneration of 

proliferating roots from surviving root tips was low (<20%).  The analysis of total 

betacyanin and betaxanthin pigments in Beta vulgaris roots and nicotine alkaloids in 

Nicotiana rustica roots regenerated from these cryopreserved transformed root tips showed 

they were unchanged compared to unfrozen, transformed roots (Benson & Hamill 1991).  

Similarly, the production of the anti-malarial drug artemisinin in hairy root cultures 

regenerated from cryopreserved Artemisia annua root tips was similar to unfrozen, 

transformed root cultures (Teoh et al. 1996).   

The development of a cell-encapsulation-based cryopreservation protocol for 

Papaver somniferum cell suspensions transformed with the S-adenosylmethionine SAM-

synthetase gene for paromomycin resistance from Arabidopsis thaliana has been achieved 

(Gazeau et al. 1998).  As Papaver somniferum is known to be unstable under in vitro 

culture conditions, calli regenerated from cryopreserved cell suspensions were analysed for 

the expression of the foreign SAM gene using PCR and southern blot analysis to evaluate 

the integrity of the gene, northern blot analysis to probe for RNA transcripts, and the     

SAM-S assay to determine expression via enzyme activity.  These analyses were found to 

be unaffected by cryopreservation when compared to untreated controls (Elleuch et al. 

1998).  Using photospectrometry, the hypericin content of in vitro Saint John’s wort plants 

recovered from cryopreserved shoots tips was shown to be unaltered from that of untreated 
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plants (Urbanová et al. 2006).  These reports indicate that metabolic stability is maintained 

after cryopreservation. 

 

1.3.5  Protein and enzyme analysis 

The analysis of specific proteins and isozymes (enzymes that differ in amino acid sequence 

but catalyse the same chemical reaction) that are characteristic of agricultural and 

horticultural cultivars or varieties is a useful approach for the classification and 

identification of plants.  For the identification of cultivars within a species, these techniques 

traditionally involve the polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (PAGE) separation of proteins 

which are differentially expressed, and the subsequent examination and comparison of 

banding patterns to known varieties.  These electrophoretic approaches generally vary 

between species in terms of plant tissue used for extraction and the range of proteins 

targeted for analysis (Cooke 1989).   

The two principle approaches used for varietal identification are the direct, 

multilocus approach, and the indirect single locus approach.  The former involves the 

electrophoretic analysis of proteins that are encoded at more than one locus and display a 

sizeable degree of polymorphism such as seed storage proteins.  The distinctness between 

varieties in a multilocus analysis is detected as the presence or absence of a band or set of 

bands occurring at a regular predetermined position on a gel.  In contrast, the indirect single 

locus approach utilises proteins that are polymorphic but are derived from a single locus 

within all the cultivars examined within the species (Cooke 1989).    

These approaches have been applied to projects such as the breeding of new plant 

varieties, population genetics and the testing, production and certification of seeds and 

commercial grains, however it is also useful for in vitro conservation and stability 

assessments in terms of its ability to examine distinctness, uniformity and stability (Cooke 

1989).   

Stability assessment of plants after cryopreservation using proteins and enzymes 

must take into consideration variations in expression that can be influenced by alterations in 

the culture environment, various types of cellular development and the genetics of breeding 

systems such as autogamous and allogamous plant species.  The use of protein 

electrophoretic strategies for discrimination between varieties has been widely utilised for 

inbreeding or self-fertile (autogamous) species and also for sexually and vegetatively 

propagated allogamous species.  For sexually propagated species, individual plants are 
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genetically distinct as they possess different combinations of homozygous and 

heterozygous genes; therefore the protein profile of a unique genotype within a cultivar is 

unlikely to occur in every plant of that cultivar.  Conversely, vegetatively propagated 

allogamous species contain the identical fixed combinations of homozygous and 

heterozygous genes as the parent; therefore individuals within a cultivar should produce 

identical protein profiles that are not expected to be produced by individuals from another 

cultivar (Gilliland 1989).  Given the wide variety of protein markers available for stability 

assessments, it is important that the source and genetic background of the utilised species is 

known prior to establishment in tissue culture as this knowledge will help circumvent 

incorrect interpretation of profiles and reduce the complexity of stability assessments 

(Harding 2004). 

 Electrophoretic variations were detected in 82 sugarcane varieties using isozyme 

protein markers peroxidase, aminoleucine peptidase, amylase, esterase, malate 

dehydrogenase, aminotransferase and alcohol dehydrogenase.  The specific protein profiles 

generated by each sugarcane variety has been shown to provide a useful technique for the 

characterisation of clones from newly developed varieties and improved control of existing 

genetic material stored using tissue culture (Eksomtramage et al. 1992).  Somaclonal 

variants in several cultivars and genotypes of rice and barley (Hordeum vulgare) were 

detected as altered prolamin electrophoresis banding patterns (Karp 1993).  Greenhouse 

grown sugarcane plants clonally propagated from in vitro plantlets regenerated from 

encapsulation-dehydration cryopreserved shoot tips were assessed for stability by analysis 

of electrophoretic profiles of isozymes aminoleucine peptidase and amylase, and showed 

uniformity in comparison to untreated controls (Paulet et al. 1993).  Orange plants 

established in the greenhouse from in vitro plantlets differentiated from cryopreserved 

somatic embryos were no different in terms of total soluble leaf protein content and 

electrophoretic isozyme analysis of peroxidase and esterase when compared to untreated 

controls (Marín et al. 1993).  In vitro kiwi plants established from clonally propagating 

plantlets regenerated directly from encapsulation-dehydration cryopreserved shoot tips 

were not different from untreated control plantlets as determined by electrophoretic 

analysis of peroxidase zymogram patterning (Wu et al. 2001a). 
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1.3.6  Plant proteomic approaches 

Whereas conventional isozyme analysis involves PAGE separation and analysis of 

specifically targeted enzymes, the proteomics approach utilises the complete protein 

complement expressed by a genome which is also referred to as a transcriptome.    

Proteomics traditionally relies on two-dimensional electrophoresis (2-DE) which involves 

the separation of total extracted proteins (from tissue, cell or subcellular compartment) 

initially by isoelectric focusing, and subsequently according to molecular weight which 

generates a matrix of spots on acrylamide gel (as opposed to bands with one-dimensional 

electrophoresis) which is usually developed with more sensitive silver staining to detect 

proteins with low range expression.  The resulting dots on the matrix are separated 

horizontally according to isoelectric point, and vertically according to molecular weight.   

2-DE is a useful tool as it can detect multiple variations in one procedure such as shifts in 

isoelectric points, changes in molecular weight and variations in the amount of protein 

expressed.  2-DE has been utilised in a range of plant genetic diversity studies in 

agricultural crop species such as barley, maize (Zea mays), pepper, sugarcane and wheat 

(Triticum aestivum), and also in species important to forestry such as Douglas fir 

(Pseudotsuga menziesii), Pinus sp. and Eucalyptus.  Phylogenetic relationship experiments 

on the Triticeae tribe have also adopted 2-DE to calculate genetic distances based on the 

estimated numbers of uncommon and common gel spots.  Using the ability of 2-DE to 

distinguish between the relative expression levels of specific proteins, gene expression 

studies of homologous genomes in polyploids have employed this technique to discriminate 

between the various levels of expression ‘doses’ in plants of various ploidy numbers.  The 

sensitivity of 2-DE has also made it a desirable technique for the characterisation of 

developmental mutants used in the study of protein expression modifications in 

Arabidopsis thaliana.  2-DE has also been employed in studies such as the genetic 

localisation of protein loci and protein quantity loci, identification of candidate proteins for 

drought tolerance and for the establishment of plant protein databases                

(Thiellement et al. 1999).  2-DE has been used to discriminate Arabidopsis thaliana 

developmental mutants in agreement with phenotypical and physiological traits such as the 

over accumulation of cytokinins (Santoni et al, 1997).  The implementation of 2-DE for the 

study of water-deficit responses in maritime pine resulted in the computer analysis 

quantification of 1000 protein spots, and led to the identification of 38 which responded by 

suppression or accumulation (Costa et al. 1998).  These diverse applications highlight the 
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adaptability of 2-DE as a tool for crop genetic resource improvement and management, and 

it holds potential for applications in the identification of cold, drought and frost tolerance 

candidate proteins which may influence post cryopreservation recovery and stability.  

 In addition to direct identification of proteins using electrophoretic and other 

methods such as chromatography with the aim of studying differential protein expression, 

the analysis of protein interactions, post-translational modifications and the structural 

determination of protein complexes are also integral approaches to proteomics and require 

more advanced approaches such as mass spectrometry and bioinformatics to study amino 

acid sequences and secondary structure.  Advances in user friendly matrix-assisted laser-

desorption ionisation (MALDI) mass spectrometry (MS) equipment, and increasing 

amounts of expressed sequence tag (EST) and genome sequence data have led to the 

increased use of MS in more recent plant proteomic studies. 

 The identification of proteins using MS require the isolation of the protein from the 

relevant tissue, cell or sub-cellular compartment using conventional techniques such as 

chromatography, or the extraction of protein bands or spots from acrylamide gels.  The 

protein is then digested with trypsin resulting in a set of peptides for which masses are 

determined using MALDI time of flight (TOF) MS.  Bioinformatics search engines are then 

utilised to compare the set of resulting peptide masses with predetermined and measured 

peptide masses of known protein sequences to identify the protein of interest.  If MALDI 

TOF is unable to identify the candidate protein, electrospray ionisation (ESI) MS can be 

used to further fragment the peptides by collision-induced dissociation. The resulting 

peptides are then analysed for amino acid sequences which are used along with the 

measured ion masses to search for proteins in databases (Van Wijk 2001).   

 An extraction protocol was developed for the isolation of proteins from olive    

(Olea europaea) leaves containing high levels of interfering polyphenolic compounds 

(Wang et al. 2003).  The study also reported the successful SDS-PAGE and 2-DE 

separation of leaf proteins and subsequent tyrosinate α-tubulin immunoblotting.  The 

protocol included an additional grinding of leaf tissue powder to a finer degree, multiple 

organic solvent washes to remove lipids, and pigments with trichloroacetic acid (TCA) to 

remove water soluble contaminants and phenol extraction in the presence of sodium 

dodecyl sulfate (SDS).  Polyphenolic compounds can co-purify with proteins resulting in a 

brownish pellet if using simple extraction procedures involving direct grinding of leaf in 
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aqueous buffer followed by organic solvent precipitation; and can interfere with subsequent 

PAGE and 2-DE analysis protocols. 

 Once proteins have been extracted from desired tissue, cells or organelles, extracts 

can be separated using one-dimensional SDS-PAGE or 2-DE and stained with conventional 

colloidal stains (Ogorzalek Loo et al. 1996). They generated MALDI MS spectra from 

excised SDS PAGE bands and 2-DE spots stained with colloidal Coomassie blue.  An 

alternative approach to visualisation is the silver-staining of PAGE gels which is less 

complicated and more sensitive than Coomassie staining and is less likely to interfere with 

subsequent MS procedures such as the generation of MALDI MS spectra from silver 

stained SDS PAGE bands (Shevchenko et al. 1996). 

 The increasing availability of plant proteome information has led to the 

development of database software such as the integrative genome annotation pipeline 

(iGAP) for proteome-wide protein structure and functional domain assignment which was 

implemented for the analysis of all the proteins from Arabidopsis thaliana (Li et al. 2003).  

iGAP can determine three-dimensional structures at the level of the domain that are 

assigned by fold recognition and threading based on a novel fold library that extends 

common domain classifications, and is being applied to proteins from all available 

proteomes as part of a comparative proteomics resource database.  The implementation of 

the international rice information system (IRIS) as part of the international crop information 

system (ICIS) database system is a valuable tool for researchers as it can manage diverse 

rice genomics data such as genetic mapping, genome annotation, genotype, mutant, 

transcriptome, metabolome and proteome data (Bruskiewich et al. 2003).   

 Using one-dimensional SDS PAGE, mitochondrial carrier proteins from 

Arabidopsis thaliana were separated prior to excision and trypsin digestion to produce 

peptides which were sequenced using tandem MS (Millar & Heazlewood 2003).  A 

comprehensive analysis of the thylakoid membrane proteome from Arabidopsis thaliana 

chloroplasts has been employed for an array of proteomic multi-dimensional separation 

techniques such as reverse-phase HPLC and one/two-dimensional electrophoresis (Frisko et 

al. 2004).  In the previous study excised bands were digested with trypsin, chymotrypsin or 

cleaved with limited acid hydrolysis prior to analysis with ESI MS to produce data which 

was deposited in the plastid proteome database (PPDB) and cross correlated to other 

chloroplast sub-proteome analysis initiatives. 
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A comparative proteomics approach employed 2-DE and MALDI TOF MS to 

analyse protein expression during maize plastid greening in seedlings after exposure to light 

(Lonosky et al. 2004).  Proteins were identified after high quality spots were excised from 

2-DE gels, trypsin digested and subjected to MS to produce spectra that were compared to 

translation products from expressed sequence tags and genomic DNA sequences that were 

theoretically digested with trypsin using Protein Prospector bioinformatics software.  The 

study detected 1549 high quality spots, however only 54 proteins were identified 

unambiguously which highlights the fact that investigations such as these not only depend 

on the correct choice of laboratory techniques, but also on the availability of data on the 

plant species in question, whether it be physiological, biochemical or DNA databases.  A 

similar approach employing 2-DE, MALDI TOF MS and database bioinformatics was 

implemented to investigate the cytoplasmic regulation of the accumulation of nuclear-

encoded proteins in the mitochondrial proteome of maize and resulted in the identification 

of 58 genes that encode 100 out of the 300 mitochondrial proteins resolved by 2-DE 

(Hochholdinger et al. 2004).   

Although electrophoretic separation combined with MS is sensitive and provides 

many benefits over traditional techniques, it also has some inherent limitations.  Low 

abundance proteins can be difficult to detect due to the limited sample capacity and 

detection sensitivity of existing 2-DE protocols, therefore proteins detected by 2-DE are not 

a true representation of all the expressed proteins.  Hydrophobic membrane proteins are 

also inherently challenging to purify and separate using 2-DE for they are difficult to 

solubilise even with specific detergents, and they can adsorb to the walls of tubes resulting 

in protein loss.  Proteins can also co-migrate to a specific spot on a 2-DE gel even though 

they may be structurally different or differentially modified or processed, and this can lead 

to aberrant MS data.  Perhaps the greatest limitation of the combined 2-DE/MS approach is 

its limited throughput due to the need for identification and treatment of each individual 

protein spot of interest.  The potential for automation is also restricted as the procedure is 

labour-intensive.  The limitations discussed here can potentially be overcome with the 

development of areas such as prefractionation prior to separation, highly sensitive 

fluorescent dyes, new detergent systems and the development of robotics and software 

systems to increase automation (Griffin & Abersold 2001).   

Despite the inherent limitations of these multifaceted proteomics approaches, they 

remain crucial for protein expression and characterisation investigations and could be 
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applied to the identification of the candidate proteins relevant to cryopreservation, such as 

those involved in desiccation, cold and frost tolerance, and to determine variations in their 

expression patterns as a response to abiotic stresses.          

 

1.3.7  Molecular genetic approaches 

Although proteomic stability analysis is useful for the analysis of translated gene products, 

it is unable to detect variations in non-coding regions of the genome, or genes expressed 

sporadically in low concentrations in specific tissues or cells such as regulatory proteins.  

Molecular genetic approaches allow the analysis of genomic DNA by examining 

predetermined and characterised sequences, or randomly primed regions with unknown 

functions.  As for other higher organisms, the molecular architecture of plant genomes is 

extremely complex comprising of several degrees of DNA sequence organisation, and its 

size is highly variable across a range of plants as shown using flow cytometry analysis of 

nuclear DNA content in over 100 species (Arumuganathan & Earle 1991).  The high 

variability in plant genomes is partly due to highly repeated DNA regions such as 

sequences encoding essential functional ribosomes (ribosomal RNA (rRNA)) that power 

crucial cellular functions, however variation also exists in single/low copy sequences 

encoding proteins involved in key metabolic pathways (Dean & Schmidt 1995), which are 

often referred to as ‘housekeeping genes’.  Repetitive DNA sequences exist as long 

continuous domains such as tandem repeat sequences distributed between functional genes, 

or in regions with unknown functions.  Well characterised reiterated sequences can be 

classified into groups such as long/short interspersed elements, transposable elements, 

retrotransposons or simple nucleotide repeats (Harding 1999).  The assessment of genetic 

stability must take into consideration the frequency of mutation in a particular species 

under tissue culture conditions to accurately gauge the degree of influence cryopreservation 

has on somaclonal variation and to consider the complexity of the genome prior to selecting 

the technique.  There are many molecular genetic approaches that have been used to assess 

plant diversity (Harris 1999), and genetic stability assessment of plants relies on two 

approaches to detect changes in specific sequences; (i) DNA-DNA hybridisation involving 

direct sequence homology, and (ii) polymerase chain reaction (PCR) analysis of amplified 

fragments (Harding 2004).   
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1.3.7.1  DNA hybridisation molecular techniques 

DNA hybridisation relies on the use of radioactively-labelled or chemiluminescent     

biotin-labelled genomic probes cloned from nuclear DNA or cDNA from transcribed 

mRNA molecules to specifically bind and detect sequences in restriction digested sample 

DNA, and is also referred to as the detection of restriction fragment length polymorphisms 

(RFLPs).  Genomic hybridisation libraries contain probes with repetitive sequences which 

reflect the large regions of repetitive DNA in plant genomes, while cDNA library probes 

represent unique sequences with low copy numbers; however each probe covers only a 

small proportion of the genome which requires hybridisation studies and the use of 

numerous probes (Potter & Jones 1991).   

RFLP has been employed in the accurate and reliable identification of plant 

varieties and has a significant advantage over biochemical and protein analysis techniques 

which are limited to detecting gene products which may be influenced by tissue specificity 

and developmental stage (Ainsworth & Sharp 1989).  Ribosomal DNA studies using radio-

labelled probe hybridisation to restriction digested genomic DNA resulted in the 

construction of restriction enzyme maps, and demonstrated uniformity in rDNA repeats 

between two potato cultivars, however they diverged with respect to intergenic spacer 

(IGS) sequences (Harding 1991a).  The analysis of potato plants regenerated directly from 

leaf-disk callus using cDNA and genomic probes lead to the identification of six variant 

plants from a population of 46.  These somaclonal variants were detected by a loss of a 

single random cDNA probe band, and changes in band intensity for rRNA genomic clones 

which reflected changes in copy number (Potter & Jones 1991).  Somaclonal variation has 

been demonstrated at the genomic DNA level with a reduction in the number of rDNA 

copies in mature potato plant clones grown from protoplasts via an intermediate callus 

phase, detected using southern hybridisation (Landsmann & Uhrig 1985).  This highlights 

the importance of assessing in vitro plants for genetic stability, particularly populations 

propagated from undifferentiated callus cultures.  The hybridisation analysis of 34 different 

potato somaclones including four somaclonal variants revealed radio-labelled band 

intensity differences using a mitochondrial and a nuclear hybridisation probe in two 

somaclones, however no correlation was noted between the observed variations and 

somaclonal variation (Ball & Seilleur 1986).  Using biotin-labelled hybridisation probes 

variations were shown between two potato cultivars indicative of rDNA spacer length 

heterogeneity, however conserved coding regions were common to both varieties analysed             
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(Harding 1992).  Seven cassava (Manihot esculenta) varieties established in the greenhouse 

from cuttings excised from mature field plants grown directly from in vitro slow-growth 

cultured plantlets displayed no RFLP variations as analysed by hybridisation to digested 

genomic DNA (Angel et al. 1996).  The analysis of rDNA in somatic hybrids between wild 

and cultivated potato species using chemiluminescent labelled hybridisation revealed a 

decrease in rDNA copy number (18S + 25S) and polymorphisms in IGS regions, however 

common hybridisation fragments were also detected representing highly conserved coding 

regions within the rDNA tandem array (Harding & Millam 1999).  RFLP analysis has also 

been applied for the characterisation and evaluation of genetic diversity in peach       

(Prunus persica) (Quarta et al. 2001), barley (Maestri et al. 2002) Vasconcellea species 

germplasm, and the allied genus Carica (Van Droogenbroeck et al. 2004).     

RFLPs have been employed in a number of investigations to assess genetic stability 

of cryopreserved germplasm.  Potato plants recovered from cryopreserved shoot tips 

produced unchanged ribosomal gene profiles compared to untreated controls, however 

polymorphisms were detected using radio-labelled probes in two out of 16 DNA samples 

extracted from plants derived from slow growth cultures (Harding 1991a).  Radio-labelled 

genomic DNA probe hybridisation analysis of white spruce plantlets regenerated from 

cryopreserved embryogenic cultures revealed no evidence of somaclonal variation 

compared to controls (Cyr et al. 1994).  A population of 161 plants representing old potato 

varieties regrown from cryopreserved shoot tips did not show any variations in terms of 

RFLPs (Schäfer-Menuhr et al. 1996).  Variation has been shown in cryopreserved potato 

using radio-labelled band intensity analysis of a 2.55 kb rDNA fragment genomic DNA 

hybridisation probe, however this was also shown to be variable between untreated controls 

unlike the reproducible intensities of the main ribosomal RNA gene fragments        

(Harding 1997).  Hybridisation of chemiluminescent probes to restriction enzyme digested                  

nuclear-chloroplast genomic complex and chloroplast DNA fragments revealed no 

polymorphisms in 30 potato plants regenerated from encapsulation/dehydration 

cryopreserved shoot tips compared to untreated plants (Harding & Benson 2000).  A pair of 

2.5 year old mahogany (Swietenia macrophylla) trees grown from cryopreserved seed 

showed no variations in genomic DNA and ribosomal RNA gene restriction fragments 

using chemiluminescent probes compared to the untreated 45 year old mother tree   

(Harding et al. 2000). 
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The application of DNA hybridisation techniques across a range of plant genetic 

resource management investigations have demonstrated its effectiveness for applications 

including the accurate identification of specific genotypes for crop breeding, and screening 

for somaclonal variants generated from slow growth tissue culture or cryopreservation. 

 

1.3.7.2  Polymerase chain reaction (PCR) molecular techniques                   

PCR has proved to be an invaluable tool for the genetic analysis of cryopreserved plant 

germplasm and there are many variations of the technique employing the thermostable Taq 

DNA polymerase enzyme to amply specific sequences using sample DNA extracts as a 

template.  All PCR techniques utilise a template denaturing step to melt double stranded 

DNA followed by cooling to anneal oligonucleotide primers to sequences on each of the 

separated single strands which are used as template to amplify a specific complementary 

sequence (amplicon) during the extension or amplification step facilitated by Taq 

polymerase.  Cyclic rounds of amplification results in the exponential production of the 

specific amplicon until all the available primers or nucleotide bases have been used and the 

rate of amplification has reduced.  This can require as little as 5-10 ng of genomic DNA per 

reaction (Harding 2004).  The resulting amplified sequences can be analysed using various 

approaches such as gel electrophoresis to separate the amplified fragments and generate 

distinct profiles.     

 

1.3.7.2.1 Randomly amplified polymorphic DNA (RAPD) analysis 

Initial applications of PCR to plant research included parentage determination in maize 

hybrids using a single 19-mer primer to arbitrarily prime and amplify specific regions of the 

genome called randomly amplified polymorphic DNA (RAPD) (Welsh et al. 1991).  The 

authors of the previous investigation indicated that arbitrarily primed PCR (AP-PCR) can 

be used to generate genetic linkage maps more quickly than RFLP-based procedures which 

involve several more steps, provided that it is unnecessary to detect heterozygotes, or if 

backcrosses can be easily performed.  RAPD analysis has also proven effective for 

assessing the stability of cassava after retrieval from 10 years of in vitro storage which 

revealed no polymorphisms (Angel et al. 1996).  RAPD analysis has been applied to 

investigations involving the characterisation and evaluation of genetic diversity and genetic 

relationships in peach (Quarta et al. 2001), mulberry (Morus sp.) (Bhattacharya & Ranade 

2001), Orobanche species (Román et al. 2003), coffee (Masumbuko et al. 2003) and rice 
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(Yu et al. 2005).  Genetic stability in micropropagated almond (Prunus dulcis) plantlets 

was demonstrated using the RAPD technique and attests its applicability to a range of 

applications (Martins et al. 2004).                     

Although PCR amplified RAPD provides a rapid analytical tool for genotyping and 

stability assessments, it has limitations that must be considered such as the phenomenon of 

competition where expected bands are not amplified or are reduced in intensity as has been 

the case for the RAPD analysis of Brassica napus lines (Halldén et al. 1996).  Other 

limitations include the lack of reproducibility in generated markers under conditions such 

as DNA preparations of the same sample, using different thermocycling machines and 

between operators and laboratories which has led to the standardisation of RAPD analysis 

techniques for the characterisation of plant germplasm collections (Harding 1996).   

Standardisation of RAPD analysis serves to improve reproducibility between laboratories 

and operators and involves imposing set parameters on the protocol such as the PCR 

reaction volume, chemical (MgCl2 & dNTP) and oligonucleotide primer concentration, 

DNA extract quality and concentration and the source of Taq polymerase.  Other important 

considerations include the thermocycler and choice of post amplification gel 

electrophoresis analysis (Lowe et al. 1996).     

As RAPD can be performed with relative ease and no prior genome sequence 

knowledge of the organism in required, it has been employed in numerous studies to 

evaluate genetic stability after cryopreservation.  A vitrification-based cryopreservation 

protocol was applied to the endangered shrub Grevillea scapigera and was shown to 

produce recovery percentages of >60%; and furthermore RAPD analysis of shoots 

regenerated from recovered plants showed no detectable variation in genomic DNA 

(Touchell & Dixon 1996).  Embryogenic cultures of open-pollinated Abies cephalonica 

were treated with dimethylsulphoxide (DMSO) and two solutions of polyethylene glycol, 

glucose and DMSO (PGD I and PGD II) as cryoprotectants with and without exposure to 

liquid nitrogen.  The subsequent RAPD analysis of recovered cultures exposed considerable 

genetic variation in DMSO treated non-frozen samples, i.e. 16.8% of the produced RAPD 

profiles showed intraclonal variation while background variation was seen in 1.7% of the 

control amplifications (Aronen et al. 1999).  The previous study demonstrates that 

cryoprotectants may cause a risk to genetic fidelity of plant material, and highlights the 

importance of monitoring.  Embryogenic Scots pine (Pinus sylvestris) cell lines recovered 

from cryopreserved cultures were observed to be morphologically identical to non-frozen 
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cultures and RAPD profile analysis revealed no genetic variations (Häggman et al. 1998).  

RAPD was employed to evaluate genetic stability in white spruce embryogenic cultures 

regenerated from cryopreservation and detected somaclonal variation in some in vitro 

embryogenic cultures two and 12 months after re-establishment following cryopreservation 

but not in the corresponding regenerated trees (DeVerno et al. 1999).  Furthermore, trees 

regenerated from somatic embryos that matured or germinated abnormally in in vitro 

culture displayed altered RAPD fragment profiles.  Prunus plants regenerated from 

cryopreserved shoot tips were screened with 42 RAPD primers resulting in the detection of 

a polymorphic fragment with one primer in 42 out of 59 cryopreserved plants, 44 out of the 

99 non-frozen plants tested, and in two leaves of the four taken for analysis from the 

mother tree (Helliot et al. 2002).  RAPD analysis was applied to Citrus callus regenerated 

from cryopreserved cell suspensions and revealed no aberration in band number and size in 

eight sibling cell lines using 102 random primers (Hao et al. 2002a).  Post cryopreservation 

RAPD stability assessments were undertaken in Dioscorea floribunda plants using 60 in 

vitro plants sampled from populations established by micropropagating individuals 

regenerated from cryopreserved shoot tips, and 20 non-frozen in vitro control plants.  The 

investigation resulted in the detection of 64 monomorphic markers using 10 primers for 

each plant with the exception of one cryopreserved plant producing one polymorphic 

marker (Ahuja et al. 2002).  In vitro plantlets regenerated from cryopreserved Arachis 

burchellii shoot tips were compared to non-frozen controls and revealed no polymorphisms 

(Gagliardi et al. 2003).  Grape and kiwi in vitro plants obtained from the micropropagation 

of individual plants regenerated from cryopreserved shoot tips were analysed for RAPD 

polymorphisms and revealed no variation between non-frozen plants and germplasm from 

cryopreserved plants (Zhai et al. 2003).  RAPD analysis was also applied to investigate 

stability in 20 in vitro Dioscorea bulbifera control plants, and 60 plants derived from 

encapsulation-dehydration cryopreservation which detected one variable band observed in 

one cryopreserved sample (Dixit et al. 2003).  Genomic DNA analysis of Atropa 

belladonna hairy root tips regenerated from cryopreservation was conducted using seven 

10-mer RAPD primers resulting in no detected polymorphisms between cryopreserved and 

untreated root tips (Yoshimatsu et al. 2000).   

The RAPD assay has been utilised for the development of sequence characterised 

amplified region (SCAR) sex determination markers for Carica papaya (Urasaki et al. 

2002, Deputy et al. 2002 and Chaves-Bedoya & Nunez 2007).  
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These investigations demonstrate the usefulness of RAPD for stability assessments 

where accurate molecular genetic analysis is required but no detailed genome sequence 

information in available for the plant in question.  

 

1.3.7.2.2 Simple sequence repeat (SSR) analysis 

Also called microsatellites, simple sequence repeats are short tandemly repeated DNA 

sequences of one to four nucleotides which are very common in plant genomes and are 

characteristically co-dominant, single-locus, simple, highly polymorphic, robust PCR 

markers (Harding 2004).  Predetermined regions known to contain SSRs can be selectively 

targeted with primers and amplified with PCR to produce fragments that can be separated 

according to size using gel electrophoresis to detect fragment length changes.   

Selective amplification of SSR markers was used to demonstrate genetic stability in 

micropropagated almond (Prunus dulcis) plants (Martins et al. 2004), and to characterise 

genetic diversity in barley (Maestri et al. 2002), rice (Yu et al. 2005) and Athyrium 

distentifolium (Woodhead et al. 2005).  SSR analysis was employed to confirm 

microsatellite profile stability using potato cultivars Brodick and Golden Wonder in: (i) 

individual, field grown plants, (ii) individual plants derived from a single parental tuber 

progeny, (iii) plantlets derived from in vitro cultures and, (iv) plantlets derived from 

cryopreserved germplasm (Harding & Benson 2001).  Variable number of tandem repeat 

(VNTR) sequence analysis of Saint John’s wort plants regenerated after shoot tip 

cryopreservation using SSR primers led to the identification of two reproducible variations 

in two cryopreserved plants (Urbanová et al. 2006).    

 

1.3.7.2.3 Amplified fragment length polymorphism (AFLP) analysis 

An alternative form of genomic DNA analysis called amplified fragment length 

polymorphism combines the reliability and reproducibility of RFLP analysis with the 

selectivity of PCR to provide a novel and very powerful multi-locus DNA fingerprinting 

technique which does not require detailed sequence information.  The technique involves 

three steps: (i) restriction digestion of the DNA and ligation of oligonucleotide adapters, (ii) 

selective amplification of sets of restriction fragments, and (iii) sequencing gel separation 

and analysis of the amplified fragments (Vos et al. 1995).  The technique has been adapted 

to fluorescent labelled procedures and has been automated using gel scanners to allow for 

the detection of several polymorphisms in a single assay, and identification of 
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heterozygotes.  The disadvantages of AFLP include its requirement for greater amounts of 

DNA template and greater technical complexity than simple RAPD analysis (Karp et al. 

1997).    

 AFLP has been applied in studies of genetic diversity and relationships in Carica 

papaya (Kim et al. 2002) among highland papaya and its wild relatives (Caricaceae) (Van 

Droogenbroeck et al. 2002), wheat (Tyrka 2004), Athyrium distentifolium (Woodhead et al. 

2005) and sea oats (Uniola paniculata) (Subudhi et al. 2005).    

 Genetic fidelity of Anigozanthos viridis plants was demonstrated after cold storage 

and 12 months of shoot tip cryostorage with three AFLP primer pairs to generate a total of 

95 fluorescently labelled fragments which were analysed using an ABI Prism 377 

automated genetic analysis system (AGAS) (Turner et al. 2001).  In vitro Prunus plantlets 

regenerated from slow or rapid frozen shoot tips were compared to untreated plantlets and 

to the mother tree using seven AFLP primer combinations to produce 565 amplified 

fragments which revealed two polymorphic fragments comprising of a 135 bp fragment and 

the disappearance of a 90 bp fragment (Helliot et al. 2002).  The frequency of these two 

polymorphisms increased significantly from three out of 17 non-frozen plants to 13 out of 

35 plants regenerated from cryopreserved apices.  AFLP was also employed to evaluate 

genetic stability in eight single-bud sibling lines of apple which were regenerated from 

encapsulation-dehydration cryopreserved shoot tips, and they revealed no changes in DNA 

fragment patterns between non-frozen and plants derived from cryopreserved shoots using 

20 primer combinations to generate 1780 fragments for each sample (Hao et al. 2001).  

Eight strawberry cell lines regenerated from encapsulation-dehydration cryopreserved shoot 

tips were each found to produce one additional band than non-frozen samples using one 

primer combination (Hao et al. 2002b).   

 In vitro plantlets regenerated from Cosmos atrosanguineus shoot tips that were 

recovered after 12 months of encapsulation-dehydration cryostorage were compared to non-

frozen material collected at the time of tissue culture initiation. They revealed no 

polymorphic markers between the two groups in the 433 AFLP bands that were generated 

(Wilkinson et al. 2003).  However, potato plants regenerated after three months of an 

encapsulation-dehydration based cryopreservation were shown to produce AFLP profiles 

with 97-100% homology to unfrozen control plants, which was indicative of some variation 

(Zarghami et al. 2008).  
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 The effectiveness of AFLP PCR analysis as a molecular tool for the assessment of 

genetic stability in cryopreserved germplasm has been demonstrated by the above 

investigations which highlight the increasing use of sequence specific molecular genetic 

PCR analysis approaches to detect genome-wide, polymorphic DNA variations. 

 

1.3.7.2.4  Randomly amplified DNA fingerprinting 

An alternative form of arbitrarily primed PCR known as randomly amplified DNA 

fingerprinting is a variation of a technique called DNA amplification fingerprinting 

however it is more robust because amplicons are labelled with radioactive P
33

 or 

fluorescence in a 30 cycle PCR followed by separation on large polyacrylamide sequencing 

gels.  Highly reproducible RAF markers can be readily amplified from purified DNA or 

directly from alkali treated leaf, and markers typically display dominant inheritance with a 

small but significant portion of markers exhibiting codominant inheritance which represent 

microsatellite loci.  RAF also compares favourably with AFLP as both techniques can 

produce approximately the same number of markers per sequencing gel for large and 

complex genomes, however RAF does not require enzymatic template digestion and 

involves a one step PCR instead of two required by AFLP.  The applicability of this 

modified technique was tested in tomato (Lycopersicon esculentum), Arabidopsis thaliana, 

soybean (Glycine max), Glycine soja, wheat, sugarcane and macadamia (Macadamia 

integrifolia) and all generated reproducible profiles (Waldron et al. 2002).   

Genetic diversity mapping investigations based on RAF markers have been reported 

for macadamia (Peace et al. 2003) and mangosteen (Garcinia mangostana) (Ramage et al. 

2004).  RAF markers have also been employed for the genetic mapping of a papaya 

ringspot virus type P (PRSV-P) resistance gene in Vasconcellea pubescens, a distant 

relative of C. papaya (Dillon et al. 2005), and in the development of a codominant CAPS 

marker for the reliable selection of PRSV-P resistant hybrid papaya genotypes (Dillon et al. 

2006).      
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1.3.8  Epigenetic analysis techniques 

 While molecular genetic approaches are aimed at the analysis of isolated double stranded 

primary DNA sequences and the Mendelian level of gene action, epigenetics involves the 

study of genetic regulation in terms of DNA secondary structure via nucleosomal-protein 

interactions, the phenotypic effects of which were first described in 1942 by Waddington 

for the fruit fly Drosophila.  An overview of epigenetics by Holliday in 1994 revised the 

topic and defined it as ‘the study of the changes in gene expression, which occur in 

organisms with differentiated cells, and the mitotic inheritance of given patterns of gene 

expression’ and implied that stable mitotic inheritance of given patterns of gene activity is a 

key feature of epigenetic controls.  Epigenetic control mechanisms can include DNA-

protein interactions, changes at the DNA level as seen in the production of genes encoding 

for immunoglobulins, and alternative splicing of pre-mRNA transcripts to produce various 

protein isoforms.  A more recent review by Cavalli in 2002 details various mechanisms by 

which genome regulation can be influenced by epigenetic factors such as cytosine 

methylation, post-translational histone modifications (acetylation, methylation and 

phosphorylation), nucleosome conformational and positional changes, and the interaction 

of non-histone proteins and non-coding RNA’s with chromatin.  As the alteration of plant 

phenotypic characteristics can be caused by epigenetic variation, it is an important factor to 

consider in the assessment of germplasm recovered from cryopreservation.   

 

1.3.8.1  Chromatin analysis 

As the conformation of chromatin and nucleosomal structures have been implicated as 

cellular components that undergo modulation during variations in gene expression, studies 

have been performed to directly analyse the degree of chromatin unwinding or relaxing 

which allows access to DNA binding proteins and enzymes.  The fragments produced from 

DNA subjected to endonuclease digestion can be separated using gel electrophoresis to 

generate profiles which can be screened for band pattern alterations.  Somatic hybrid potato 

plants produced from protoplast fusion were analysed for changes in chromatin structure 

using Dnase I endonuclease digestion sensitivity assays which revealed a resistance to 

Dnase I digestion in some hybrids compared to parental plants indicating a tighter 

conformational change in chromatin which restricts the access of DNA transcription 

complex and Dnase I (Harding & Millam 2000).  Mahogany nuclear DNA from leaves of 

plants regenerated from slow-cooled cryopreserved seed was subjected to Dnase I 
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digestion, and the resulting fragment profiles indicated a clear difference in chromatin 

Dnase I sensitivity compared to the mother tree, with older leaves showing a higher 

sensitivity to digestion (Harding et al. 2000).  The previous study emphasizes the 

application of such analysis techniques to examine functional attributes such as plant 

characteristics, height and vigour that are vital to agronomical performance which may be 

influenced by factors affecting gene expression in chromatin structures (Harding 2004).   

 

1.3.8.2  DNA methylation analysis 

Genetic instability in plant tissue cultures has been monitored using DNA methylation  

analysis which showed that 2,4-D had a hypomethylating effect, and methylation levels 

were higher in the leaf and in a habituated clone than in auxotrophic tomato somaclones 

(Karp 1993).  Alteration of the methylation status of cytosine DNA bases has been 

described as a mechanism for the hyper- and hypomethylation (depending on report) 

revealed in plants regenerated from tissue culture, or their progeny (Phillips et al. 1994).  

The progressive reduction in cytosine methylation in specific genomic regions was shown 

to parallel the onset of changes to morphological phenotypes using the Arabidopsis 

thaliana hypomethylation mutant ddm1 (Kakutani et al. 1996).  Investigations have shown 

that specific DNA methylation patterns are stable during meiosis and can be transmitted 

through the germ cell line (Monk 1990).  Germinated rice seeds were exposed to the 

demethylating agent 5-azacytidine (azaC) which resulted in a 16% reduction in the            

5-methylcytosine content in mature plants compared to untreated plants, and a reduction in 

total stem length by 15%.  The hypomethylation and the reduction in stem length was 

shown to be heritable in the self-fertilised M1 and M2 progenies, implicating a mechanism 

for DNA imprinting (Sano et al. 1990).  A central feature of DNA imprinting mechanisms 

such as methylation status alterations or changes in chromatin conformation is that it 

involves an inactive chromosomal state which is inheritable in somatic cells, yet potentially 

reversible, and can involve single genes, parts of chromosomes, whole chromosomes (X 

chromosome inactivation in mammals), or the entire genome contributed by one parent 

(Matzke & Matzke 1993).  Investigations have produced evidence indicating differential 

methylation patterns of imprinted genes are not simply copied from the gametes, but rather 

established gradually after fertilisation in mammals (Shemer et al. 1996).  It is of great 

importance that the effects of such epigenetic imprinting mechanisms are evaluated in plant 
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germplasm recovered from cryostorage to ensure stability prior to utilisation in long-term 

conservation projects (Reed 2001). 

 

1.3.8.2.1 DNA-DNA hybridisation analysis of methylation status       

DNA hybridisation analysis of methylation status relies on the digestion of DNA with 

restriction enzymes that are sensitive to the methylation status of cytosine nucleotides at 

their recognition sequences, and the subsequent electrophoretic separation and southern 

hybridisation of probes to detect the presence of specific fragments.  The methylation status 

of genomic DNA and rDNA genes in potato plants regenerated from slow-growth culture 

media containing the growth retardant mannitol was shown to be hypermethylated and 

paralleled the observed morphological changes.  The increase in methylation was detected 

by the refractory nature of the isolated DNA to the selected restriction enzymes which 

failed to produce restriction fragments targeted by hybridisation probes (Harding 1994).  

Methylation changes have been associated with the initiation and maintenance of grape in 

vitro shoot and callus cultures as detected by DNA hybridisation analysis of rDNA 

sequences which detected an increase in the degree of methylation in the initiation and 

maintenance of shoot cultures, whereas demethylation was observed in callus cultures 

(Harding et al. 1996).  Mahogany plants regenerated from cryopreserved seeds were 

compared to the mother tree using DNA hybridisation analysis of rDNA and demonstrated 

that the 5’-CCGG-3’ target sequence was preferentially methylated (CmCGG) in trees 

regenerated from cryopreserved seed (Harding et al. 2000).  However, the study showed 

little evidence to support a correlation between methylation status and chromatin structure 

although there were some differences in chromatin structure throughout the nuclear and 

within the rDNA sequence between the mother tree, and trees regenerated from 

cryopreserved embryos.   

 

1.3.8.2.2 Methylation specific PCR 

Early variations of methylation specific PCR did not utilise methylation sensitive restriction 

enzymes and involved the initial modification of DNA by sodium bisulfite which converts 

all unmethylated (but not methylated) cytosines to uracil.  Subsequent amplification of 

fragments with primers specific for methylated versus unmethylated DNA can then be 

detected by gel electrophoresis (Herman et al. 1996).   
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1.3.8.2.2.1 Methylation sensitive amplification polymorphism (MSAP) assay 

Investigations of DNA methylation status stability in plant germplasm recovered from 

cryopreservation have employed the use of the methylation sensitive amplified 

polymorphism (MSAP) assay which is similar to AFLP and relies on restriction 

endonuclease combinations such as HpaII + EcoR1 and MspI + EcoR1 isoschizomers 

which recognise, bind and cleave the same unmethylated 5’-CCGG-3’ sequence.  HpaII 

will bind and cleave the hemimethylated (one DNA strand methylated) 
m

CCGG, C
m

CGG 

and 
m

C
m

CGG sequence, but will not cleave fully methylated sites whereas MspI cleaves 

C
m

CGG but not 
m

CCGG or 
m

C
m

CGG (McClelland et al. 1994).  The cleaved DNA 

template fragments can then be selectively amplified and separated on a gel to detect the 

methylation varations in the banding profiles.   

 Cytosine methylation profiles were examined using MSAP in an elite rice hybrid 

and its parental lines using 16 primer pair combinations which revealed increased 

methylation at some of the recognition sites, and a decrease in other sites, and differential 

methylation of DNA between seedlings and flag leaves with higher methylation in young 

seedlings (Xiong et al. 1999).  The MSAP assay was also employed to identify ‘mantled’ 

oil palm somaclonal variant plants derived from in vitro somatic embryos by amplifying 23 

markers which exhibited a differential pattern between the two phenotypes (Jaligot et al. 

2004).  However each marker could only discriminate between the two phenotypes when 

comparing material of the same genetic origin.  

MSAP analysis was conducted on eight apple single-bud sibling lines recovered 

from encapsulation-dehydration based cryopreservation and revealed a decrease in six 

DNA fragments as detected by the MspI-EcoRI restriction digest compared to untreated 

control plants indicating a decrease in methylation level (Hao et al. 2001).  Strawberry 

plants regenerated from encapsulation-dehydration based cryopreservation were subjected 

to MSAP analysis and revealed an increase of two in the number of DNA fragments 

specific to the HpaII-EcoR1 digest which corresponds to a DNA methylation status change 

from full methylation to hemimethylation at the 
m

CCGG or 
m

C
m

CGG site, and one instance 

of a change from 
m

CCGG or 
m

C
m

CGG to CCGG after cryopreservation (Hao et al. 2002b).  

The cryopreservation stability trials using apple and strawberry both found no indication of 

de novo methylation.  Callus material regenerated from cryopreserved Citrus cell 

suspensions were subjected to an MSAP assay using HpaII-EcoR1 and MspI-EcoR1 

digested templates and demonstrated a significant change in cryopreserved samples 
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observed as; (i) a decrease of seven in the number of fragments specific to the digests (ii) 

one site of de novo methylation indicating a CCGG to C
m

CGG change, and (iii) three 

demethylation sites where status changed from 
m

CCGG or 
m

C
m

CGG to CCGG (Hao et al. 

2002a). 

 

1.3.8.2.2.2 Amplified DNA methylation polymorphism (AMP) assay 

A variation of methylation specific PCR called amplified DNA methylation polymorphism 

(AMP) is essentially a form of RAPD as it uses a random 10-mer primer containing a      

5’-CCGG-3’ to amplify DNA template digested with HpaII which provides a direct 

indication of the methlyation status of the cytosines at the recognition sequence (Webster et 

al. 2005).  AMP assays have the advantage of coupling with RAF genomic DNA assays 

differing only in the requirement for digested DNA template.   

 Epigenetic investigations have shown that methylation may be induced in stressed, 

vitrified tissue cultures as reported for potato subjected to slow growth (Harding 1994), and 

in tomato calli and regenerated plants (Smulders et al. 1995).  The ‘stressed’ state 

experienced during certain phases of tissue culture and cryopreservation may activate 

specific DNA methylases resulting in highly methylated domains within the genome as an 

adaptive response, especially to conditions of high osmotic stress during pre-freezing 

treatments.  This phenomenon may have implications for long-term storage procedures 

where osmotically active, vitrification solutions are utilised as cryoprotective agents 

(Harding 2004). 
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1.4  Aims of the investigation 

 
 

Chapter 2  

The aims of the papaya cryopreservation and in vitro conservation were to: 

• test the response of a published vitrification-based cryopreservation protocol for in 

vitro shoot tips of 12 elite female papaya genotypes. 

• establish stages of the protocol associated with any damage to shoot tips and/or 

decline in regeneration percentage. 

• investigate any association between age of donor plant and regeneration percentage 

after cryopreservation. 

• develop an improved protocol for storage of shoots in cryotubes and investigate 

regeneration percentages after storage in cryotubes for durations up to 18 months.   

• investigate an alternative to agar culture medium to study the effect of in vitro 

support systems and improve the quality and quantity of adventitious root initiation 

and development of in vitro papaya plantlets. 

 

Chapter 3  

The aim of the regeneration, acclimatisation and field assessment were to: 

• regenerate entire in vitro plants from shoot tips subjected to control and 

cryopreservation treatments. 

• establish distinct clonal populations from plants regenerated from cryopreservation 

and control treatments to allow for adequate replication in experiments on 

acclimatisation and further micropropagation.  

• investigate acclimatisation of in vitro plants into pots, and sun-hardening prior to 

field planting. 

• establish plants in the field to monitor growth and evaluate morphology.     

• generate field plant material for DNA and methylation studies. 
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Chapters 4 and 5  

The aim of RAF genomic DNA and AMP methylation analysis of papaya plants post 

cryopreservation  

The aim of this study was to assess the genetic integrity of papaya plants post 

cryopreservation using genomic DNA, and DNA methylation PCR analysis techniques.   

The following assessments were made: 

Assay-I:  

• Comparison of profiles generated from pooled leaf DNA extracts (7-10 plants per 

extract) of in vitro plants (regenerated directly from cryopreservation treatments) 

with untreated plants of six female genotypes (35, 37, 70, 97, TS2 and Z6) showing 

greater than 60% cryopreservation regeneration. 

 

Assay-II: 

• Using female genotype 97; comparison of profiles of clonal treatment subset 

populations of control and cryopreservation treatments with untreated plants at the 

in vitro developmental stage (7-10 plants per extract) (In Vit), 7-8 weeks post 

acclimatisation (2-3 plants per extract) (Accli) and eight weeks post field planting 

(one leaf per extract) (Field). 

 

Assay-III: 

• Using female genotypes 70, Z6 and males B2, B4; comparison of profiles of 

individual plants at an average of 21 weeks post acclimation (one leaf per extract), 

that regenerated directly from single cryopreserved and PVS2 treated shoot tips, 

with untreated plants resulting from routine micropropagation.   
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Chapter 6  

The aims of protein electrophoresis analysis of papaya plants post cryopreservation 

treatments were to: 

 

• Adapt the protein extraction protocol designed for olive leaf (Wang et al. 2003) to 

papaya leaf, and obtain extracts from clones of individual plants regenerated from 

control and after cryopreservation from genotype 35 at the two month old field 

developmental stage, and genotype 97 at the in vitro stage. 

• Analyse samples from control treatments and after cryopreservation from genotypes 

35 and 97 using one-dimensional denaturing SDS-polyacrylamide gel 

electrophoresis (PAGE) to identify variant samples and potential cryopreservation 

stress related candidate proteins.   

• Perform two-dimensional electrophoresis to further characterise variant sample of 

genotype 35 after cryopreservation of clonal line 35LN.15 using SDS-PAGE.   
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Chapter 2 

 

 

Investigations and improved root development of in vitro 

cultures of Carica papaya following cryopreservation 
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2.1  Introduction 

As outlined in chapter 1 conservation of the crop genepool, including crop wild relatives, is 

critical for future plant improvement and adaptation.  Ex situ conservation is currently 

difficult for papaya seed, therefore development of in vitro and cryopreservation options 

are important for long-term collections and conservation of elite clonal material.  In vitro 

growth and storage methods have been applied successfully to establish vegetative explants 

of papaya in vitro, and to generate large clonal populations for the purpose of; field 

planting, reliable collection storage, further conservation studies or for material in 

molecular marker investigations.  The high labour input required for in vitro storage has 

lead to the development of cryopreservation techniques for papaya seed and shoot tip which 

offers the advantage of low maintenance requirements once explants are frozen, and 

virtually indefinite periods of suspended growth.  

 

2.1.1  The aims of papaya cryopreservation and in vitro conservation   

  were to: 

• test the response of a published vitrification-based cryopreservation for in vitro 

shoot tips of 12 elite female papaya genotypes. 

• establish stages of the protocol associated with any damage to shoot tips and/or 

decline in regeneration percentage. 

• investigate any association between age of donor plant and regeneration percentage 

after cryopreservation. 

• develop an improved protocol for storage of shoots in cryotubes and investigate 

regeneration percentages after storage in cryotubes for durations up to 18 months.   

• investigate an alternative to agar culture medium to study the effect of in vitro 

support systems and improve the quality and quantity of adventitious root initiation 

and development of in vitro papaya plantlets. 
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2.2  Materials and methods 

 

2.2.1  Micropropagation 

 

2.2.1.1  Plant material 

Twelve elite female Carica papaya genotypes, (9, 35, 37, 70, 97, C4, K1, K17, L25, TS2, 

Z6 and Z7) were obtained from an in vitro collection established at Griffith University from 

between two and five years prior to the study.  In vitro plants (2-5 months after previous 

sub culture) were micropropagated using the protocols of Drew (1992) and displayed no 

evidence of the presence of endophytic organisms.   

 

2.2.1.2  Micropropagation medium 

The papaya genotypes were micropropagated on multiplication, root induction and single 

shoot medium containing DeFossard Salts (DeFossard et al. 1974) as described by Drew 

(1992).  The three culture media differed only in terms of plant growth regulators, and 

nutrient/vitamin levels (Appendix 1.1-1.2) 

 Each medium was prepared by combining all components except sucrose and agar, 

and volume adjusted with Milli-Q H2O.  After adjusting the pH to 5.65 with hydrochloric 

acid (HCl) and sodium hydroxide (NaOH), sucrose and agar were added and dissolved by 

heating in a microwave.  After dissolving solids, the bulk media was dispensed into clean, 

sealable containers.  Fifty millilitres of multiplication medium was dispensed into 200 ml 

polycarbonate flasks, 25 ml of rooting medium into 100 ml glass bottles and 20 ml of single 

shoot medium into 120 ml polycarbonate screw-cap tubes.  After dispensing, containers 

were sealed and autoclaved at 121 
o
C for 20 min, and then stored in darkness at room 

temperature until use. 

 

2.2.1.3  Micropropagation cycle 

The selected genotypes were subjected to the same conditions and aseptic techniques to 

ensure plants remained free of contamination and at optimal growth conditions.  All 

dissections and manipulations were performed in a laminar flow hood.  All materials and 

equipment were wiped with 70% ethanol before use in the laminar flow hood.  All 

instruments was sterilised by immersing in 70% ethanol, and exposing to heat in the form 

of a naked flame, glass beads in a Steri 250, or a Bacti-Cinerator.  All instruments were 
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cooled in autoclaved Milli-Q H2O prior to manipulation of plant material.  For 

multiplication, nodal sections were obtained from in vitro grown plants by removing all 

roots and leaf petioles from the stem, ensuring axillary buds were not damaged.  The stem 

was divided into sections approximately 0.5-1.5 cm in length, ensuring an axillary bud was 

left near the top of each section (Figure 2.1a).  Each plant (2-5 months after previous sub 

culture) yielded 6-15 nodal sections that were placed on multiplication medium, with the 

axillary shoot apex facing up.  After four weeks in the growth room, axillary buds had 

developed sufficiently to allow the harvest of axillary shoots (Figure 2.1b).   

 

  

Figure 2.1 Axillary shoot induction from stem nodes  a)  Nodal sections excised for 

multiplication displaying an axillary shoot tip at the stem/petiole junction b) nodal section 

after 4 weeks growth in multiplication medium showing emergence and growth of axillary 

shoots   

 

 Axillary shoots were dissected from each stem section and the cut surface inserted 

into rooting medium, ensuring the apical shoot and leaf primordia were not embedded in 

the medium.  After three days in the growth room, each plantlet was removed and 

subcultured into separate tubes containing single shoot medium and left in the growth room 

for 4-12 weeks, when the plants were of sufficient size for use in experiments, or 

micropropagation (Figure 2.2).  The entire micropropagation cycle required a minimum of 

2 months, but could be delayed if plants were left in multiplication or single shoot media 

for extended periods. 

a) b) 
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Figure 2.2 Papaya plantlet 4 weeks 

after root induction, in growth regulator 

free, single shoot medium 

 

All plant material was left to grow in an 

insulated growth room set at 25 
o
C with 

16 hour light/8 hour dark periods per day 

provided by 40 µmol m
-2

 s
-1

 cool white 

fluorescent lights   

 

 

 

 

 

2.2.2  Cryopreservation protocols 

 

2.2.2.1  Equipment and media preparation 

All medium required for the cryopreservation protocol (Appendix 1.3) were prepared and 

adjusted to pH 5.65 with NaOH and HCl.  Gibberellic acid (GA3) is inactivated at 121 
o
C, 

therefore all media requiring GA3 were initially prepared and autoclaved without this 

component, followed by the addition of filter sterilised GA3.  All media containing 

Indoleacetic acid (IAA) was stored in bottles wrapped with aluminium foil until use, as 

IAA is light sensitive.  All media were stored at 4 
o
C, but were used at room temperature.  

Any equipment and materials (Appendix 1.4) that were not supplied in sterile intact 

packaging, were autoclaved or exposed to 70% ethanol and heat before use. 

 

2.2.2.2  Shoot tip excision 

Dissections were performed in a laminar flow hood under a dissecting microscope.  Plants 

were dissected on autoclaved paper using sterilised scalpel and forceps.  For each of the 

papaya genotypes, 9-13 individuals of identical age and genotype were dissected to yield 

approximately 150 axillary shoot tips, sufficient for control and cryopreservation 

treatments.  Plants were carefully stripped of all leaves and roots leaving only the stem, and 
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undamaged axillary shoots. Shoot tips were trimmed of leaves leaving only the meristem 

and one or two leaf primordia.  All visible axillary shoot tips (Figure 2.1a) ranging from   

1-3 mm were then removed with extreme care to ensure shoot tips were not damaged, and 

no excess tissue was cut from the stem. The excised shoot tips were immediately placed 

into petri dishes containing liquid pre-treatment medium, sealed with Parafilm® and left in 

a growth room overnight.  

 

2.2.2.3  Cryopreservation protocol 

The following cryopreservation protocol was used for all plants in LN (liquid nitrogen) 

treatment groups, as described by Kaity et al. (2008).  For each of the twelve genotypes, 

two LN treatment groups, consisting of 50 shoot tips, were initiated (Table 2.1).  Each 

group was placed in large 90 x 19 mm petri dishes containing sufficient liquid pre-

treatment medium to cover the shoots.  Dishes were labelled, sealed and left overnight in a 

growth room.  Each group of 50 shoot tips was split into three sub-groups of 16-17 shoots 

for subsequent treatments to permit ease of handling and precise periods of exposure to 

solutions.  The following day, overnight incubation medium was removed from the dishes 

using a sterile transfer pipette, and replaced with 20% plant vitrification solution 2 (PVS2) 

(Sakai et al. 1990).  Shoots were left in 20% PVS2 for one hour, after which 20% PVS2 

solution was removed using a transfer pipette.  Shoots were then immersed in 100% PVS2 

solution for precisely 20 minutes at room temperature.  As the shoots were nearing 20 

minutes in PVS2 solution, individual shoots were loaded onto foil strips into pre-prepared 

droplets of 100% PVS2 (4 drops per strip) using a sterile pasteur pipette (Figure 2.3a).  

Extreme care was taken to ensure that shoots were exposed to 100% PVS2 for exactly 20 

minutes, including the time spent on the foil strips.  After 20 minutes, each foil strip was 

plunged into polystyrene cups of liquid nitrogen (LN) using sterile forceps (Figure 2.3b), 

left for one hour, and topped up with LN in the event of excess evaporation.  Each foil strip 

was then carefully removed with forceps and plunged into 50 ml of liquid thawing medium 

contained in a sterile 100 ml beaker.  Shoots were left in thawing solution for 30 minutes, 

and the beaker was swirled regularly to remove traces of PVS2 from the shoots.  Shoots 

were then carefully plated onto solid regeneration medium in small 55 x 19 mm petri 

dishes.  This step was performed using a glass pasteur pipette to enable individual shoot 

tips to be carefully removed, plated onto the medium and any thawing medium removed 

from agar. 
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Figure 2.3 a) Axillary shoot tips in droplets of 100% PVS2 on aluminium foil strips 

prior to liquid nitrogen exposure  b) Freezing of shoot tips on aluminium foil strips by 

plunging into liquid nitrogen 

 

The use of forceps to manipulate individual shoots was avoided as this damaged the shoot.  

After all the shoots were plated onto regeneration medium, each dish was sealed, wrapped 

in foil, labelled appropriately and placed in a growth room in a single layer on  perforated 

shelves.  Dishes were unwrapped after a 48 hr period, and further incubated in the light. 

 

2.2.2.4  Control group treatments 

For each of the papaya genotypes, three control treatment groups were initiated to provide 

data on the effects of each stage of the cryopreservation protocol on regeneration 

percentage. 

 

In vitro control group (IV) 

Plants from each genotype were micropropagated as described in section 2.2.1 without 

dissection, exposure to pre-treatments, liquid nitrogen or regeneration media. 

 

Dissection control group (DC) 

Shoots were excised from each parent plant and plated directly onto regeneration medium 

(5 per plate) taking care to position each shoot in the direction of growth (base of shoot in 

contact with the agar).  This was performed with the tip of a scalpel, as it could be used to 

excise, and precisely place the shoot on the regeneration media.  Plates were then sealed, 

b) a) 
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labelled, placed in the growth room and covered with foil for 48 hours as performed for the 

LN treatment.  

 

Pre-treatment control group (PT) 

Excised shoot tips of each genotype were placed in pre-treatment medium, sealed and left 

to incubate in the growth room overnight.  The following day all the shoots were plated 

directly onto solid regeneration media as for the cryopreservation treatment, ensuring all 

excess incubation medium was removed from the shoot tips and solid medium.  Plates were 

then sealed, labelled, wrapped and placed in the growth room as described for the LN 

groups. 

 

PVS2 control group (PV) 

For each genotype, shoot tips were treated with overnight pre-treatment incubation 

medium, 20% PVS2 and 100% PVS2 as described for the two LN treatment groups 

including loading onto foil strips.  After 20 minutes in 100% PVS2, shoots on the strips 

were plunged into thawing medium and left for 30 minutes with regular swirling.  Shoots 

were then plated onto solid regeneration medium and placed in the growth room precisely 

as described for the LN groups. 
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Table 2.1 Number of shoot tips excised and treated for each control and 

cryopreservation treatment 

Genotype DC* PT* PV* LN* 

9 2 x 5   (10) 4 x 5   (20) 2 x 10   (20) 2 x 50   (100) 

35 2 x 5   (10) 4 x 5   (20) 2 x 10   (20) 2 x 50   (100) 

37 2 x 5   (10) 4 x 5   (20) 2 x 10   (20) 2 x 50   (100) 

70 2 x 5   (10) 4 x 5   (20) 2 x 10   (20) 2 x 50   (100) 

97 2 x 5   (10) 4 x 5   (20) 2 x 10   (20) 2 x 50   (100) 

C4 2 x 5   (10) 2 x 5   (10) 2 x 10   (20) 2 x 50   (100) 

K1 2 x 5   (10) 3 x 5   (15) 2 x 10   (20) 2 x 50   (100) 

K17 2 x 5   (10) 3 x 5   (15) 2 x 10   (20) 2 x 50   (100) 

L25 2 x 5   (10) 4 x 5   (20) 2 x 10   (20) 2 x 50   (100) 

TS2 2 x 5   (10) 4 x 5   (20) 2 x 10   (20) 2 x 50   (100) 

Z6 2 x 5   (10) 4 x 5   (20) 2 x 10   (20) 2 x 50   (100) 

Z7 2 x 5   (10) 4 x 5   (20) 2 x 10   (20) 2 x 50   (100) 

Figures in brackets indicate the total number of shoot tips in each treatment group for each 

genotype  * DC – dissection control, PT –pre-treatment control, PV – PVS2 control, LN – 

cryopreservation treatment 

 

2.2.2.5  Assessing and recording regeneration data for treatment groups 

After 14 days on regeneration medium, the treated shoot tips were screened for 

regeneration by observation of increase in shoot tip size, and retention of green chlorophyll 

pigmentation.  Shoot tips that did not increase in size or had turned a pale yellow or brown 

colour were considered unrecoverable. 

Figure 2.4       

Genotype 70, 14 days 

after cryopreservation  

a) recoverable and      

b) unrecoverable shoot 

tips  

 

 

a)  b) 
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2.2.3 Investigations on cryopreservation of 4 additional genotypes  

   

2.2.3.1  Plant material 

Two female papaya genotypes 70 & Z6, and two male genotypes, B2 & B4 were obtained 

from an in vitro collection established from between two and five years prior to the current 

study.  In vitro plants (1.5-5 months post previous sub culture) were micropropagated using 

the protocols of Drew (1992).  Cryopreservation and PVS2 control treatments were 

conducted as described in sections 2.2.2.3 and 2.2.2.4 respectively.  The age of donor plants 

were also recorded to allow assessment of any impact of age on cryopreservation success.  

Shoot tip numbers per treatment and genotype are outlined in Table 2.2.  

 

Table 2.2 Number of shoot tips excised and treated for each PVS2 and LN treatment 

group 

Genotype Age of donor plant PVS2 LN 

70 12 weeks 122 111 

70 9 weeks - 36 

70 6 weeks - 88 

Z6 13 weeks 121 132 

Z6 9 weeks - 104 

B2 14 weeks 104 121 

B2 13 weeks - 30* 

B2 6 weeks - 92* 

B4 13 weeks 109 121 

B4 28 weeks  - 111 

*Shoot tips of these treatments were incubated on regeneration medium in darkness for 

68 hours after treatment instead of the standard 48 hours 
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2.2.4 Investigation of long-term cryo-storage  

 

2.2.4.1  Plant material 

A female papaya genotype, 70, and one male genotype, B2, were obtained from an in vitro 

collection established from between two and five years prior to the study at Griffith 

University.  In vitro plants   (2-5 months post previous sub culture) were micropropagated 

using the protocols of Drew (1992).  Shoot tip excision was performed to provide 

approximately 100 each for 70 and B2 excised from donor plants aged 14 and 10 weeks 

respectively. 

 

2.2.4.2  Cryopreservation protocol 

The procedure used for the long-term cryopreservation treatment was the same as that in 

the cryopreservation treatment outlined in section 2.2.2.3 except in the steps following one 

hour of 20% PVS2 exposure.  Nearing the end of the 20 minute incubation in 100% PVS2 

solution, individual shoot tips were encased in a droplet of PVS2 and placed onto 

prefabricated and autoclaved half-pipe shaped aluminium foil stages (4 per stage) 

embedded into the screw caps of commercially available cryotubes as shown in Figure    

(2.5a & b).   

 After 20 minute exposure to 100% PVS2, the caps were plunged into liquid 

nitrogen held in polystyrene cups.  After all the caps were frozen, the body of the tubes 

were frozen in a cryotube box which was exposed to liquid nitrogen (Figure 2.5c).  The 

individual frozen caps with foil stages were then rapidly removed from liquid nitrogen, 

inserted into a cryotube, screwed on tightly using double-gloved hands, wiped with 70% 

ethanol, and placed into a polystyrene cup containing liquid nitrogen to keep the assembled 

tube frozen.  After all the tubes were assembled, they were individually removed from 

liquid nitrogen and inserted into cryocanes which were pre-frozen in a deep liquid nitrogen 

vessel (6 tubes per cryocane).  The cryocanes were quickly transferred into the storage 

buckets of a large liquid nitrogen vessel shown in Figure 2.5d.  The liquid nitrogen level in 

the vessel was routinely checked and topped up if required to ensure the contents were kept 

frozen for the duration of the study.  
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Figure 2.5 a) & b) Axillary shoot tips in 100% PVS2 loaded on aluminium foil stages 

inserted into cryotube screw caps c) open cryotubes exposed to liquid nitrogen awaiting 

frozen cap and aluminium stage insertion d) liquid nitrogen vessel equipped with buckets 

suitable for storage of cryocanes loaded with cryotubes  

 

2.2.4.3  Thawing of cryopreserved shoot tips  

Shoot tips were thawed 2, 6, 12, and 18 months post cryostorage by removing cryocanes 

from the storage vessel, and the cryotubes from the cryocanes.  During this procedure, the 

cryotubes were kept in liquid nitrogen after removal from the vessel to eliminate the chance 

of differential slow thawing between cryotubes.  Cryotube caps were quickly unscrewed 

with double-gloved hands, and using forceps the aluminium stage portion of the caps were 

plunged repeatedly into thawing media described in section 2.2.2.3, until PVS2 droplets 

thawed and the shoot tips were in solution.  Shoot tips were then incubated on regeneration 

media as described in section 2.2.2.3.   

 

 

c) d) 

a) b) 
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2.2.5 Investigation of the effects of porous vermiculite and solid agar on root 

initiation and development  

 

2.2.5.1  Plant material 

Female papaya genotypes 70 and Z6, and male genotypes B2 and B4 were obtained from 

an in vitro collection established from between two and five years prior to this study.  In 

vitro plants (2-5 months post previous sub culture) were micropropagated using the 

protocols of Drew (1992).  

 

2.2.5.2  Micropropagation media 

All micropropagation media were prepared as outlined in section 2.2.1.2, and Appendix 

1.1-1.2, with the exception of plant growth regulator (PGR) free vermiculite single shoot 

medium which did not contain agar.  The porous vermiculite single shoot medium was 

prepared by combining all liquid components, adjusting to final volume, adjusting the pH 

to 5.65, adding sugar and agitating until dissolved.  Approximately 30 ml of vermiculite 

granules was added to each 120 ml polycarbonate screw cap tube before dispensing 20 ml 

of liquid single shoot medium onto the granules.  Vermiculite single shoot medium was 

autoclaved as described for the other micropropagation media.            

 

2.2.5.3  Micropropagation and single shoot culture 

Genotypes 70, Z6, B2 and B4 were micropropagated as outlined in section 2.2.1.3, the only 

modification being the use of either agar or vermiculite PGR free single shoot medium.  All 

explants were exposed to agar auxin medium prior to establishment in PGR free agar or 

vermiculite medium.  The number of plants cultured in agar or vermiculite medium and the 

age of plants in terms of time spent in hormone free single shoot media are listed in table 

2.3. 
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Table 2.3 Number of plants cultured in agar or vermiculite media 

Genotype Age of plant  Agar medium Vermiculite medium 

70 4 weeks 28 23 

70 8 weeks 12 12 

Z6 4 weeks - 27 

Z6 8 weeks - 23 

B2 4 weeks 13 22 

B2 6 weeks 20 22 

B2 8 weeks 16 40 

B4 4 weeks 15 22 

B4 6 weeks 10 18 

B4 8 weeks 30 17 

 

2.2.5.4  Evaluating root development 

Plants were screened for the presence or absence of fine adventitious roots after four to 

eight weeks in culture.  Plants with root development displayed multiple roots that 

protruded out to the sides of the tubes as shown in figures 2.6a & b for agar and vermiculite 

cultures respectively.  Plants with unsuccessful root development were unable to produce 

vigorous root systems to penetrate the selected medium as shown in figures 2.6c & d for 

agar and vermiculite. 

 

Figure 2.6 Genotype B2 plantlets six weeks after root induction showing plants with 

roots in a) agar and b) vermiculite and without roots in c) agar, d) vermiculite. 

 

a) b) c) d) 
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2.3  Results 

 

2.3.1  Survival of shoot tips of female genotypes after control and   

  cryopreservation treatments 

After 14 days on regeneration medium, treated shoot tips had developed to an extent where 

it was possible to reliably assess the regeneration of individual shoot tips in terms of shoot 

emergence, increase in size and chlorophyll pigmentation.  There was a notable difference 

between cryopreserved shoot tips and DC, PT and PV control shoot tips from all 12 

genotypes, with the controls showing a greater increase in size after incubation on 

regeneration medium, than cryopreserved shoots.  It is interesting to note that PV controls 

grew slower than DC and PT (not shown), but faster than LN.  Examples of the differences 

between cryopreserved and PV control shoot tips can be seen in figure 2.7 a & c, and b & d 

respectively.  Recovery percentages of 100% were demonstrated for DC, PT and PV 

control treatments for all the genotypes excluding the loss of a single shoot tip each for the 

DC control of genotype C4, PT control of genotype K17 and PV control of genotype 37.  

Six of the papaya genotypes showed >60% regeneration following cryopreservation; 35 

(73%), 37 (68%), 70 (71%), 97 (70%), TS2 (61%) and Z6 (63%) (Figure 2.8).  Shoots of 

these genotypes remained mostly green and differentiated, displaying newly formed leaves, 

with the exception of one or two yellow/brown spotted or deformed leaves (Figure 2.4a).  

Six of the genotypes displayed low recovery; 9 (36%), C4 (0%), K1 (17%), K17 (5%), L25 

(15%) and Z7 (9%) (Figure 2.8).  The majority of these shoots did not grow and turned pale 

yellow within a few days after treatment (Figure 2.4b), however the small number that were 

able to recover displayed similar morphological characteristics to shoots recovered from 

genotypes with satisfactory recovery.  Repeat of K1 and K17 did not improve these 

percentages (Data not shown).  All control and cryopreservation treatment regeneration 

percentages are shown in Figure 2.8.  
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Figure 2.7 Shoot tips on regeneration medium 14 days after treatment in 55 mm Petri 

dishes.  Genotype 70 a) cryopreservation treatment b) PV control.  Genotype Z6 c) 

cryopreservation treatment d) PV control. 

a) b) 

c) d) 
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Figure 2.8 Figure represents observed regeneration percentages ± S.E.  Regeneration was recorded 14 days after treatment.  ‘Mean’ 

genotype represents mean percentage regeneration across the 12 genotypes.
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2.3.2  Survival of shoot tips of female genotypes 70 & Z6, and male genotypes 

B2 & B4 at various donor plant ages after PV and cryopreservation 

treatments 

A difference in the appearance of PV control treatment and cryopreserved shoot tips in 

terms of recovery vigour was again evident and similar to those depicted in Figure 2.7.  

There was a clear difference in the amount of new vegetative growth generated by 

individual shoots from the two treatments as shown for male genotype B2 in figure 2.9.  

The shoot tips from the PV control treatment were more differentiated in terms of leaf 

shape, mid-vein structure, and petiole elongation.     

Figure 2.9 Shoot tips of genotype B2 on regeneration medium 14 days after                 

a) cryopreservation and b) PV control treatment.  Petri dishes are 55 mm in diameter. 

 

Shoot tip regeneration data for the PV controls of female genotypes 70 and Z6 both showed 

regeneration percentages of 100% (Figure 2.10A), identical to the results in figure 2.8 for 

these two genotypes.  Regeneration percentages post cryopreservation for genotype 70 were 

74%, 72% and 43% using donor plants at 6, 9 and 13 weeks respectively.  Regeneration 

percentages post cryopreservation for genotype Z6 were 52% and 65% at 9 and 13 weeks 

respectively.    

b) a) 
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Percentage shoot regeneration of PV control and cryopreservation treatments of 

female genotypes
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Figure 2.10A Recovery percentages ± S.E. for female genotypes 70 and Z6 recorded 14 

after treatments.  The age of donor plants used for treatments are shown in weeks.     

Percentage shoot regeneration of PV control and cryopreservation treatments of male 
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Figure 2.10B Recovery percentages ± S.E. for male genotypes B2 and B4 recorded 14 

days after treatments.  The age of donor plants used for treatments are shown in weeks.  

*Shoot tips of these treatments were incubated on regeneration media in darkness for 68 

hours after treatment instead of the standard 48 hours. 
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Shoot tip recovery data for the PV controls of male genotypes B2 and B4 both showed 

survival percentages of 100% (Figure 2.10B).  Regeneration percentages after 

cryopreservation for genotype B2 were 70%, 63% and 86% using donor plants at 6, 13 and 

14 weeks respectively.  Regeneration percentages after cryopreservation for genotype B4 

were 51% and 52% at 12 and 28 weeks respectively.       

 

2.3.3  Survival of shoot tips of female genotype 70 and male genotype B2 after  

  cryo-storage in cryotubes 

Shoot tips from the two genotypes were thawed at 2, 6, 12 month intervals post 

cryopreservation and 18 months for genotype 70.  Shoot tips for genotype B2 could not be 

thawed at 18 months due to a seal failure in the liquid nitrogen storage vessel resulting in 

excessive evaporation and the subsequent uncontrolled thawing of samples which were not 

monitored for recovery percentages.  After 14 days on regeneration medium, the 

regenerated shoot tips from each interval were similar in appearance to shoots regenerated 

from the one hour cryopreservation treatments in terms of new vegetative growth as shown 

in Figure 2.11.  The number of shoots thawed and recovery percentages for each 

cryopreservation interval and genotype are in Figure 2.12. 
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Figure 2.11 Genotype 70 shoot tips 14 days post thawing after 6 months of cryostorage 

a) & b) on regeneration medium petri dishes 55 mm in diameter, c) regenerating and d) 

non-regenerating.  Shoot tips approximately 2-3 mm in length. 

 

 

 

 

 

a) b) 

c) d) 
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Percentage shoot regeneration of long-term cryopreservation treatments of female 70 

and male B2 genotypes
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Figure 2.12 Observed recovery ± S.E. for female 70 and male B4 genotypes recorded 14 

days after thawing.  The freezing periods are in months and the age of donor plants used for 

treatments are in weeks.   

 

2.3.4  Investigation of the effects of solid agar and porous vermiculite medium  

  on root initiation and development  

The percentage of plants that were able to develop vigorous root systems from all 

genotypes was markedly higher for those cultured on vermiculite single shoot medium 

compared with agar medium as shown in Figure 2.13 for genotypes B2 (a & b), B4 (b & c) 

and all plants compared in the study (e & f).  Plants that developed roots in vermiculite 

medium generally had a greater degree of fine, hairy adventitious roots as opposed to roots 

of plants in agar medium which had a tendency to be thicker and spongy at root terminals 

as shown in Figure 2.14 (a, c, e & g).  Plants that were unable to produce extensive root 

systems in either medium generally developed a characteristic callus nodule at the site of 

excision at the base of the shoot as shown for agar medium cultured plants in figure 2.14 

(g).      
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Root system development of all plants in 

vermiculite
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Figure 2.13 Percentage of plants in a), c), e) agar and b), d) & f) vermiculite that 

produced extensive root systems a) & b) across genotype B2, c) & d) across genotype B4 

and e) & f) across all genotypes (70, B2, B4, Z6) tested.  Wedges in blue and red represent 

percentage of group without and with extensive root systems respectively. 
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Figure 2.14 Genotype B2 plants 6 weeks post root induction cultured in a), c), e), g), & 

h) right plant agar, and b), d), f) & h) left plant vermiculite.    

a) b) 

c) d) 

e) f) 

g) h) 
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2.4  Discussion 

 

2.4.1  Cryopreservation recovery percentages for 12 female genotypes 

The cryopreservation protocol used in this study was shown to be highly successful         

across six of the genotypes (35, 37, 70, 97, TS2 and Z6) with little to no recovery in the 

remaining six genotypes (9, C4, K1, K17, L25 and Z7).  Similar percentages of 

regeneration were reported for genotypes 35, 70, TS2 and Z6 by Ashmore et al. (2007).  

These findings were consistent with earlier work which reported similar recovery data for 

genotypes 70 and 97 using the same protocol (Ashmore et al. 2001), and are similar to the 

report by Ashmore et al. (2007) in showing significant differences in response to 

cryopreservation between papaya genotypes.  Such variability in cryopreservation recovery 

percentages between genotypes has been reported for pear by Reed et al. (2000), potato 

Golmirzaie & Panta (2000), and banana by Panis et al. (2000).   

Genotypes K1, K17 and L25 demonstrated notably higher regeneration percentages 

in the study by Ashmore et al. (2007) than in this study.  This may be attributed to 

modifications incorporated into the protocol by Ashmore et al. (2007) such as extended 48 

hour incubation in overnight pre-treatment media, 100% PVS2 at 0 
o
C treatment rather than 

room temperature, elimination of 48 hour dark incubation and variations in plant growth 

regulator concentrations in overnight pre-treatment and regeneration media.   

While the recovery data from the replicated cryopreservation treatments were 

similar to the initial percentages obtained using the 12 genotypes, data for genotype 70 

suggested a decrease with increased donor plant age; however this was contradicted by 

genotype Z6 recovery percentages which increased with age.  Previous research on papaya 

genotypes 70 and K18 aged 3, 6, 10, 14, 18, and 22 weeks indicated no optimum plant age 

for cryopreservation (Ashmore et al. 2007).  It was hypothesised that shoot tips taken from 

older plantlets might survive the stress of cryopreservation more readily than tips collected 

from younger, actively growing plants.  Previous reports had supported this hypothesis 

(Takagi et al. 1997 and Reed 2003).  However, a number of authors have reported the 

opposite result, with percentage of survival of shoot tips of carnation (Dereuddre et al. 

1988) and potato (Harding 1991) post cryopreservation decreasing with age of shoot tips.  

 It is apparent that physiological and developmental differences between explant 

material can impact on cryopreservation success, but that such differences may be species 

specific.  Furthermore, many factors can influence the success of cryopreservation such as 
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the physiological stage of the stock plants (Dereuddre et al. 1988, Wu et al. 1999, Wu et al. 

2001b and Reed 2003), overall plant quality and uniformity (Bouafia et al. 1996), and the 

age of the plants in culture (Takagi et al. 1997), have all been shown to have significant 

effect on the recovery of shoot tips of other species (Ashmore et al. 2007).          

Despite this variation among the 12 genotypes; dissection, pre-treatment and PVS2 

control groups from all 12 genotypes produced nearly 100% recovery percentages.  This 

suggested that freezing/thawing related injury was responsible for the loss of viability in 

unrecoverable cryopreserved shoot tips.  Similar results were reported by Häggman et al. 

(1998), Helliot et al. (2002) and Zhai et al. (2003) in unfrozen control treatments.  The 

presented method was thus robust for six of the genotypes tested (recovery ≥60%), but 

showed some variability in response to the method.  Modifications to the protocol have 

been tested and a refinement has been successfully applied to a wild relative of papaya 

(Vasconcellea pubescens) giving high recovery, and increasing recovery percentages for 

genotypes K1, K17 and L25 (Ashmore et al. 2007).  Such modifications may be required 

for application across a wide range of genotypes for long-term genebank storage, as has 

also been shown to be the case for banana (Panis et al. 2000).   

 

2.4.2  Cryopreservation recovery percentages for additional female genotypes 70 

  and Z6 and male genotypes B2 and B4  

Regeneration percentages for genotype 70 shoot tips aged 6 and 9 weeks were similar to 

section 2.4.1, however fewer shoot tips regenerated from 12 week old donor plants.  

Conversely for the other female genotype Z6, shoot tips from 9 week old donor plants 

regenerated at a lower percent compared to 13 week old individuals, and plants in section 

2.4.1. 

 The chosen cryopreservation technique when applied to male genotype B2 produced 

high recovery percentages for shoot tips dissected from 6, 13 and 14 week old plants.  

However, shoot tips from 6 and 13 week old plants were incubated in the dark on 

regeneration medium for 68 hours instead of the standard 48 hours.  Although recovery 

percentages were above average for the 6 and 13 week old donor groups, the extended 

incubation period in darkness may have reduced recovery slightly as has been shown for 

papaya genotype 70 after 0, 1, 2, 4 days of dark incubation, which had a significant drop in 

recovery percentage at 6 days in darkness on regeneration medium (Ashmore et al. 2007).  

Indeed the results of the former study indicate there is no requirement for darkness 
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incubation after cryopreservation for papaya shoot tips and this concurs with investigations 

on Golden Wonder potato which showed no effect of light conditions during early 

recovery.  A detrimental effect on recovery was observed after one week of darkness for 

Desiree potato (Benson et al. 1989).  However reduced light or dark incubation has been 

shown to avoid photo-oxidation that can be harmful to plantlets (Engelmann 1997).  

Regardless of plant age and light exposure, B2 shoot tips from all cryopreservation groups 

produced relatively high recovery percentages.  These were similar to the six female papaya 

genotypes which had high recovery in section 2.4.1.   

Genotype B4 produced moderate recovery percentages from shoot tips harvested 

from 13 and 28 week old plantlets.  This supports the findings that there is no optimum age 

of papaya plantlets used as a source for axillary shoot tips for cryopreservation (Ashmore et 

al. 2007).  These recovery percentages are only marginally less than those obtained for the 

six female papaya genotypes (2.4.1), and suggest a variation of the protocol may be 

required to increase recovery as shown for genotypes K1, K17 and L25 by Ashmore et al. 

(2007).  Modifications such as an extended two day period of pre-treatment, 10 minute 

room temperature or 20 minute 0 
o
C exposure to 100% PVS2, no dark regeneration 

incubation and modified plant growth regular components in regeneration media could all 

affect post cryopreservation recovery, and may have to be optimised to maximise recovery 

of each genotype.  In the current investigation these factors were not modified in the 

cryopreservation protocol so as to maintain continuity in experimental design and explant 

treatment.  

 

2.4.3  Recovery data from control treatment for 12 female genotypes 

The dissection control (DC) treatments produced maximum recovery percentages across all 

genotypes tested except C4 with the loss of one shoot tip from the total of ten most likely 

resulting from damage to the shoot tip during excision.  The high recovery across all 

genotypes demonstrated the effectiveness of the regeneration medium in sustaining the 

growth of excised axillary shoot tips of a range of papaya genotypes.   

 The overnight pre-treatment control (PT) treatments resulted in 100% recovery 

percentages across all the genotypes except K17 where one shoot tip from the total of 15 

was lost.  This was most likely the result of damage sustained during excision or when 

transferred from liquid pre-treatment to regeneration medium.  Recovery percentages of 

100% were demonstrated for this control treatment by Ashmore et al. (2001) for genotype 
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70 using identical overnight incubation pre-treatment and regeneration medium.  The high 

recovery from this control treatment demonstrated that approximately 18 hours immersion 

in liquid overnight incubation medium did not reduce recovery percentages to a greater 

extent than the dissection control in the selected genotypes.   

The final stage of the cryopreservation treatment prior to freezing was represented 

by the Plant Vitrification Solution 2 (PV) control treatments which also produced 100% 

recovery percentages across the selected genotypes excluding 37 where one shoot tip was 

lost from a total of 20.  It is again likely the loss of the single shoot tip occurred from 

damage caused by the operator during excision, on transfer to foil strips or on transfer from 

liquid thawing to solid regeneration medium.  It is therefore shown that female papaya 

axillary shoot tips from a range of genotypes could survive and grow at close to 100% 

regeneration, 14 days after being subjected to the stages of the cryopreservation protocol 

prior to the critical rapid freezing and thawing stages.   

 

2.4.4 Recovery data after plant vitrification solution 2 treatment for female 

genotypes 70 and Z6 and male genotypes B2 and B4 

Recovery percentages of 100% were obtained in successive experiments for female 

genotypes 70 and Z6 using newly prepared overnight pre-treatment incubation, 20% PVS2, 

100% PVS2, thawing and regeneration media.  The initial PV treatment for male B2 and 

B4 genotypes also produced 100% recovery.  These reproducible results indicate that all 

stages of the cryopreservation protocol (excluding the LN freezing and thawing stages) did 

not contribute to the loss of shoot tip viability across all genotypes tested.  Apart from the 

occasional damaged shoot tips caused by operator error, the chosen overnight liquid 

incubation pre-treatment, 20% PVS2, 100% PVS2, thawing, and solid regeneration media 

have no detectable deleterious effects on axillary shoot tip viability.  This is particularly 

important for the one hour 20% PVS2, and 20 minute 100% PVS2 steps of the protocol as 

PVS2 solution is highly toxic to plant tissue as demonstrated for mint shoot tip by Volk et 

al. (2006).  Therefore the media constituents in the protocol and the period of exposure to 

the potentially harmful cryoprotectants that contained PVS2 were suitable for the papaya 

shoot tips tested. 
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2.4.5 Cryostorage of genotypes 70 and B2 

Shoot tip recovery percentages for genotype 70 at 2, 6, 12, and 18 month cryopreservation 

periods were comparable, but was markedly higher for genotype B2 at 2, 6, and 12 month 

cryopreservation periods.  The developmental vigour of recovered shoot tips in terms of 

new vegetative growth and recovery percentages were similar to those obtained in 

preceding experiments for the two genotypes in short-term (1 hour) cryopreservation trials.  

Extending the freezing period by use of cryotube foil insert stages did not have a 

discernible detrimental effect on regeneration percent in comparison to the standard 

protocol.  Therefore the modifications to the short-term protocol were successful for the 

development of a long-term storage technique.          

 

2.4.6  Effect of vermiculite medium on root induction and development   

The total percentage of all plants in agar media which initiated roots was lower than the 

total percentage of plants with roots in vermiculite media.  This difference was also evident 

for each individual genotype (B2 and B4).  Furthermore, root systems of plants grown on 

vermiculite were better as they displayed stronger primary roots and a higher degree of 

lateral adventitious roots compared to those grown on agar.  Fine adventitious roots grown 

on vermiculite displayed furry root hairs which indicated well differentiated and vigorous 

root development.  These results are in accordance with investigations of Yu et al. (2004), 

who demonstrated improved papaya root initiation on vermiculite media.  It seems likely 

that the aerating properties of vermiculite based media significantly improves root system 

development over agar as has been shown by Newell et al. (2006), using an aerated in vitro 

soil-less propagation mix for lentil.  However, not all plants grown on vermiculite in the 

current study produced well differentiated root systems and some developed callus-like 

nodules at the base of the shoot tip similar to those observed on the majority of plants 

grown on agar. 
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2.5  Conclusions 

A vitrification-based cryopreservation protocol was tested for its applicability across twelve 

female and two male Carica papaya genotypes and produced regeneration percentages of 

greater than 50% for six of the female genotypes and both male genotypes.  Regeneration 

percentages of this magnitude are suitable for direct application for cryopreservation in 

genebanks where regenerated plants could be micropropagated to establish clonal 

populations prior to acclimatisation and utilisation in greenhouse and field.  The six 

genotypes producing <50% recovery percentages (except for C4) could also be conserved 

using this technique provided sufficient numbers of shoots were initially cryopreserved and 

an extensive period of micropropagation were factored into the regeneration program prior 

to acclimatisation and use in field plantings.  However, further cryopreservation trials are 

recommended to improve regeneration percentages for genotypes such as C4, for example:  

• development of alternative pre-treatments and cryoprotectants  

• modification of pre-treatment, cryoprotection and freezing conditions  

• cold acclimatisation of germplasm prior to freezing 

• alternative cryopreservation approaches such as slow freezing or encapsulation-

dehydration 

It is interesting to note that PV control regeneration percentages for all genotypes tested 

were nearly 100% despite the large variation in response to subsequent freezing.  This 

suggested that the chosen pre-treatment, cryoprotectant conditions, and media components 

did not contribute to the reduction or loss of shoot tip viability, and that freezing was 

primarily responsible for losses.  

 The female and male genotypes tested for longer term cryostorage produced 

recovery percentages of between 38 and 84% over periods of 2-18 months, thus further 

indicating the tested protocol is suitable for cryopreservation in long-term genebank 

storage.   

 The substitution of vermiculite granules instead of solidified agar for the last stage 

of culture resulted in a qualitative and quantitative increase in the quality of root systems of 

in vitro papaya plants, which was important for the acclimatisation of plants.  
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3.1  Introduction 

In chapter 2, investigations indicated that the vitrification-based shoot tip cryopreservation 

method gave acceptable regeneration percentages across 14 genotypes, and that long-term 

storage is feasible.  However, as outlined in section 1.3.1, it is of great importance that 

regenerated plants are assessed for morphological stability to ensure they remain true-to-

type as a means of validating the cryopreservation treatment.  It is important to implement 

assessments throughout development and into maturation to accurately evaluate physical 

characteristics.  This chapter will discuss investigations on acclimatisation and growth of 

regenerated plants in the field, and morphology assessment of regenerated plants. 

 

3.1.1  The aims of the regeneration, acclimatisation and field assessment were  

  to: 

• regenerate entire in vitro plants from shoot tips subjected to control and 

cryopreservation treatments. 

• establish distinct clonal populations from plants regenerated from cryopreservation 

and control treatments to allow for adequate replication in experiments on 

acclimatisation and further micropropagation.  

• investigate acclimatisation of in vitro plants into pots, and sun-hardening prior to 

field planting. 

• establish plants in the field to monitor growth and evaluate morphology.     

• generate field plant material for DNA and methylation studies. 
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3.2  Materials and methods  

 

3.2.1  Plant material 

Four female genotypes (35, 97, TS2 and Z6) were selected for further micropropagation, 

acclimatisation and field analysis.  These genotypes all displayed >60% regeneration after 

cryopreservation (Chapter 2). 

Individual plants regenerated from PV controls and cryopreservation treatments of 

genotypes 70, Z6, B2 & B4 and long-term cryo-stored shoot tips of genotypes 70, B2 were 

also directly analysed at the potted stage after acclimatisation without micropropagation.   

 

3.2.2 Regeneration of complete in vitro plants from shoot tips subjected to the 

full cryopreservation protocol or control treatments  

Cryopreserved and control shoot tips that were regenerated successfully 14 days after 

treatment were removed from the initial regeneration medium and trimmed of any 

developing callus tissue (usually occurring at the base of the excised shoot tip) or enlarged 

leaflets and petioles that may have caused the shoot tip to lose contact with the medium.  

Shoots were also trimmed of any developing axillary meristems to maintain apical 

dominance.  Trimmed shoots were replated ensuring the shoot tip base was embedded into 

the fresh regeneration medium to keep the meristem apex orientated vertically and off the 

agar.  After the first transfer onto fresh regeneration medium, shoots were monitored 

weekly and trimmed/replated if required to ensure the plantlets were differentiated and 

grew actively in contact with the media to reduce callus formation.  After approximately    

2-4 regeneration media cycles lasting 7 days each, the regenerating shoots were 

approximately 1 cm tall after trimming and could be transferred onto rooting media and 

single shoot media as described in section 2.2.1 for shoots excised from nodal sections 

grown in multiplication media.          

 

3.2.3  Micropropagation of regenerated plants to establish distinct clonal lines  

  and subsets 

Two to four months after treatment, clonal lines were initiated for female genotypes (35, 

97, TS2 & Z6) from original donor in vitro plantlets grown directly from individual shoot 

tips that were recovered from the control and cryopreservation treatments.  Individual 

plantlets were micropropagated using the protocols of Drew (1992) to produce clonal donor 
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plantlets to provide material for further micropropagation, acclimatisation and DNA 

extraction from leaves at the in vitro developmental stage.  The number of subsets 

corresponds with the number of individual original donor plantlets micropropagated from 

each treatment.  Clonal lines established from original donor plantlets from a genotype and 

treatment were allocated treatment subset names as shown in Table 3.1. 

 

Table 3.1 Genotype ‘97’ is used to demonstrate clonal line subsets 

Treatment Description Treatment Code Example 

In Vitro (No treatment) No label, only genotype 97 

Dissection Control DC 97DC.1 and 97DC.2 

Pre-treatment Control PT 97PT.1 and 97PT.2 

PVS2 Control PV 97PV.1 – 97PV.3 

Liquid Nitrogen LN 97LN.1 – 97LN.3 

 

3.2.4  Acclimatisation of in vitro plants 

After at least three micropropagation cycles, actively growing in vitro plants were carefully 

de-flasked, followed by careful and thorough washing of roots in clean water to remove 

agar or vermiculite.  Plants were established in forestry tubes (15 x 5 x 5 cm) containing 

peat moss, perlite and vermiculite at a ratio of 2:4:1, and placed in a humidity controlled 

cabinet at ambient temperatures varying from 18-30 
o
C in a shaded section of a greenhouse.  

After potting mix was drenched with Aliette® WG systemic fungicide (Fosetyl-aluminium 

(800 g/kg), precipitated silica (15 g/kg) and surfactants/carriers (185 g/kg) manufactured by 

Bayer CropScience Australia), plants were left at 90% humidity for two days. The humidity 

was decreased gradually over two weeks until ambient humidity was reached.  A liquid 

fertilisation regime consisting of quarter strength Phostrogen all purpose soluble fertilizer 

(N:P:K 14:10:27 + Trace Elements, manufactured by Debco Australia) for the first week, 

and half strength for the second was established in conjunction with alternating treatments 

of Aliette® and Banrot® 400WP broad-spectrum fungicide (Thiophanate-methyl (250 

g/kg) and Etridiazole (150 g/kg) manufactured by Scotts® Australia Pty Ltd). The 

acclimatised plants were removed from the humidity cabinet after two weeks, and placed in 

a shade house for sun hardening.  
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3.2.5  Sun hardening and field planting 

Sun hardening was performed in the open air under increasing intensities of filtered 

sunlight in a shade house for a period of two to three weeks. Plants were fertilised with half 

strength Phostrogen for the first week, followed by full strength for the final weeks. Plants 

were carefully monitored for presence of fungal growth, and treated as required using the 

methods described in 3.2.4.  After approximately one month of acclimatisation and sun 

hardening, the plants reached a developmental stage that permitted field planting. Each 

plant was established in 30 x 30 x 30 cm holes 1.5 metres apart, using a random field plot 

layout.  A total of 208 plants were established, the numbers of plants from each genotype 

and treatment are outlined in Table 3.2.  Each plant was watered by a slow drip irrigation 

system located close to the stem base. 

 

Table 3.2 Numbers of treatment subset field plants (#) for each genotype 

35 # 35 # 97 # TS2 # Z6 # 

IV 2 LN.7 4 IV 2 IV 2 IV 6 

DC.1 4 LN.8 2 DC.1 3 DC.1 4 DC.1 3 

DC.2 3 LN.9 1 DC.2 2 DC.2 3 DC.2 3 

PT.1 2 LN.10 3 PT.1 2 PT.1 4 DC.3 2 

PT.2 3 LN.11 3 PT.2 4 PT.2 2 PT.1 3 

PT.3 2 LN.12 5 PV.1 3 PV.1 2 PT.2 2 

PT.4 4 LN.13 2 PV.2 3 PV.2 1 PV.1 5 

PV.1 3 LN.14 3 PV.3 5 PV.3 4 LN.2 4 

PV.4 5 LN.15 2 LN.1 2 PV.4 4 LN.3 4 

PV.5 3   LN.2 3 LN.1 4 LN.4 3 

LN.1 4   LN.3 5 LN.2 3   
LN.2 9     LN.3 7   

LN.3 5     LN.4 4   

LN.4 4     LN.5 6   

LN.5 5     LN.6 1   

LN.6 3     LN.7 2   

  Total 86 Total 34 Total 53 Total 35 

 

3.2.6  Growth monitoring and morphological evaluation 

The development and growth of field plants were monitored and compared qualitatively to 

IV controls for 10 months after planting to identify any phenotypic abnormalities.  Each 

month after the initial planting for a period of four months, plant heights from the stem base 

to the apical shoot tip were measured.  Average plant height +/- S.E. was generated for each 

treatment of each genotype.  Plant morphological characteristics such as stem and petiole 
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colour/pigmentation, leaf shape, female flower size and colour, fruit shape and skin colour 

were monitored and compared to untreated (IV) clonal plants.  Female genotypes 70, Z6 

and males B2, B4 were monitored for morphological appearance by comparison to IV 

controls at the potted developmental stage. 

 

3.3  Results 

 

3.3.1  Acclimatisation of in vitro plantlets 

Some plants perished as a result of fungal contamination during acclimatisation in the 

humidity cabinet prior to sun-hardening.  However no differences in plant losses between 

genotypes or control and cryopreservation treatment groups were observed.  Plants able to 

survive the initial two week humidity re-adjustment also withstood sun hardening and 

planting (Figure 3.1). 

 

3.3.2  Plant morphology evaluation 

Acclimatised and sun-hardened plants from control and cryopreservation treatments were 

morphologically similar to untreated IV controls for each of the genotypes.  Field 

evaluation was undertaken during a 10 month period only, as the field plot was affected by 

pawpaw ‘dieback’ after this time.  However, this period was sufficient to effectively 

evaluate flowering and fruiting characteristics.  Development of plants from all genotypes 

and treatment subsets were observed to be normal in terms of stem and petiole 

colour/pigmentation, leaf shape, female flower size and colour, fruit shape and skin colour 

(Figures 3.2 and 3.3). 

 

3.3.3  Plant growth monitoring 

Calculation of the mean monthly plant heights for each treatment group within each 

genotype revealed no differences in final heights and no delay in growth for any of the 

control or cryopreservation treatments (Figure 3.4). 
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Figure 3.1 Randomly planted field plot four months after planting 

 

Figure 3.2  

Genotype 35 cryopreservation treatment 

subset LN.10, three months after planting 

showing female flowers and immature fruit 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.3  

Genotype 35 cryopreservation treatment 

subset LN.3, eight months after planting 

showing maturing fruit 
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Figure 3.4 Mean plant height in the field for control and cryopreservation treatments for C. papaya genotypes 35, 97, TS2 and Z6 at 1, 2, 

3 and 4 months in the field after planting. 

  

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Mean plant heights ± S.E. were calculated by combining data from all treatment subsets within a treatment and genotype (Table 3.2).  Mean 

plants heights for each month were obtained by combining average heights from all treatments.  IV: In Vitro control, DC: Dissection control, 

PT: Pre-treatment control, PV: PVS2 control and LN: Liquid Nitrogen cryopreservation treatment.   

IV   

DC   

PT   

PV   

LN   

Mean   
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3.4  Discussion 

 

3.4.1  Regeneration and establishment of clonal treatment lines and subsets 

In vitro plants were successfully regenerated from shoot tips for five female papaya 

genotypes (35, 70, 97, Z6 and TS2) and two male genotypes (B2 and B4).  The frequent 

trimming of regenerating shoots to remove callus, enlarged petioles/leaves and axillary 

apices was labour intensive but served effectively to keep the shoots actively growing and 

differentiated at all times.   

After successful root induction and development, the complete in vitro regenerates 

of four genotypes (35, 97, Z6 and TS2) were micropropagated to establish clonal line 

subset populations of sufficient size to be used for acclimatisation.  

This is the first report of in vitro plant regeneration post cryopreservation in papaya.  

Other studies have also demonstrated the successful regeneration of in vitro plants after 

cryopreservation treatment, and subsequent micropropagation e.g. for Actinidia deliciosa 

(Wu et al. 2001a) and Vitis vinifera (Zhao et al. 2001).     

Although the four genotypes selected for clonal propagation produced high 

cryopreservation regeneration percentages (>60%), one regenerated shoot tip is in fact 

sufficient to initiate a large clonal population as it is possible to propagate the regenerating 

shoots at: 

• the regeneration stage (prior to root induction) as each shoot produces several 

axillary shoots which can be excised and plated onto fresh regeneration media (this 

was not performed in the current study but observations were made which indicate 

its practical application). 

• the complete in vitro plant stage using the standard micropropagation protocol that 

has been described in this thesis.  

    

3.4.2  Acclimatisation of in vitro plants, sun hardening and field planting 

Successful acclimatisation and sun hardening was achieved for in vitro plants derived from 

control and cryopreservation treatments of female genotypes 35, 70, 97, TS2 and Z6, and 

male genotypes B2 and B4.  Successful field planting was achieved for genotypes 35, 97, 

TS2 and Z6.     

Despite the loss of some plants to fungal infections during acclimatisation, 

survivors were sun hardened successfully and field planted without any further losses, 
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indicating that plants are most vulnerable during the initial two week acclimatisation stage 

in the humidity cabinet.  Acclimatised and sun hardened plants were morphologically 

similar between different treatments and between treatment subsets for each of the 

genotypes.  

 

3.4.3  Growth monitoring and morphological evaluation 

No significant variations in mean plant height between any of the cryopreservation or 

control treatments were detected for the four genotypes over four months of field 

development.  In addition, the morphological evaluation indicated no differences in stem 

and petiole colour/pigmentation, leaf shape, female flower size and colour, fruit shape and 

skin colour indicating phenotypic stability over ten months in the field.  These assessments 

were performed on clones of individual plantlets recovered from three control treatments 

and cryopreservation and results were uniform across all stages of the cryopreservation 

protocol.   

 The current report is consistent with previous reports where no evidence of 

morphological changes were observed following cryopreservation.  These include; embryo 

cultures of Pinus pinaster (Bercetche & Pâques 1995) various conifers (Park et al. 1998; 

Häggman et al. 1998), Abies cephalonica (Aronen et al. 1999) Pinus caribaea (Lainé et al. 

1992), Larix x eurolepis and Picea mariana (Klimaszewska et al. 1992), Citrus sinensis 

(Marín et al. 1993), Pseudotsuga menziesii (Gupta et al. 1995) and Oryza sativa (Al-Forkan 

et al. 2001).  Morphological characteristics were stable in plants derived from shoot tip or 

meristem cryopreservation in Actinidia chinenesis (Wu et al. 2001a), a Eucalyptus hybrid 

(Blakesley & Kiernan 2001), Cosmos atrosanguineus (Wilkinson et al. 2003), sugarcane 

(Paulet et al. 1993), potato (Bajaj 1978, 1986 and 1995; Benson et al. 1996) and Prunus 

(Helliot et al. 2002).  Consistent morphology of plants was obtained after seed 

cryopreservation in onion (Lakhanpaul et al. 1996), Coffee (Dussert et al. 1997) and 

Dendrobium candidum (Wang et al. 1998). 

Some reports have however highlighted changes in morphology following 

cryopreservation and these include observations of flower colour alterations in 70% of 

greenhouse established Dendranthema grandiflorum plants regenerated from frozen shoot 

tips (Fukai et al. 1994), however these plants were derived directly from frozen shoots 

without subculture and the changes were believed to be linked to the pericline structure of 

the plant (Engelmann 1997).  Growth of glasshouse potato plants from cryopreserved shoot 
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tips displayed increased heights in comparison to untreated field plants (Harding & Benson 

1994) and variations in tuber weight and petiole size compared to untreated glasshouse 

plants (Harding & Staines 2001).  Carica papaya plants grown in the greenhouse directly 

from cryopreserved seed also showed a reduction in stem height and diameter compared to 

unfrozen controls grown from seed (Azimi et al. 2005).        

Several authors have noted that initial phenotypic changes were not detected after 

further growth or culturing.  For example, using banana plants regenerated directly from 

cryopreserved embryogenic cultures, Côte et al. (2000) found slight variations in the 

number of nodal clusters of the inflorescence (hands) and date of flowering during the first 

ratoon (shoots sprouting from plant base) culture cycle in the field but these variations were 

not detected at the subsequent ratoon culture cycle.  Preliminary variations in multiplication 

rates and rooting rates were reported by Zhao et al. (2001) for in vitro clones of grape 

derived from plants regenerated from frozen shoot tips at initial subculture cycles.  These 

variations were not detectable from the sixth subculture onwards.  Martínez-Montero et al. 

(2002) utilised plants regenerated from cultured embryonic callus recovered from 

cryopreservation and noted variations in several agronomic traits of sugarcane after six 

months of field development, however these variations were not detected in the same plants 

after 12 months of growth.   

No variations in several quantifiable agronomic traits were detected in potted 

greenhouse plants of sugarcane (González-Arnao et al. 1999) and Dioscorea floribunda 

from populations established by the subculture of individuals regenerated from 

cryopreserved shoot tips (Ahuja et al. 2002).  These two studies were the most similar to 

the current communication as shoot tips were used as a source of explant for the 

cryopreservation and subculture of regenerated plants to establish populations for 

acclimatisation and planting.   
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3.5  Conclusions   

In vitro papaya plants can be fully regenerated following vitrification-based 

cryopreservation, and can be acclimatised and sun hardened.  The regenerated plants can be 

micropropagated to generate large clonal populations that can be acclimatised, sun 

hardened and grown in the field.  

 Sun hardened plants (micropropagated and directly regenerated) derived from 

control and cryopreservation treatments were observed to be morphologically similar to 

untreated controls within each genotype.  No variations in growth rates over four months of 

field growth was detected between untreated, control and cryopreserved plants within each 

the female genotypes tested.  After ten months of field growth, no detectable variations in 

several morphological characteristics were observed for mature fruiting trees of untreated, 

control and cryopreserved plants of each genotype.   

 These investigations demonstrated that the tested cryopreservation protocol, 

combined with micropropagation, acclimatisation and sun hardening, is a highly effective 

approach to establish field plants from cryopreserved shoot tips, and offers a valuable 

option for the long-term storage of papaya germplasm.  The acclimatisation and generation 

of plants for field testing confirmed that true-to-type plants were produced, indicating 

phenotypic stability among the regenerates. 
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Chapter 4 

 

Genomic DNA analysis of plants regenerated after 

cryopreservation by randomly amplified DNA fingerprinting 
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4.1  Introduction 

DNA based molecular marker technologies have been employed in studies of phylogeny 

and somaclonal variation using a range of techniques such as DNA hybridisation and PCR 

based approaches.  As outlined in section 1.3.7.2, PCR techniques offer the advantage of 

sensitive detection without requiring detailed sequence information.  PCR techniques such 

as AFLP and RAPD have been used extensively in older studies, however RAF was chosen 

here because it involves relatively fewer steps and it is a robust technique.    

 

4.1.1  The aim of RAF genomic DNA analysis of papaya plants post   

  cryopreservation  

The aim of RAF genomic DNA analysis of papaya plants post cryopreservation was to 

investigate genetic integrity of papaya plants post cryopreservation.  The following 

assessments were made: 

 

RAF assay-I:  

• Comparison of RAF profiles generated from pooled leaf DNA extracts (7-10 plants 

per extract) of in vitro plants (regenerated directly from cryopreservation 

treatments) with untreated plants of six female genotypes (35, 37, 70, 97, TS2 and 

Z6) showing greater than 60% cryopreservation regeneration. 

 

RAF assay-II: 

• Using female genotype 97; comparison of profiles of clonal treatment subset 

populations of control and cryopreservation treatments with untreated plants at the 

in vitro developmental stage (7-10 plants per extract) (In Vit), 7-8 weeks post 

acclimatisation (2-3 plants per extract) (Accli) and eight weeks post field planting 

(one leaf per extract) (Field). 

 

RAF assay-III: 

• Using female genotypes 70, Z6 and males B2, B4; comparison of profiles of 

individual plants at an average of 21 week post acclimation (one leaf per extract), 

that regenerated directly from single cryopreserved and PVS2 treated shoot tips, 

with untreated plants resulting from routine micropropagation.       
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4.2  Materials and Methods 

 

4.2.1  Leaf harvesting and storage  

Leaf tissue was collected from plants at different developmental stages; in vitro, 

acclimatised (7-8 weeks post acclimatisation for RAF assay-II and an average of 21 weeks 

for RAF assay-III) and field (8 weeks after planting).  DNA was extracted immediately 

after sampling (RAF assay-I and III) or the leaves were kept on ice prior to storage at          

-80 
o
C (RAF assay-I and II).   

 To provide sufficient tissue for DNA extractions; leaves from 7-10 in vitro plants 

were pooled for each in vitro developmental stage sample in RAF assays-I and II, and from 

2-3 acclimatised plants for RAF assay-II.  One leaf from one plant per DNA sample was 

used for all field samples for RAF assay-II and acclimatised samples for RAF assay-III.  

 

4.2.2  DNA extraction and quantification 

DNA was extracted using a modified CTAB protocol of Dellaporta et al. (1983).  After 

grinding fresh or frozen (-80 
o
C) tissue, 1.5 ml of  CTAB buffer (50 mM Tris, 10 mM 

EDTA, 0.7 M NaCl, 2% CTAB) was added for every 0.13 g of leaf tissue before 

homogenisation.  600 µl of homogenate was then combined with 60 µl of 10%                  

N-laurylsarcosine and 10% polyvinylpyrrolidone (PVP) in microfuge tubes before 

inversion and one hour incubation at 65 
o
C.  DNA was purified from proteins and 

carbohydrates with the addition of chloroform, 600 µl for first centrifugation and 500 µl for 

second centrifugation.  DNA was precipitated at -20 
c
C for one hour with the addition of 

ethanol and sodium acetate.  After washing and resuspending pellets, DNA concentrations 

were quantified on 0.7% agarose gels by band intensity comparisons to lambda DNA 

standard.   

 

4.2.3  Generation of RAF markers 

Approximately 25-50 ng of genomic DNA (RAF) was amplified by α-p33PATP labelling 

as outlined by Waldron et al. (2002) with the exception of a 94 
o
C hot start instead of 85 

o
C.  

Five decamer primers (Table 4.1) carrying recognition sequences for the methylation 

sensitive restriction endonuclease HpaII were used to generate RAF markers from the DNA 

of the selected genotypes and treatments.  Amplified fragments of each sample were 

separated using 4% polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis on a  38 x 50 cm BIO-RAD    
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Sequi-Gen® GT sequencing apparatus, and detected using the Fujifilm® FLA-5000 

phosphor imaging system.   

 

Table 4.1  Decamer primers used to generate RAF markers 

Primer Nucleotide Sequence (5’-3’) 

AE11
c 

AAGACCGGGA 

AJ15
abc 

GAATCCGGCA 

AP20
c 

CCCGGATACA 

B16
abc 

TTTGCCCGGA 

BB18
abc 

CAACCGGTCT 

F17
ac 

AACCCGGGAA 

F18
c 

TTCCCGGGTT 

IO8
abc 

TTTGCCCGGT 

J01
c 

CCCGGCATAA 

W15
abc 

ACACCGGAAC 

a), b) and c) represent primers used in RAF assays I, II and III respectively.  All 

cryopreservation treatments in RAF and AMP assay-I used primer B16 instead of F17.  The 

initial RAF assay I used B-16 as part of a set of five primers.  B-16 performed poorly 

generating few markers and was excluded from RAF assays II and III once more primers 

were obtained and tested. 

 

4.2.4  Analysis of RAF markers 

Prominent fragments (markers) were labelled separately for each genotype and 

amplification reaction according to primer name, and position on gel (AJ15-1 highest on 

gel followed by AJ15-2).  If two or more distinct markers were detected in the same 

position, each was labelled with an additional sub-letter (AJ15-3-A, AJ15-3-B and AJ15-3-

C).  For every marker identified, each sample (within each genotype and reaction) was 

given a score of 1 if the marker was present and 0 if absent in relation to the markers 

identified for the IV control.  Changes in markers were grouped into three categories (Table 

4.2).  The markers generated by all primers were collectively used to calculate the 

percentage of changed RAF markers for each genotype. 
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Table 4.2  RAF variant marker categories 

Variant Marker Type Description 

New Marker Present Detection of a new marker (after treatment) not present in the 

same position for the IV control.  A new primer binding site 

was formed and amplified the new marker. 

Absence of Marker Absence of a marker (after treatment) present in the same 

position for the IV control.  An existing primer binding site 

was lost and amplification did not occur. 

Alteration of Marker Different type of marker(s) present (after treatment) in the 

same position as the original marker for the IV control. E.g. 

(AJ15-1-A, AJ15-1-B & AJ15-1-C).     

 

4.3  Results 

 

4.3.1  RAF assay-I 

Using 4-5 primers, the RAF technique produced 127 to 325 (mean of 235) distinct markers 

for each genotype and treatment (Table 4.3).  The RAF analysis indicated no genomic DNA 

variation for any of the DC or PT controls (Table 4.3).  PV controls were observed to have 

between 0 to 0.92% variation and LN treated plant material generally showed higher 

variability than any of the controls (1.5 to 10.07%) with the exception of genotypes 35 and 

TS2 where no changes were observed.  Differences in RAF marker profiles are shown in 

Figure 4.1 as new markers that were present after cryopreservation. 
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Table 4.3  Genomic DNA marker changes in C.papaya at the in vitro growth stage after control and cryopreservation treatments 

 

DC = Dissection control, PT = Pre-treatment control, PV = PVS2 control & LN = Cryopreservation.  New present – Detection of a new 

marker (after treatment) not present in the same position for the IV control.  Absent – Absence of a marker (after treatment) present in the 

same position for the IV control.  Altered – Alternative type of marker(s) present (after treatment) in the same position as the original marker 

for the IV control, e.g. (AJ15-1-A, AJ15-1-B & AJ15-1-C).  LN samples analysed with primer B16 instead of F17.  Varying numbers of 

markers were generated using 4-5 random 10-mer primers containing a CCGG sequence.   

 

 

 

Genotype 35 37 70 97 TS2 Z6 

Treatment   DC PT PV LN LN DC PT PV LN DC PT PV LN DC PT PV LN DC PT PV LN 

Primers  5 5 5 4 4 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 4 

No. markers 267 267 234 127 133 230 230 230 139 230 230 230 176 276 288 288 146 325 325 325 144 

New present 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 11 0 0 0 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 

Absent  0 0 1 0 2 0 0 1 2 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 5 

Altered 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 3 

Total change 0 0 2 0 2 0 0 1 14 0 0 1 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 9 

%  change 0 0 0.85 0 1.50 0 0 0.43 10.07 0 0 0.43 2.84 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.92 6.25 
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Figure 4.1  Acrylamide gel of genotype 70 RAF products before (-LN) and after 

   (+LN) cryopreservation 

 

Acrylamide gel image (cut horizontally) of two samples (-LN and +LN) loaded in duplicate 

lanes.  Lanes on the right side of the white dividing line represent the continuation of the 

lanes from the left.  Multiple new markers (appearance of new markers not present in 

relation to the IV control (-LN) were detected. 
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4.3.2  RAF assay-II 

Based on 5 primers, the RAF technique produced between 122 and 224 (with an average of 

185) distinct comparable markers for each subset (Table 3.1) of genotype 97, analysed at 

the in vitro, acclimatised and field developmental stages (Table 4.4).  There was no 

observed variation for all treatment subsets at the in vitro and acclimatisation stages, 

however all treatment subsets at the field stage were observed to have variation between 

0.45 and 4.15% in genomic DNA markers when compared to the untreated in vitro control.  

These marker variations were detected by primers W15 (Figure 4.2), B16 and IO8 (Figure 

4.3).  Differences in marker profiles were observed either as absent markers (Figure 4.2), or 

alternative markers at the same position (Figure 4.3).     

 

Figure 4.2  Genotype 97 field developmental stage W15 RAF markers   

 

IV = In vitro control, DC = Dissection control, PT = Pre-treatment control, PV = PVS2 

control & LN = Cryopreservation.  W15-43-48 represent labels for the displayed markers. 
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Table 4.4  Genomic DNA marker changes in genotype 97 after exposure to 4 different treatments at 3 stages of development 

 

 Treatment / Subset DC.1 DC.2 PT.1 PT.2 PV.1 PV.2 PV.3 LN.1 LN.2 LN.3 

No. markers  191 191 191 159 175 183 191 191 191 191 

Total change 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

In
V

it 

% change 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

No. markers  150 150 149 144 150 122 150 150 150 150 

Total change 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

A
ccli 

% change 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

No. markers  224 224 222 224 224 224 223 224 217 224 

Absent 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 

Altered 1 2 5 7 2 7 6 7 7 1 

Total change 1 2 7 7 2 7 6 7 9 1 

F
ield

 

% change 0.45 0.89 3.15 3.13 0.89 3.13 2.69 3.13 4.15 0.45 

 

DC = Dissection control, PT = Pre-treatment control, PV = PVS2 control & LN = Cryopreservation.  Absent – Absence of a marker (after 

treatment) present in the same position for the IV control.  Altered – Alternative type of marker(s) present (after treatment) in the same 

position as the original marker for the IV control, e.g. (AJ15-1-A, AJ15-1-B & AJ15-1-C).   
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Figure 4.3  Genotype 97 field developmental stage IO8 RAF markers 

 

IV = In vitro control, DC = Dissection control, PT = Pre-treatment control, PV = PVS2 

control & LN = Cryopreservation.  IO8-15-18 represent labels for the displayed markers. 

 

4.3.3  RAF assay-III 

When 10 primers were used, the RAF technique produced between 806 and 1437 (with an 

average of 1160) distinct comparable markers for each individual from the four genotypes 

(70, Z6, B2 and B4) that were tested. 

 For genotype 70 (Table 4.5), individual IV.10 was observed to have a 0.27% change 

in genomic DNA markers detected by primer AE11 as one altered marker, and by primer F-

17 as two altered markers compared to the four other IV individuals based on 1121 markers 

(Table 4.5A).  IV.10 was observed to have a 0.34% change in RAF markers detected as two 

altered and one new marker by primer AE11, and as one altered marker by F17 compared 

to the four other IV individuals as determined by 1167 markers (4.5B).  Individual PV.10 

had a total change of 0.09% in RAF markers as detected by an altered marker by primer 

AE11.  Individual PV.23 was observed to have a total change of 0.44% in RAF markers 

detected as four altered markers and a new marker by primer AE11.  Individuals LN.4, 

LN.9 and CT.3 had a total change of 0.25% as detected by three altered markers by primer 

AE11.  Individual LN.8 had a total change of 0.08% due to an altered marker detected by 

AE11.  Plant LN.32 was found to have 0.17% variation detected as two altered markers by 
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AE11.  Individuals LN.34 and CT.1 were also shown to have a variations of 0.08% 

detected by primer AE11.  Plant CT.2 had a total variation of 0.33 as determined by two 

altered markers and a new marker detected by primer AE11, and, an altered marker by F17.  

Plant CT.4 had the highest level of RAF marker changes at 0.50% detected by four altered 

and one new marker by AE11, and one altered marker detected by F17. 

 For genotype Z6, the ten primers were unable to generate polymorphic markers for 

any of the 15 individuals that were analysed (Table 4.6). 

 Similarly, for genotype B2 the ten primers were unable to generate polymorphic 

markers for any of the 15 individuals (Table 4.7). 

 The analysis of genotype B4 revealed variations of 0.08, 0.70 and 0.08% for 

individuals IV.6, PV.14 and LN.5 respectively.  Plant IV.6 was shown to have one altered 

marker as detected by primer BB18 compared to the other four IV plants.  Individual PV.14 

had the highest variation for all genotypes and was shown to have one new, seven altered 

and one absent marker as detected solely by primer AJ15.  A single new marker generated 

by primer AE11 was the only variation detected for individual LN.5 compared to the other 

five IV individuals.  
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Table 4.5A  Genomic DNA marker changes in genotype 70 individuals following exposure to PV control treatment 

 

 

 Table 4.5B  Genomic DNA marker changes in genotype 70 individuals following short and long-term cryopreservation 

 

PV = PVS2 control, LN = Short-term cryopreservation and CT = 2 month cryotube cryopreservation.  New present – Detection of a new 

marker (after treatment) not present in the same position for the IV control.  Altered – Alternative type of marker(s) present (after treatment) 

in the same position as the original marker for the IV control, e.g. (AJ15-1-A, AJ15-1-B & AJ15-1-C).   

Treatment / Individual IV.0 IV.1 IV.2 IV.6 IV.10 PV.10 PV.14 PV.23 PV.25 PV.28 

No. markers  1146 1146 1146 1135 1121 1146 1131 1138 1146 1143 

New present 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 

Altered 0 0 0 0 3 1 0 4 0 0 

Total change 0 0 0 0 3 1 0 5 0 0 

% change 0 0 0 0 0.27 0.09 0 0.44 0 0 

Treatment  / Individual IV.0 IV.1 IV.2 IV.6 IV.10 LN.4 LN.8 LN.9 LN.32 LN.34 CT.1 CT.2 CT.3 CT.4 

No. markers 1210 1210 1207 1201 1167 1210 1210 1210 1163 1203 1209 1209 1210 1209 

New present 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 

Altered 0 0 0 0 3 3 1 3 2 1 1 3 3 5 

Total change 0 0 0 0 4 3 1 3 2 1 1 4 3 6 

% change 0 0 0 0 0.34 0.25 0.08 0.25 0.17 0.08 0.08 0.33 0.25 0.50 
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Table 4.6A  Genomic DNA marker changes in genotype Z6 individuals following exposure to PV control treatment 

 

 

Table 4.6B  Genomic DNA marker changes in genotype Z6 individuals following cryopreservation 

 

PV = PVS2 control, LN = Cryopreservation  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Treatment / Individual IV.0 IV.1 IV.2 IV.3 IV.10 PV.118 PV.128 PV.133 PV.146 PV.410 

No. markers  806 806 806 806 806 806 806 806 806 806 

Total change 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

% change 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Treatment / Individual IV.0 IV.1 IV.2 IV.3 IV.10 LN.1 LN.7 LN.19 LN.20 LN.52 

No. markers  823 823 823 823 823 823 823 823 823 823 

Total change 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

% change 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
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Table 4.7A  Genomic DNA marker changes in genotype B2 individuals following exposure to PV control treatment 

 

 

Table 4.7B  Genomic DNA marker changes in genotype B2 individuals following cryopreservation 

 

 

PV = PVS2 control, LN = Cryopreservation  

 

 

 

 

 

Treatment / Individual IV.0 IV.1 IV.2 IV.3 IV.4 PV.1 PV.2 PV.5 PV.9 PV.132 

No. markers  1437 1437 1434 1437 1386 1389 1368 1368 1436 1437 

Total change 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

% change 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Treatment / Individual IV.0 IV.1 IV.2 IV.3 IV.4 LN.5 LN.12 LN.15 LN.18 LN.20 

No. markers  1419 1417 1411 1413 1407 1417 1419 1419 1419 1419 

Total change 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

% change 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
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Table 4.8A  Genomic DNA marker changes in genotype B4 individuals following exposure to PV control treatment 

 

Table 4.8B  Genomic DNA marker changes in genotype B4 individuals following cryopreservation 

 

 

PV = PVS2 control, LN = Cryopreservation.  New present – Detection of a new marker (after treatment) not present in the same position for 

the IV control.  Absent – Absence of a marker (after treatment) present in the same position for the IV control.  Altered – Alternative type of 

marker(s) present (after treatment) in the same position as the original marker for the IV control, e.g. (AJ15-1-A, AJ15-1-B & AJ15-1-C).   

Treatment / Individual IV.0 IV.1 IV.5 IV.6 IV.9 PV.14 PV.64 PV.83 PV.84 PV.126 

No. markers  1283 1280 1290 1288 1288 1290 1290 1290 1290 1290 

New present 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 

Absent 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 

Altered 0 0 0 1 0 7 0 0 0 0 

Total change 0 0 0 1 0 9 0 0 0 0 

% change 0 0 0 0.08 0 0.70 0 0 0 0 

Treatment / Individual IV.0 IV.1 IV.5 IV.6 IV.9 LN.2 LN.3 LN.5 LN.9 LN.27 

No. markers  1164 1164 1179 1179 1179 1179 1176 1179 1175 1179 

New present 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 

Total change 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 

% change 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.08 0 0 
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4.4  Discussion 

 

4.4.1  RAF assay-I 

The RAF technique detected the presence of new markers and the absence of existing 

markers corresponding to the gain and loss of a primer binding site respectively relative to 

IV controls in some of the control and cryopreservation treatments.  Altered markers 

detected in the same area of the gel image as the original IV control markers were 

considered to be multiallelic as two different forms of a single marker can be amplified 

simultaneously from different alleles on each of the two chromosomes.  Therefore altered 

markers were the result of two amplified fragments originating from the same primer 

binding site on each of the two chromosomes, producing identically or altered markers 

based on the location of the amplification stop site.  Variant markers can also arise from a 

number of combinations such as one or both of the alleles being subjected to alterations at 

the primer binding site or amplification stop sites.   

 The six genotypes tested after cryopreservation were found to have primary DNA 

structure changes ranging from 0 to 10.07% of the markers obtained.  The high degree of 

variation for genotype 70 was surprising especially when taking into consideration the 

relatively small portion of the genome analysed.  These relatively high levels of genomic 

DNA modification contrast significantly from Zhai et al. (2003), who reported no 

differences between control and frozen grape (Vitis Vinifera) and kiwi (Actinidia deliciosa), 

and Dixit et al. (2003) and Ahuja et al. (2002), who both detected one novel marker in 

single samples of Dioscorea bulbifera and Dioscorea floribunda after cryostorage.  

However, these studies used RAPD on subcultured clones of individual plants originating 

from cryopreserved tissues.  In contrast, DeVerno et al. (1999) found variant RAPD 

fragments in two clones of white spruce (Picea glauca) after cryostorage and subculture.  

No polymorphisms were detected in Grevillea scapigera, Scots pine (Pinus sylvestris), 

Prunus and Arachis burchellii respectively, from tissues recovered directly from 

cryostorage using RAPD (Touchell et al. 1996, Häggman et al. 1998, Helliot et al. 2002, 

and Gagliardi et al. 2003).  Similarly, no variations were discovered in Anigozanthos viridis 

shoot tips after 12 months of cryopreservation using AFLP (Turner et al. 2001).   

 When comparing these reports with the relatively large variations in DNA structure 

observed in this study, a number of factors may have affected the results such as the culture 

post cryostorage which could have inducted variation in addition to cryopreservation.  The 
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pooling of leaves from individuals of the same genotype recovered from the same treatment 

may also have contributed to the observed variation which may have arisen from one, a few 

or all the plants used for the pooled DNA extraction.  Therefore the pooling of leaves from 

several plants ultimately reduces the sensitivity of the RAF technique.   

 It is important to note that techniques such as RAPD, AFLP and RAF screen small 

portions of the genome and are widely distributed, thus any detected variation may not be 

representative of the entire genome.  The observed differences in marker profiles could also 

be caused by transposable elements or point mutations.  Furthermore, detected variations 

may lie in non-coding regions and may not affect phenotypic characteristics and 

development. 

 Based on the estimates of Harding (2004), a mean of 235 scored markers at an 

average size of 500 bp, and the size of papaya genome (diploid) at ≈ 3.72 x 10
8
 bp 

University of Hawaii Papaya Genome Project (2010), RAF assay-I resulted in the screening 

of 0.03158% of the genome.   

 The observed levels of genomic DNA structural change was exacerbated to some 

degree by the marker labelling and scoring technique.  This can be explained by the 

phenomenon of multiple markers being amplified from a single primer binding site.  

Therefore, if a sample is displaying more than one polymorphic marker of a certain type of 

variation (absent, new present or altered) for the same primer, these polymorphisms may be 

due to only one change as opposed to multiple ones.  These multiple marker changes of a 

single type of variant also appear to be closely associated in terms of size (position) which 

supports the concept that these markers are amplified from the same primer locus, but 

marker lengths are different due to alternative amplification stops. 

 There are many factors that can influence the observed structural DNA variations, 

however the design of the study allowed for the elimination of some of these.  The 

cryopreservation and control treatments and subsequent recovery steps were designed to 

use only differentiated shoot tip meristems as a source of explants which were kept 

differentiated during the after treatment recovery and regeneration stages.  Undifferentiated 

callus tissue formation has long been known to be associated with somaclonal variants 

(Bayliss 1980).   Thus, eliminating callus formation at the micropropagation, explant 

excision, treatment, recovery and regenerating stages of the experiment reduced the 

potential for genetic variation to occur.  Other known factors include increased variability 

with increased age of culture (Peschke & Phillips 1992).  This was circumvented by using 
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only healthy, actively growing plants of the same culture age as a source for explants.  

Other factors that influence variability are the genotype or variety (cultivar) of the explant 

(Peschke & Phillips 1992).  Indeed there was variability in the degree of RAF marker 

changes between the six genotypes, however a genotype effect could not be shown 

statistically.  Transposable elements have been implicated in the generation of somaclonal 

variants (and callus) as these sequences can be activated in response to a range of stresses.  

Transposable elements can produce stable and unstable mutations depending on where the 

element is inserted, and whether the transposition disrupts the host DNA by duplication of 

sequences (Peschke & Phillips 1992).  It is therefore conceivable that a demethylation event 

in response to stress resulted in the activation of a transposable element which could 

potentially cause further structural DNA changes by its relocation and insertion into other 

regions. 

 

 4.4.2  RAF assay-II 

Genomic variations were not detected by RAF markers in genotype 97 at the in vitro or 

acclimatisation stages which suggested that pooling of leaves from several plants did not 

increase the number of detected variations; however variations ranging from 0.45 – 4.15% 

were detected in all treatment subsets at the field stage.  These variations may have been 

plant specific variations in the individual tested, or single variation events in the IV control 

plant, or both.  However, variation in the IV control plant did not account for the magnitude 

of change observed in plants from all treatments except for DC.1 and LN.3 which had only 

one altered marker. 

 These findings differ from RAF assay-I, in which genomic variations were between 

0.43 and 2.84% in DNA samples extracted from leaves pooled from several plants growing 

in vitro that were regenerated from cryopreserved shoot tips without subculture.  The 

combination of pooled leaves and not subculturing recovered plants before sampling may 

have contributed to these relatively large variations.  DeVerno et al. (1999) also found 

variant markers in two clones of Picea glauca after cryostorage, while Dixit et al. (2003) 

and Ahuja et al. (2002) both detected one novel marker in single samples of Dioscorea 

bulbifera and Dioscorea floribunda respectively after cryostorage; however, these studies 

used RAPD markers on subcultured clones of individual plants from cryopreserved tissues.   

 Several previous studies have reported the absence of variation following 

cryopreservation, based on a range of molecular marker techniques.  These included no 
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detection of polymorphisms by RAPDs from tissues recovered directly from cryostorage in 

Grevillea scapigera (Touchell et al. 1996), Pinus sylvestris (Häggman et al. 1998), Prunus 

(Helliot et al. 2002), and Arachis burchellii (Gagliardi et al. 2003).  No RAPD 

polymorphisms were detected in subcultured clones of individual plants originating from 

cryopreserved tissues of grape Vitis Vinifera and kiwi Actinidia deliciosa (Zhai et al. 2003).  

No variations were reported using AFLP in Anigozanthos viridis shoot tips after 12 months 

of cryopreservation (Turner et al. 2001). 

 The uniformity in genomic profiles in the current study at the acclimatisation 

developmental stage is interesting as these plants have been challenged with the stresses of 

potting, acclimatisation and sun hardening.  These results emphasize the effectiveness of 

the chosen micropropagation technique in terms of the genomic stability of generated 

clonal plants and is consistent with the report of Drew (1992).   

The genomic DNA marker differences detected in genotype 97 samples at the field 

developmental stage were similar for dissection control, pre-treatment control, PVS2 

control, and the cryopreservation treatment, which suggested that they were not associated 

with cryopreservation per se. 

 The variations detected in field plants suggested that each plant independently 

acquired these as a result of planting and subsequent development and growth.  It is 

conceivable that these genomic variations resulted from adaptive responses modulated by 

the binding or dissociation of regulatory proteins that can inhibit or permit the binding of 

primer and/or transcription factors to amplification start sites. Also, differences in marker 

profiles could be caused by transposable elements or point mutations.  As stated previously, 

techniques such as RAPD, AFLP and RAF screen small portions of the genome, thus any 

detected variation is not representative of the entire genome.  Furthermore, detected 

variations may lie in non-coding regions and may not affect phenotypic characteristics and 

development. 

Based on the estimates of Harding (2004), a mean of 185 scored markers at an 

average size of 500 bp, and the size of Carica papaya genome (diploid) at ≈ 3.72 x 10
8
 bp 

University of Hawaii Papaya Genome Project (2010), the RAF assay-II resulted in the 

screening of approximately 0.02487% of the genome.  
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4.4.3  RAF assay-III 

The absence of primary genomic DNA structure variations for all individuals from 

genotypes Z6 and B2 is consistent with the findings of RAF assay-II where no variations 

were detected for in vitro and acclimatised samples.  This is in contrast to the findings of 

RAF assay-I, where variations of 0.92% (325 markers generated with 5 primers) and 6.25% 

(compared 144 markers generated with 4 primers) were detected for PV and LN in vitro 

plant samples for genotype Z6.  It is interesting to note that the much higher numbers of 

markers used in RAF assay-III (806 – 823 generated with 10 primers) were unable to detect 

any variation in plants regenerated directly from cryopreservation and PV control 

treatments.  It is therefore possible that performing RAF analysis on DNA extracts from 

pooled leaf samples using several in vitro plants regenerated directly from control and 

cryopreservation treatments inherently increases the proportion of variant markers detected 

as opposed to analysis of extracts derived from a single leaf of one plant.      

 Genotype 70 and B4 were both found to have at least one variant individual from 

the IV, PV and LN treatment subset groups in contrast to the variant free trend observed for 

genotypes Z6 and B2 indicating that those particular plants sustained genomic DNA 

variations in regions of the genome specific to the primers used and could be identified.   

 The reproducible variations detected for genotype 70 individual IV.10, and the 

single variant marker for genotype B4 individual IV.6 are important findings as they 

provided evidence that genetic variations can also arise in plants obtained from routine 

micropropagation even though a differentiated vegetative state was maintained throughout 

all tissue culture stages.  In addition, the variations observed in these IV individuals from 

genotypes 70 and B4 were in the range for those observed for the respective LN 

individuals.  These genetic variations observed for the IV individuals shed new light on the 

outcomes of RAF assays I and II where only one IV control plant was used for comparison 

to control and cryopreservation treatments.  The single IV control sample used for RAF 

assays I and II may have had variations but due to the absence of other IV samples were 

assumed to be unaltered.       

  The two variant PV treatment individuals from genotype 70 (PV.10 and PV.23) had 

variations in the range for those observed for the LN and CT samples, all of which were 

detected by primers F17 and AE11. This indicated that the sequences in genotype 70 were 

more prone to variations.  Although the magnitude of variation in PV samples was similar 

to those of LN and CT, not all PV samples were affected, unlike those for the short and 
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long-term cryopreservation samples.  The results also indicate that individual CT.4 

regenerated from the two month long-term cryopreservation had the highest level of 

variation detected in all genotype 70 samples, however the variations in the other three CT 

plants were generally of similar magnitude to other LN samples, and lower than that 

observed for variant control sample IV.10.                         

 Genotype B4 individual PV.14 had the highest level of variation of all samples 

screened in RAF assay-III, all of which were detected exclusively by primer AJ15 which is 

unusual because no other samples from any genotype exhibited variation using this primer.  

Furthermore, the three variant samples from genotype B4 (IV.6, PV.14 and LN.5) were 

each identified by separate primers (BB18, AJ15 and AE11 respectively).  The greater 

magnitude of variation observed for individual PV.14 than LN.5 showed similarities and 

differences to the findings of RAF assay-I, where genotype 35 had variation for the PV 

sample and not the LN, and where genotypes 70, 97 and Z6 all had higher LN variations 

than PV samples.          

 The findings from RAF assay-III indicate that genotype 70 was the most susceptible 

to genetic variations of the four analysed, with the majority of the variations occurring in 

the cryopreserved samples.  The data for genotype 70 suggested that cryopreservation 

increased the occurrence of genetic variations compared to the PV treatment alone, and this 

indicated that freeze/thaw related damage was primarily responsible for induced primary 

DNA structure changes as previously suggested in RAF assay-I.  However some variation 

was detected in PV treatment individuals, indicating that the stresses associated with pre-

treatment and cryoprotective solutions may impact on DNA based changes. 

Based on the estimates of Harding (2004), a mean of 1160 scored markers at an 

average size of 500 bp, and the size of Carica papaya genome (diploid) at ≈ 3.72 x 10
8
 bp 

University of Hawaii Papaya Genome Project (2010), the RAF assay-III analysed 

approximately 0.15591% of the genome.  It should be noted that calculations estimating the 

portion of genome analysed by RAF assays-I, II and III provided only an estimate which is 

inherently over-represented.  This is due to the assumption that each marker could detect 

polymorphisms along its entire length, however this is not always the case as each marker 

only displays changes at the primer binding (amplification start) and stop sites. 

Although variations were observed in some control and cryopreservation treatments, 

these may have been acquired independently as a result of acclimatisation, growth and 
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development, and are unlikely to influence developmental and phenotypic characteristics as 

observed for samples from field plants in RAF assay-II.        

 

4.5  Conclusions 

The RAF technique proved to be an effective approach to the assessment of somaclonal 

variation in primary DNA genetic structure using juvenile leaf samples from in vitro and 

acclimatised plants, and mature leaves from field plants.  The largest variation was detected 

in RAF assay-I for the cryopreserved sample of genotype 70 indicating that the 

combination of pooled leaf extracts from several in vitro plants regenerated directly from 

cryopreservation can lead to the detection of relatively high variations of up to 10.07% 

using a comparatively small number of markers.  Conversely, some cryopreserved samples 

from RAF assay-I remained unchanged which indicated variability in relation to genotype, 

despite similar regeneration percentages, and the likelihood of widely distributed regions of 

DNA that may be prone to variations but which are not always detected with a chosen 

primer set.     

 Furthermore, the analysis of pooled leaf DNA extracts from genotype 97 in vitro 

plants cloned from individuals regenerated from cryopreservation in RAF assay-II did not 

show any variation.  The absence of variation in all pooled leaf samples from acclimatised 

clones of genotype 97 in RAF assay-II contrasts with the analysis of genotypes 70 and B4 

in RAF assay-III where variations were detected in single leaf DNA extracts from plants 

regenerated directly from control and cryopreservation treatments.  Although no variations 

were detected for genotypes Z6 and B2 in RAF assay-III, it appears as though the analysis 

of plants regenerated directly from control and cryopreservation treatments may have 

resulted in higher levels of variation due to immediate adaptive responses in the form of 

primary DNA structure variations. These observations indicate that several cycles of 

micropropagation after cryopreservation may act to reduce variations although a genetic 

mechanism for this has not been determined. 

 The screening of long-term cryopreservation samples of genotype 70 by RAF assay-

III demonstrated that although those plants had variation, the levels detected were not 

dissimilar from those observed for IV and PV control variants, and other short-term 

cryopreservation treatments.  This suggested that the combined process of cryoprotective 

pre-treatment, freezing, thawing and regeneration may have caused variation in more 

individual shoot tips than for IV or PV controls, but the magnitude of variation for 
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cryopreserved samples was similar to variant controls.  Although variations were detected 

in some individual field (RAF assay-II) and acclimatised (RAF assay-III) plants, these 

could not be linked to any altered phenotypic characteristics and did not affect plant 

development in terms of growth rates and ability to produce normal flowers and fruit.  

Therefore any observed variations are more likely to lie in non-coding regions which had 

no effect on the plant phenotype and normal development.          
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Chapter 5 

 

DNA methylation analysis of C. papaya plants regenerated 

following cryopreservation using amplified DNA methylation 

polymorphism (AMP) fingerprinting  
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5.1  Introduction 

In addition to the structural genomic DNA analysis techniques, epigenetic variations must 

also be considered in post cryopreservation assessment of germplasm integrity.  As outlined 

in section 1.3.8.2, techniques such as chromatin analysis, DNA hybridisation and 

methylation specific PCR approaches have been investigated to screen regenerated plants 

for variations.  In the current study, a variation of the previously described RAF technique 

termed AMP was employed and had similar DNA extraction, amplification, separation and 

detection requirements.      

 

5.1.1  Aims of AMP methylation analysis of papaya plants post cryopreservation 

See section 4.1.1 (chapter 4).  (AMP analysis was conducted as for RAF assays I, II and III)  
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5.2  Materials and methods 

 

5.2.1  Leaf harvesting and DNA extraction 

DNA extracts from leaves were used for both RAF and AMP PCR reactions.  Leaves were 

harvested as described in 4.2.1, and DNA extraction and quantification was performed as 

outlined in 4.2.2. 

 

5.2.2  Generation and analysis of AMP markers  

AMP markers were generated using the procedure outlined in 4.2.3 using HpaII digested 

DNA as template for amplification.  Analysis of AMP markers was conducted as for RAF 

analysis in sections 4.2.4.  

 

5.3  Results 

 

5.3.1  AMP assay-I 

The five oligonucleotides used for RAF analysis also produced 136 to 328 (mean of 240) 

AMP markers (Table 5.1) for the six tested genotypes.  For DC control in genotypes 35, 97 

and Z6 no methylation variation was observed; however genotypes 70 and TS2 displayed 

variation.  PT controls responded similarly with no change for genotypes 35, 97 and Z6, 

and variations for 70 and TS2.  PV controls responded with differences for genotypes 70, 

97 and TS2, with genotypes 35 and Z6 having no change.  LN treatments of all genotypes 

produced AMP marker variation which ranged from 0.52 to 6.62% (Table 5.1).   

 

5.3.2  AMP assay-II 

Using five primers, the AMP method produced between 66 and 237 (with an average of 

196) distinct comparable markers for each subset analysed at the in vitro, acclimatised and 

field developmental stages.  At the in vitro stage, only treatment subset LN.3 was found to 

have methylation marker variation of 2.13 percent detected by primer IO8.  No variation 

was detected in any of the subsets at the acclimatisation stage, however subsets PV.2, LN.1 

and LN.2 were found to have 0.88, 0.90 and 1.42% variation respectively in compared 

markers at the field stage using primers W15 and BB18 (Table 5.2).  All methylation 

profile changes were a result of absent and alternative marker variants. 
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5.3.3  AMP assay-III 

Based on 10 primers, the AMP technique produced between 898 and 1512 markers (with an 

average of 1252) distinct comparable markers for each individual from the four genotypes 

(70, B2, B4 & Z6) tested. 

 For genotype 70, total marker variations ranged from 0 – 0.15% (Tables 5.3A and 

B).  Individuals IV.2 and IV.6 both had variations of 0.07% due to a single altered marker 

generated by primer AE11 when compared to the two unchanged IV, and five unchanged 

PV individuals (Table 5.3A).  Individuals IV.2 and IV.6 showed variation of 0.08% due to 

a single altered marker in AE11 profiles when compared to the two unchanged IV, three 

unchanged LN and two unchanged CT individuals (Table 5.3B).  IV.10 had variation of 

0.15% due to two altered markers detected by F17 when compared to two unchanged IV 

individuals and five unchanged PV individuals (Table 5.3A).  IV.10 showed variation of 

0.08% due to an altered marker detected by F17 when compared to the two unchanged IV, 

three unchanged LN and two unchanged CT individuals (Table 5.3B).  LN.4 showed 

variation of 0.15% due to one altered and one new marker as detected by B16 upon 

comparison to the two unchanged IV, three unchanged LN and two unchanged CT 

individuals.  Individual LN.9 had a total variation of 0.08% which was detected as a new 

marker using B16 as compared to the two unchanged IV, three unchanged LN and two 

unchanged CT individuals.  Individuals CT.2 and CT.4 both had total variations of 0.08% 

detected as a single altered marker by F17 as compared to the two unchanged IV, three 

unchanged LN and two unchanged CT individuals. 

 For genotype Z6, the ten primers were unable to detect polymorphisms for any of 

the 15 plants analysed using 898-979 markers (Table 5.4). 

 For genotype B2, total marker variations ranged from 0 – 0.62% (Table 5.5).  

Individual IV.2 was shown to have a total variation of 0.20% detected as a new, absent and 

altered marker by J01 as compared to the three unchanged IV individuals.  A total variation 

of 0.21% was detected for individual IV.2 with these same polymorphic markers by primer 

J01 as compared to the three unchanged IV individuals (Table 5.5B).  Individual IV.4 

produced repeatable polymorphic markers with primer J01; detected as two new, three 

absent and four altered marker equating to 0.60 and 0.62% total variation compared to three 

unchanged IV plants (Table 5.5A and B).  Primer J01 detected one absent and one altered 

marker for individual LN.15 with 0.14% total variation.     
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 Total marker variations for genotype B4 individuals ranged from 0 – 0.22% (Table 

5.6).  Individual IV.1 produced one polymorphic altered marker from primer B16 in 

duplicate reactions compared to four unchanged IV individuals totalling 0.07 and 0.09% 

variation as shown in Tables 5.6A and B respectively.  Primer B16 detected 0.14% 

variation in plants PV.14 and PV.84 as two new markers when compared to four unchanged 

IV plants.  Similarly, primer B16 produced three new markers for PV.64 and PV.126 

resulting in 0.22% total variation compared to the four unchanged IV individuals.  Plant 

LN.3 was observed to have 0.09% total variation detected as a new marker with primer B16 

as compared to the four unchanged IV regenerates.  B16 produced a polymorphic altered 

marker for plant LN.9 compared to the unchanged controls resulting in 0.09% total 

variation.     
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Table 5.1  DNA methylation marker changes at the in vitro developmental stage after control and cryopreservation treatments 

 

DC = Dissection control, PT = Pre-treatment control, PV = PVS2 control & LN = Cryopreservation.  New present - Detection of a new 

marker (after treatment) not present in the same position for the IV control.  Absent - Absence of a marker (after treatment) present in the 

same position for the IV control.  Altered - Alternative type of marker(s) present (after treatment) in the same position as the original marker 

for the IV control, e.g. (AJ15-1-A, AJ15-1-B & AJ15-1-C).  LN samples analysed with primer B16 instead of F17.   

 

 

 

 

Genotype 35 37 70 97 TS2 Z6 

Treatment   DC PT PV LN LN DC PT PV LN DC PT PV LN DC PT PV LN DC PT PV LN 

Primers  5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 

No. markers 259 259 259 151 174 248 248 248 136 255 255 255 191 262 262 262 168 328 328 328 178 

New present 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 5 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 

Absent  0 0 0 6 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 2 0 0 0 0 

Altered 0 0 0 0 0 2 2 2 4 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 

Total change 0 0 0 7 5 2 2 2 9 0 0 1 1 2 3 2 2 0 0 0 1 

%  change 0 0 0 4.64 2.87 0.81 0.81 0.81 6.62 0 0 0.39 0.52 0.76 1.15 0.76 1.19 0 0 0 0.56 
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Table 5.2  DNA methylation marker changes in genotype 97 after exposure to 4 different treatments at 3 stages of development 

 

 Treatment / Subset DC.1 DC.2 PT.1 PT.2 PV.1 PV.2 PV.3 LN.1 LN.2 LN.3 

No. markers  188 188 188 188 188 163 187 185 186 188 

Altered 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 

Total change 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 

In
V

it 

% change 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2.13 

No. markers  199 200 198 201 201 66 183 159 177 127 

Total change 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

A
ccli 

% change 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

No. markers  234 237 236 236 237 228 237 221 212 236 

Absent 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 2 2 0 

Altered 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 

Total change 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 2 3 0 

F
ield

 

% change 0 0 0 0 0 0.88 0 0.90 1.42 0 

 

DC = Dissection control, PT = Pre-treatment control, PV = PVS2 control & LN = Cryopreservation.  Absent - Absence of a marker (after 

treatment) present in the same position for the IV control.  Altered - Alternative type of marker(s) present (after treatment) in the same 

position as the original marker for the IV control, e.g. (AJ15-1-A, AJ15-1-B & AJ15-1-C).   
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Table 5.3A  DNA methylation marker changes in genotype 70 individuals following exposure to PV control treatment 

 

 

Table 5.3B  DNA methylation marker changes in genotype 70 individuals following short and long-term cryopreservation 

 

PV = PVS2 control, LN = Short-term cryopreservation and CT = 2 month cryotube cryopreservation.  New present - Detection of a new 

marker (after treatment) not present in the same position for the IV control.  Altered - Alternative type of marker(s) present (after treatment) 

in the same position as the original marker for the IV control, e.g. (AJ15-1-A, AJ15-1-B & AJ15-1-C).   

Treatment / Individual IV.0 IV.1 IV.2 IV.6 IV.10 PV.10 PV.14 PV.23 PV.25 PV.28 

No. markers  1337 1337 1337 1337 1337 1337 1337 1336 1336 1336 

Altered 0 0 1 1 2 0 0 0 0 0 

Total change 0 0 1 1 2 0 0 0 0 0 

% change 0 0 0.07 0.07 0.15 0 0 0 0 0 

Treatment  / Individual IV.0 IV.1 IV.2 IV.6 IV.10 LN.4 LN.8 LN.9 LN.32 LN.34 CT.1 CT.2 CT.3 CT.4 

No. markers 1311 1311 1311 1311 1311 1311 1311 1311 1303 1310 1310 1302 1310 1284 

New present 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Altered 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 

Total change 0 0 1 1 1 2 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 

% change 0 0 0.08 0.08 0.08 0.15 0 0.08 0 0 0 0.08 0 0.08 
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Table 5.4A  DNA methylation marker changes in genotype Z6 individuals following exposure to PV control treatment 

 

 

Table 5.4B  DNA methylation marker changes in genotype Z6 individuals following cryopreservation 

 

PV = PVS2 control, LN = Cryopreservation  

 

 

 

 

 

Treatment / Individual IV.0 IV.1 IV.2 IV.3 IV.10 PV.118 PV.128 PV.133 PV.146 PV.410 

No. markers  979 979 979 979 979 979 979 979 979 979 

Total change 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

% change 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Treatment / Individual IV.0 IV.1 IV.2 IV.3 IV.10 LN.1 LN.7 LN.19 LN.20 LN.52 

No. markers  898 898 898 898 898 898 898 898 898 898 

Total change 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

% change 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
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Table 5.5A  DNA methylation marker changes in genotype B2 individuals following exposure to PV control treatment 

 

Table 5.5B  DNA methylation marker changes in genotype B2 individuals following cryopreservation 

 

PV = PVS2 control, LN = Cryopreservation  

Treatment / Individual IV.0 IV.1 IV.2 IV.3 IV.4 PV.1 PV.2 PV.5 PV.9 PV.132 

No. markers  1508 1503 1512 1512 1503 1512 1512 1512 1512 1512 

New present 0 0 1 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 

Absent 0 0 1 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 

Altered 0 0 1 0 4 0 0 0 0 0 

Total change 0 0 3 0 9 0 0 0 0 0 

% change 0 0 0.20 0 0.60 0 0 0 0 0 

Treatment / Individual IV.0 IV.1 IV.2 IV.3 IV.4 LN.5 LN.12 LN.15 LN.18 LN.20 

No. markers  1461 1454 1461 1454 1454 1461 1461 1461 1461 1461 

New present 0 0 1 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 

Absent 0 0 1 0 3 0 0 1 0 0 

Altered 0 0 1 0 4 0 0 1 0 0 

Total change 0 0 3 0 9 0 0 2 0 0 

% change 0 0 0.21 0 0.62 0 0 0.14 0 0 
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Table 5.6A  DNA methylation marker changes in genotype B4 individuals following exposure to PV control treatment 

 

Table 5.6B  DNA methylation marker changes in genotype B4 individuals following cryopreservation 

  

PV = PVS2 control, LN = Cryopreservation.  New present - Detection of a new marker (after treatment) not present in the same position for 

the IV control.  Absent - Absence of a marker (after treatment) present in the same position for the IV control.  Altered - Alternative type of 

marker(s) present (after treatment) in the same position as the original marker for the IV control, e.g. (AJ15-1-A, AJ15-1-B & AJ15-1-C).   

Treatment / Individual IV.0 IV.1 IV.5 IV.6 IV.9 PV.14 PV.64 PV.83 PV.84 PV.126 

No. markers  1382 1382 1382 1382 1382 1382 1382 1382 1382 1382 

New present 0 0 0 0 0 2 3 2 0 3 

Altered 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Total change 0 1 0 0 0 2 3 2 0 3 

% change 0 0.07 0 0 0 0.14 0.22 0.14 0 0.22 

Treatment / Individual IV.0 IV.1 IV.5 IV.6 IV.9 LN.2 LN.3 LN.5 LN.9 LN.27 

No. markers  1127 1124 1127 1121 1124 1124 1127 1127 1127 1127 

New present 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 

Altered 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 

Total change 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 

% change 0 0.09 0 0 0 0 0.09 0 0.09 0 
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5.4  Discussion 

 

5.4.1  AMP assay-I 

The AMP technique detected the absence of existing markers and the presence of new 

markers (relative to IV controls) after cryopreservation, which corresponded to 

demethylation and methylation of the CCGG primer annealing site respectively.  The 

multiallelic mechanisms that gave rise to the alterations observed in RAF profiles explained 

how AMP marker alterations arose, however these can result from DNA structural and/or 

methylation status changes.   

 The AMP protocol detected DNA methylation marker changes ranging from      

0.52-6.62% in six genotypes after cryopreservation at the in vitro developmental stage.  The 

observed level of DNA methylation change was exacerbated to some degree by the marker 

labelling and scoring technique.  This can be explained by the phenomenon of multiple 

markers being amplified from a single primer binding site.  Therefore, if a sample is 

displaying more than one polymorphic marker for a certain type of variation (absent, new 

present or altered) for the same primer, these polymorphisms may be due to only one 

change as opposed to multiple.  These multiple marker changes of a single type of variant 

appeared to be closely associated in terms of size (position) which supported the concept 

that these markers were amplified from the same primer locus, but marker lengths were 

different due to alternative amplification stops. 

 These changes in profiles may have been an indication of somaclonal variation 

associated with toxicity of DMSO in PVS2, freezing/thawing induced injury or the 

regeneration phase.  The occurrence of somaclonal variants in somatic embryo derived 

clones of oil palm (Elaeis guineensis) was correlated with hypomethylation (Jaligot et al. 

2000).  MSAP markers indicative of demethylation and methylation were detected after 

cryopreservation of apple (Malus domestica) shoot tips (Hao et al. 2001).  MSAP was 

employed by Hao et al. (2002a) and detected polymorphisms representative of 

demethylation sites in cryopreserved strawberry (Fragaria ananassa).  Three 

demethylation sites and one site of de novo methylation were detected in a single-cell line 

of cryopreserved Citrus (Hao et al. 2002b).  Unlike the MSAP technique which detected 

various degrees of methylation at the CCGG site, the AMP protocol only detected changes 

to or from full methylation (both strands) of one or both cytosines, to completely 
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unmethylated or hemimethylation (one strand) of one or both cytosines (McClelland et al. 

1994).   

 It is well known that DNA methylation in plants has a pivotal role in regulating 

development, and organ and tissue differentiation (Lambe et al. 1997), however the 

observed changes in methylation patterns may have been an indication of adaptive 

responses to stresses associated with the conditions of cryopreservation and subsequent 

recovery and regeneration steps (Harding et al. 2000) in ribosomal RNA genes for 

cryopreserved mahogany (Swietenia macrophylla).  In addition, the capacity of callus 

tissues of certain Citrus genotypes to undergo somatic embryogenesis was associated with 

DNA methylation changes following cryopreservation (Hao et al. 2002b).   

 Based on the estimates of Harding (2004), a mean of 240 scored markers at an 

average size of 500 bp, and the size of papaya genome (diploid) at ≈ 3.72 x 10
8
 bp 

University of Hawaii Papaya Genome Project (2010), AMP assay-I resulted in the 

screening of 0.03225% of the genome.   

 

5.4.2  AMP assay-II 

 The AMP technique used here detected the status of existing markers after PV control and 

cryopreservation treatments, and corresponded to methylation of the CCGG primer 

annealing site.  The multiallelic mechanisms which gave rise to the alterations observed in 

RAF profiles explained how AMP marker alterations arose, however these could have 

resulted from DNA structure and/or methylation status changes.   

 AMP profile analysis of genotype 97 revealed variation in only one treatment subset 

(LN.3) at the in vitro stage, and variations in 3 individuals (PV.2, LN.1 and LN.2) at the 

field stage.  Variations in AMP profiles were noted at the in vitro stage of the four 

genotypes used in the current study in AMP assay-I; however, these were detected in 

pooled leaf samples obtained from plants regenerated directly from cryopreserved shoot 

tips.  The methylation variations that appeared at the field stage showed a similar trend to 

the RAF data in terms of the same three samples showing the highest levels of variation.  

The AMP variations that emerged in field stage plants may have been indicative of 

individual adaptive responses controlled by molecular mechanisms such as regulatory 

proteins, and DNA methylation/demethylation events. 

 The occurrence of somaclonal variants in somatic embryo derived clones of oil 

palm, Elaeis guineensis, was correlated with hypomethylation (Jaligot et al. 2000).  The 
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application of MSAP indicated both demethylation and methylation after cryopreservation 

of Malus domestica shoot tips (Hao et al. 2001) and polymorphisms representative of 

demethylation sites in cryopreserved strawberry Fragaria ananassa (Hao et al. 2002a).  

MSAP also detected three demethylation sites and one site of de novo methylation in a 

single-cell line of cryopreserved Citrus (Hao et al. 2002b).  Whilst the MSAP technique 

detects various degrees of methylation at the CCGG site, the AMP protocol only detected 

changes to or from full methylation (both strands) of one or both cytosines, to completely 

unmethylated or hemimethylation (one strand) of one or both cytosines (McClelland et al. 

1994).   

 It is well known that DNA methylation in plants has a pivotal role in regulating 

development, and organ and tissue differentiation (Lambe et al. 1997), however the 

observed changes in methylation patterns may have been an indication of adaptive 

responses to stresses associated with the conditions of cryopreservation and subsequent 

recovery and regeneration steps as has been reported by Harding et al. (2000) in ribosomal 

RNA genes for cryopreserved Swietenia macrophylla.  The capacity of callus tissues of 

certain Citrus genotypes to undergo somatic embryogenesis was associated with DNA 

methylation changes following cryopreservation (Hao et al. 2002b).  The epigenetic 

stability observed in this report supports the genomic (RAF) data and emphasizes the 

effectiveness of the micropropagation technique to produce stable clonal plants.  

 Based on the estimates of Harding (2004), a mean of 196 scored markers at an 

average size of 500 bp and the size of Carica papaya genome (diploid) at ≈ 3.72 x 10
8
 bp 

University of Hawaii Papaya Genome Project (2010), AMP assay-II resulted in the 

screening of 0.02634% of the genome. 

 

5.4.3  AMP assay-III 

The lack of DNA methylation dependant marker variation for all individuals from genotype 

Z6 is similar to the results of AMP assay-II where no variations were detected for all 

acclimatised samples, and in all but one in vitro sample of genotype 97.  This contrasts with 

the results of AMP assay-I where 0.56% variation was detected for the cryopreserved 

genotype Z6 sample using half of the ten primers used here in AMP assay-III, with 178 

markers instead of 898.  Although AMP assays-I and III both utilised DNA extracts from 

genotype Z6 plants regenerated directly from cryopreservation without micropropagation, it 

appeared that the analysis of extracts derived from leaves of several in vitro plants results in 
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higher levels of methylation variation than extracts from leaves of individual, acclimatised 

plants.  These findings could be an indication of detectable methylation related adaptive 

responses occurring during in vitro plant regeneration from cryopreservation.  These 

variations were not detected at later stages of development in acclimatised plants and 

suggesting a temporal response to the cryopreservation treatment.  In addition, the effect of 

pooling leaves from several plants may have contributed to the comparably large variations 

in AMP assay-I as discussed in sections 4.4.1 and 4.4.2 for RAF markers.   

 At least one variant IV individual was detected for genotypes 70, B2 and B4 in 

repeated PCR reactions.  In the case of genotype 70, the majority of IV plants had variation 

which again raised the issues highlighted in section 4.4.3 concerning the occurrence of 

variant in vitro controls and the implications of comparing these to plants regenerated from 

control and cryopreservation treatments.  For the three genotypes with variant IV 

individuals, there appeared to be no direct link between AMP and RAF variations as some 

individuals exhibited both type of variation, while others display only AMP or RAF which 

suggested that each type could arise independently.  There also appeared to be no direct 

correlation between the magnitudes of each type of variation within individuals.         

 No variant PV treatment individuals were detected for genotype 70, Z6 and B2 

which is analogous to the results of RAF assay-III for genotype Z6 and B2.  Of the five PV 

control treatment individuals from genotype 70, none were found to have any detectable 

AMP variations, however two of these plants sustained genomic DNA variations to various 

extents as outlined in RAF assay-III.  Conversely, for individuals of genotype B4 after PV 

treatment, four of the five plants sustained AMP variations, while only one of these four 

plants was observed to have RAF variations.  As for the IV individuals, there also appeared 

to be no direct correlation between AMP and RAF marker variations. 

 Genotypes 70, B2 and B4 all had at least one variant LN treatment individual unlike 

the results of RAF assay-III, where variations were only found in genotypes 70 and B4.  

AMP assay-III detected two individuals from the genotype 70 short-term cryopreservation 

treatment group (LN) with variations as opposed to all individuals as detected in RAF 

assay-III.  These two individuals (LN.4 and LN.9) displayed identical levels and types of 

changes in the RAF analysis; however different types of variation were detected between 

them in the AMP assay.  Two individuals from the four long-term cryopreservation 

treatments (CT.2 and CT.4) were found to have identical AMP marker changes in contrast 

to RAF assay-III where all CT individuals displayed variations, and these two individuals 
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were found to have different levels of variation.  The two marker variations in individual 

LN.15 were the only ones detected in the AMP assay of cryopreserved samples for 

genotype B2 as opposed to no variation in the RAF assay.  For genotype B4, two 

cryopreserved plants (LN.3 and LN.9) were detected to have different types of variation in 

the AMP assay, however no variations were detected for these two in the respective RAF 

assay although it did detect variation of individual LN.5.  These findings support previous 

observations that genomic DNA and DNA methylation marker variations appeared to arise 

independently, and the magnitude of variation in one type of marker did not appear to 

influence the other.   

 It is also a point of interest that there were no detectable variations in RAF or AMP 

markers for genotype Z6.  This suggested it was the most tolerant to the cryopreservation 

protocol and may have been an indication of potential adaptive responses to the conditions 

of treatment and regeneration.  In contrast, cryopreserved samples of genotype 70 appeared 

to have the highest levels of methylation and genomic marker variations after 

cryopreservation.  Thus, in order to regenerate successfully from cryopreservation, it must 

undergo adaptations which may modulate gene expression at the primary DNA structure 

level, or via DNA methlyation events.  However it is important to keep in perspective that 

the RAF and AMP techniques only screened a small portions of the genome; therefore 

other variations may not have been detected or may be arising in different sequences in the 

genotypes that were tested.            

 Based on the estimates of Harding (2004), a mean of 1252 scored markers at an 

average size of 500 bp, and the size of Carica papaya genome (diploid) at ≈ 3.72 x 10
8
 bp 

University of Hawaii Papaya Genome Project (2010), AMP assay-III resulted in the 

screening of 0.16827% of the genome.   
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5.5  Conclusions 

The AMP technique was shown to be an efficient approach to detect somaclonal variants 

according to methylation of genomic DNA from juvenile leaf samples of in vitro and 

acclimatised plants, and mature leaves from field plants.   

 The variations detected in AMP assay-I for all cryopreserved samples indicated that 

the analysis of pooled leaf extracts from several in vitro plants regenerated directly after 

cryopreservation can lead to the detection of relatively high variations of up to 6.62% using 

a relatively small number of markers.  By comparison, the analysis of pooled leaf DNA 

extracts from genotype 97 in vitro plants cloned from individuals regenerated from 

cryopreservation in AMP assay-II did not show any variation with the exception of one 

cryopreserved sample.  The absence of variation in pooled acclimatised leaf samples 

screened for clones of genotype 97 in AMP assay-II contrasted with the analysis of 

genotypes 70, B2 and B4 in AMP assay-III where variations were detected in single leaf 

DNA extracts from control and after cryopreservation.  Although no variations were 

detected for genotype Z6 in AMP assay-III, it appeared as though the analysis of plants 

regenerated directly from control and cryopreservation treatments may have resulted in 

higher levels of variation due to immediate adaptive responses in the form of genomic 

DNA methylation variations.  These observations indicated that micropropagation of plants 

regenerated after cryopreservation may act to reduce variations although a mechanism has 

not been determined.   

 The analysis by AMP assay-III of the genotype 70 after long-term cryopreservation 

showed that although two of these plants were found to have variation, the levels detected 

were not unlike those observed for IV control variants, and other short-term 

cryopreservation treatments.  This suggested that the collective process of cryoprotective 

pre-treatment, short/long-term freezing, thawing and regeneration may have caused 

variation, however the magnitude of these were comparable to those observed for variant 

IV controls.  Although variations were detected in some individual field (RAF assay-II) and 

acclimatised (RAF assay-III) plants, these could not be linked to any altered phenotypic 

characteristics and did not affect plant development in terms of growth rates and ability to 

produce normal flowers and fruit.  Therefore any observed variations were more likely to 

lie in non-coding regions which had no effect on the plant phenotype and normal 

development.          
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Chapter 6 

 

An analysis of proteins of plants regenerated after 

cryopreservation 
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6.1  Introduction 

Evaluating plants at the post transcriptional level using enzyme and protein analyses is 

important in addition to genomic investigations which are limited to detection at the 

transcriptional level.  Reports of investigations using protein electrophoretic approaches to 

evaluate plants post cryopreservation are limited, but are important especially when 

coupled with PCR based DNA screening techniques.  As outlined in sections 1.3.5 and 

1.3.6, a range of protein analyses are available for the assessment of plants regenerated 

after cryopreservation, however this investigation focused on generating one and two 

dimensional electrophoretic profiles.     

 

6.1.1 The aims of protein electrophoresis analysis of papaya plants after   

 cryopreservation treatments were to: 

• Adapt the protein extraction protocol designed for olive leaf (Wang et al. 2003) to 

papaya leaf, and obtain extracts from clones of individual plants regenerated from 

control and after cryopreservation from genotype 35 at the two month old field 

developmental stage, and genotype 97 at the in vitro stage. 

• Analyse samples from genotype 35 and 97 controls, and from plants after 

cryopreservation using one-dimensional denaturing SDS-polyacrylamide gel 

electrophoresis (PAGE) to identify variant samples and potential cryopreservation 

stress related candidate proteins.   

• Perform two-dimensional electrophoresis to further characterise variant sample of 

genotype 35 after cryopreservation of clonal line 35LN.15 using SDS-PAGE.   
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6.2  Materials and methods 

 

6.2.1  Leaf harvesting 

Mature field plants were established according to methods in chapter 3, and leaves were 

harvested from two month old plants as described in section 4.2.1 from genotype 35 clonal 

lines PT.2, PV.3. LN.4 and LN.15 as described for RAF and AMP assay-III, and from 

genotype 97 in vitro control and clonal lines DC.2, PT.1, PT.2, PV.1, PV.2, PV.3, LN.1, 

LN.2 and LN.3 as outlined for RAF and AMP assays-I and II.  It is important to note that 

the plants of genotype 35 and 97 used for protein analysis were not sampled from the same 

generation of clonal line populations used in chapters 4 & 5.  

 

6.2.2  Leaf protein extraction 

The protein extraction protocol used in this study was modified from that of Wang et al. 

(2003), for use in two-dimensional electrophoresis.  The protocol is essentially similar to 

that of Wang et al. (2003) however many small changes to the protocol have been included 

to suit available laboratory equipment, and to improve sample purity.  Appendix 1.9 

outlines protein extraction reagents and buffer compositions.    

 To prepare dry leaf power, an excess amount of leaf tissue was ground in liquid 

nitrogen (LN) using a mortar and pestle.  0.15-0.2 g of powder was transferred into 2 ml 

microfuge tubes and combined with 1.4 ml of cold 100% acetone followed by a 30 second 

vortex step to thoroughly mix contents.  Tubes were centrifuged at 13,000 rpm for 3 

minutes at 4 
o
C, after which acetone was poured off the pellet.  Another 1.4 ml of cold 

100% acetone was added, and tubes were vortexed and centrifuged as before.  Pellets were 

left to dry by placing opened tubes horizontally in a laminar flow cabinet for 30 minutes.  

The pellets were then washed sequentially with cold 10% trichloroacetic acid (TCA) in 

acetone 3-4 times (or until supernatant was colourless), cold 10% aqueous TCA twice, and 

cold 80% acetone twice.  For each wash step, pellets were completely resuspended by 

vortex and pelleted by centrifugation at 13,000 rpm for 3 minutes at 4 
o
C.  The pellets were 

then dried completely at room temperature in a laminar flow for a few hours or overnight, 

and were then either frozen at -80 
o
C for future use, or used for protein extraction. 

 To extract proteins, pellets were combined with 0.7 ml of phenol, and 0.7 ml of 

dense SDS buffer, (30% sucrose, 2% SDS, 0.1 M Tris-HCl pH 8.0 and 5%                         

2-mercaptoethanol) followed by complete resuspension using a probe and 30 second vortex 
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to dislodge and break up the desiccated pellets.  After centrifugation at 13,000 rpm for 3 

minutes at 4 
o
C, 450-500 µl of supernatant was carefully removed without disturbing the 

white interphase, and added to new tubes containing 1.2 ml of cold 100% methanol and  

400 µl of 0.1 M ammonium acetate.  Precipitation was conducted for 30 minutes at -20 
o
C.  

To pellet the proteins, tubes were centrifuged at 13,000 rpm for 5 minutes at 4 
o
C, followed 

by the removal of supernatant.  The white pellets were washed twice with cold methanolic 

ammonium acetate, (0.1 M ammonium acetate in methanol) and twice with cold 80% 

acetone.  (For each wash step tubes were spun at 13,000 rpm for 30 second at 4 
o
C, 

followed by supernatant removal and draining of tubes.)  Pellets were then completely dried 

in a laminar flow, stored at -80 
o
C or resuspended in a buffer of choice SDS buffer        

(Appendix 1.9), or 2-D friendly 8M urea buffer (Appendix 1.12). 

 Pellets were then resuspended in either SDS sample buffer or 2-D friendly buffer, 

depending on how the proteins were to be analysed.  SDS sample buffer (Bollag & 

Edelstein 1991) (12 mM Tris-HCl pH 6.8, 5% glycerol, 0.4% SDS, 2.88 mM                       

2-mercaptoethanol and 0.02% bromophenol blue) was used for resuspending initial pellets 

to be used exclusively for rudimentary hand-cast SDS PAGE analysis.  2-D friendly buffer, 

(8 M urea pH 8.8) was used for all other pellets, and is compatible with BCA 

(bicinchoninic acid) protein assay, hand-cast SDS PAGE, pre-cast Bis-Tris SDS PAGE and 

2-D electrophoresis.  In each case, 100 µl of buffer was added to the pellets followed by 

gentle agitation on a rotating mixer for a few hours.  The resuspended replicate samples 

were combined and mixed, and aliquots prepared for further use were frozen at -80 
o
C.    

 

6.2.3  Protein quantification using BCA assay 

Quantification was performed on samples suspended in a 2-D friendly buffer using a BCA 

(bicinchoninic acid) assay obtained from Pierce Biotechnology.  Appendix 1.10 outlines the 

quantification reagents and standards preparation.  Micro-plate assays were performed on 

the samples as it is faster and uses far less sample, standards and reagents than the test tube 

protocol, although the working range is reduced from 20-2,000 µg/ml to 125-2,000 µg/ml.  

10 µl of each sample was combined with 200 µl of working reagent in a micro-plate well, 

followed by shaking for 30 seconds, incubation at 37 
o
C for at least 30 minutes and finally 

cooling to room temperature before reading.  After graphing the concentration and 

absorbance values of the BSA standards at 562 nm, sample concentrations were determined 

by extrapolating values from the standard curve.  
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6.2.4  Hand-cast SDS PAGE 

Acrylamide gels of varying percentages were poured using BIO-RAD Mini-Protean 3 

casting stand, casting frames, spacer plates and short plates.  A variety of gel thicknesses 

0.75-1 mm, and comb patterns (10 well, 15 well, 2-D well) were tested.  Table 6.1 outlines 

the reagent composition for a single 0.75 mm gel.  Gel reagent compositions and 

preparations are outlined in Appendix 1.11. 

 

Table 6.1 Separating gel composition reagent volumes various compositions  

Reagent Vol 10% 

Gel 

12% 

Gel 

13% 

Gel 

15% 

Gel 

16% 

Gel 

17% 

Gel 

18% 

Gel 

37.5:1 

Acrylamide/Bis 

(40% 

Acrylamide, 

1.3% Bis) 

1.25 1.5 1.625 1.875 2 2.125 2.25 

0.75 M Tris pH 

8.8 
2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 

dsH2O 1.175 0.925 0.8 0.55 0.425 0.3 0.175 

10% w/v SDS 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 

TEMED 6.25* 6.25* 6.25* 6.25* 6.25* 6.25* 6.25* 

30% w/v APS 

(Ammonium 

Persulfate) 

18.75* 18.75* 18.75* 18.75* 18.75* 18.75* 18.75* 

Reagent volumes in ml, unless * indicating µl.  

 

Reagents were combined on ice in the order shown in Table 6.1, mixed gently by swirling 

to prevent oxygenation, and injected between the assembled glass plates.  After the combs 

were inserted into the gel lip, the gels were left to set for 45-60 minutes.  After gels had set, 

combs were removed and wells washed with Tris-glycine electrode buffer before loading 

samples.  The gels were then assembled in an Xcell SureLock Mini-Cell supplied by 

Invitrogen Life Technologies using modified spacers to ensure complete separation of the 

upper and lower buffer chambers.  Upper and lower chambers were then filled with        

Tris-glycine electrode buffer, and 10-20 µl of each sample (suspended in 1 x sample buffer) 

was loaded into each well with the addition of 5 µl of BIO-RAD broad range SDS PAGE 

standards.  Electrophoresis was powered by a BIO-RAD Power Pac 300 and was initiated 

by ramping voltage at 5 minutes intervals starting at 25 V, 50 V, 100 V and finally 125 V 

for 80 minutes or until the lowest weight standard was nearing the bottom of the gel.   
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6.2.5  Pre-cast Bis-Tris SDS PAGE 

Samples suspended in 2-D friendly buffer were separated using NuPAGE Novex 4-12% 

Bis-Tris Pre-cast gels obtained from Invitrogen.  To prepare the 15 well 1 mm gels for 

electrophoresis, combs were removed and wells washed with MES running buffer before 

assembling the Xcell SureLock Mini-Cell.  Approximately equal concentrations of samples 

were loading into the wells in a volume no greater than 15 µl, (10 µl is recommended) with 

the addition of molecular weight standards followed by filling of the upper and lower buffer 

chambers with NuPAGE MES running buffer.  Electrophoresis was performed at 200 V 

for 35 minutes using a BIO-RAD Power Pac 300.   

 

6.2.6  Staining of hand-cast and pre-cast SDS PAGE gels 

Staining was performed using PageBlue supplied by Fermentas Life Sciences.  The 

advantages of this colloidal G-250 stain are its high sensitivity, low background staining, 

rapid staining and de-staining times without the use of methanol or acetic acid and it can 

also be re-used three times without loss of sensitivity.  The conventional protocols starts 

with a 3 x 10 minute deionised water wash, followed by a 60 minute staining step with 

PageBlue and finally a 5 minute wash in dH2O.   

 

6.2.7  Two-dimensional electrophoresis 

Isoelectric focusing of initial sample was performed using the ZOOM IPGRunner 

System from Invitrogen.  The initial isoelectric focusing experiment was conducted using 

broad range pH 3-10 ZOOM strips, but narrow range strips were also available.  Reagent 

preparation protocols are outlined in Appendix 1.12. 

 Sample rehydration buffer (8 M urea, 2% CHAPS, 0.5% carrier ampholytes and 

0.002% bromophenol blue) containing protein sample was prepared at a volume of 155 µl.  

The recommended protein loads were 5-15 µg for silver staining, or 20-50 µg for 

Coomassie staining, in a volume no greater than 10 µl as it was essential that the addition 

of sample did not reduce the buffer urea concentration to less than 7.5 M, as this resulted in 

protein precipitation.  If the sample concentrations were too low to obtain the desired 

amount in 10 µl, 10 x sample rehydration buffer was used with the aid of 2-D friendly 

buffer and sample to bring the total volume to 155 µl. 
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 An IPG (immobilized pH gradient) strip was rehydrated by carefully inserting it 

into the sample loading well of a ZOOM IPGRunner cassette containing the 155 µl of 

sample rehydrating buffer.  The wells were then sealed with tape to prevent evaporation, 

and the cassette was incubated for 8-16 hours at room temperature.  After removing sealing 

tape and applying electrode wicks to both ends of cassette, the ZOOM IPGRunner 

system was assembled by placing cassettes (or one cassette and a buffer dam) on each side 

of the ZOOM core, and inserting the sandwich into the ZOOM Mini-Cell chamber.  

The cassette/core sandwich was then clamped together using the gel tension wedge, and the 

outer buffer chamber was filled with 600 ml of deionised water.  After complete assembly 

of the IPGRunner system, isoelectric focusing was conducted at 200 V for 20 minutes, 

450 V & 740 V for 15 minutes each and finally 2000 V for 30 minutes using a BIO-RAD 

Power Pac 3000.  After IEF, the cassette was disassembled from the Mini-Cell and core, 

and strip was either stored at -80 
o
C or used immediately for SDS PAGE to separate 

proteins according to molecular weight. 

 Before the strip could be run on SDS PAGE gels, it was essential to perform a series 

of equilibration step to reduce the proteins, and alkylate their sulfhydryl groups to prevent 

streaking.  The strip was incubated in 5 ml of 1 x NuPAGE LDS sample buffer 

containing 1 x NuPAGE sample reducing agent for 15 minutes in a sealed tube at room 

temperature.  After decanting the reducing solution, 5 ml of alkylating solution containing 

125 mM iodoacetamide in 1 x NuPAGE LDS sample buffer was added to the tube 

containing the strip, and incubated for 15 minutes at room temperature.  After the alkylating 

solution was decanted, the strip was ready for SDS PAGE. 

 Second dimension electrophoresis was carried out using the Xcell SureLock Mini-

Cell regardless of whether pre-cast or hand-cast gels were used.  However it was crucial 

that the selected gel was 1 mm thick, and had a long IPG well to accommodate the 

rehydrated strip plus an additional well for loading the standard mass markers.  A 16% 

hand-cast gel was prepared as described in section 6.2.4 using 1 mm spacer plates, and ran 

for 90 minutes at 125 V using tris-glycine electrode buffer.  If pre-cast gels were used, 

NuPAGE Novex 4-12% bis-tris 1 mm 2-D well gels were obtained from Invitrogen, 

and electrophoresis conducted using NuPAGE MES SDS running buffer at 200 V for    

40-50 minutes.  Before electrophoresis was carried out, the IPG strip was secured in the    
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2-D well by loading 400 µl of 0.5% agarose solution on the strip ensuring the marker well 

was not obstructed.    

 

6.2.8  Staining of two-dimensional gels 

After SDS PAGE of the IPG strip was performed, the matrix of protein spots was 

visualized using a SilverQuest silver staining kit from Invitrogen.  Standard Coomassie 

staining using PageBlue as described for one-dimensional SDS PAGE can also be used to 

visualize the spots, however silver staining is the method of choice if the spots are to be 

excised, digested and used for MALDI TOF MS.   

 The SilverQuest staining protocol was initiated by washing the gels in ultra pure 

water briefly, followed by at least 20 minute exposure to fixative with gentle rotation.  

After decanting fixative, gels were washed in 30% ethanol for 10 minutes, followed by 

decanting and incubation in sensitizing solution for 10 minutes.  After decanting, gels were 

again washed in 30% ethanol for 10 minutes followed by a 10 minute ultra pure water 

wash.  Gels were then incubated in staining solution for 15 minutes followed by an ultra 

pure water wash for 20-60 seconds.  Gels were then exposed to developer for 4-8 minutes, 

(or until desired band intensity was reached) at which stage stopper was added to the 

developing solution followed by 10 minutes of gentle agitation.  Stopper solution was then 

removed, and gels washed with ultra pure water for 10 minutes.  The gels were then ready 

for photography, or spot excision.   
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6.3  Results 

 

6.3.1  One- dimensional SDS PAGE 

Preliminary hand-cast SDS PAGE analysis of 2 month old field plants of genotype 35 

samples from the initial planting showed variation between the PT and PVS and LN 

treatments (Figure 6.1).  It was observed that the PVS and LN treatments resulted in a loss 

of low molecular weight proteins (less than 6 kDa).  A shift in the region of 40 kDa was 

also observed for the PVS and LN treatments.  Subsequent SDS PAGE analysis of 

genotype 97 in vitro samples did not reproduce the shifts observed for genotype 35 field 

samples (Figure 6.2). 

 

Figure 6.1 Hand-cast 17% SDS PAGE of field samples of genotype 35  

 

A 15 well, 17% SDS polyacrylamide gel of genotype 35 field samples.  5 µl of each sample 

of unknown concentration in sample buffer was loaded into wells.  Lane 4 was loaded with 

5 µl of broad-range standards (bottom band is 7.1 kDa and 5th band from bottom is       

49.1 Kda).  Lanes 1-3 represent PT.2, lanes 5-7 are PV.3, lanes 8-9 are LN.4, and lanes 10-

12 are LN.15.  PT = Pre-treatment control, PV = PVS2 control & LN = Cryopreservation. 
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Figure 6.2 Pre-cast 4-12% Bis-Tris SDS PAGE in vitro samples of genotype 97  

 

A 15 well, 4-12% Bis-Tris gel of genotype 97 in vitro samples.  3000 ng was loaded in 

each sample well except for lanes 10 & 11 which contained 1500 ng.  Samples were 

denatured at 70 
o
C for 10 minutes prior to loading.  Lane 5 was loaded with 5 µl of broad 

range standards (dark bands from bottom to top represent 7.1 kDa, 20.6 kDa, 28.9 kDa, 

34.8 kDa, 49.1 kDa, 80 kDa, 124 kDa and 209 kDa respectively.  Lanes 1-4 represent in 

vitro, DC.2, PT.1 and PT.2 respectively.  Lanes 6-11 represent PV.1, PV.2, PV.3, LN.1, 

LN.2 and LN.3 respectively.  PT = Pre-treatment control, PV = PVS2 control & LN = 

Cryopreservation. 

 

6.3.2  Initial 2-D electrophoresis  

Initial 2-DE gels using a pH 3-10 IPG strip for the 1st dimension and a hand-cast 16%    

tris-glycine for the second dimension failed to produce a detailed spot matrix.  This 

occurred as a result of the protein pellet being resuspended in sample instead of 2-D 

friendly buffer, which was not compatible with the BCA quantification assay.  This resulted 
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in overloaded IPG strips that would burn due to the presence of salt in the 1st dimension, or 

produce uninformative second dimension gels.   

 

6.4  Discussion 

These preliminary protein analyses were designed to establish extraction, quantification and 

electrophoretic protocols in the molecular biology laboratory of the tropical plant 

biotechnology group at Griffith University.      

 The modifications to the original protein extraction protocol described by Wang et 

al. (2003) were successful in obtaining high quality protein extracts from juvenile and 

mature papaya leaves.   

 The variances between individual field samples for genotype 35 as detected by 

hand-cast SDS PAGE may have been an indication of protein concentration differences 

between samples, or incomplete protein resuspension in sample buffer resulting in 

overloaded samples.  However, a treatment specific effect could not be excluded as 

observations showed the absence of trace amounts of low molecular weight proteins, and a 

shift in high molecular weight proteins observed in PV and LN samples. 

 The variations observed for genotype 35 field individuals could not be detected in 

genotype 97 in vitro samples of known concentrations using a pre-cast gel.  The uniformity 

in sample profiles of genotype 97 contrasted with the hand-cast genotype 35 gel and 

highlighted the vastly different appearance of profiles that were generated by the two 

alternative approaches, and the importance of using an optimised and standardised PAGE 

protocol across all samples in an investigation.  From the limited number of samples and 

profiles that were analysed, a treatment specific effect could not be determined with 

accuracy for treatment subset clones of genotypes 35 and 97. 

 The preliminary two-dimensional gel electrophoresis profile for the two month old 

field clone of genotype 35 LN.15 resulted in uninformative resolution of the protein spot 

matrix.  This was caused by saturating sample buffer with the protein pellet to provide a 

sample with a high concentration for use in SDS PAGE, however the sample resuspended 

in sample buffer was incompatible with the BCA quantification method.  Therefore the 

sample was overloaded onto the IPG strips which burnt or produced uninformative spot 

matrixes.       
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6.5  Conclusions 

The modifications described for the extraction protocol which was originally designed for 

olive leaf protein extracts (Wang et al. 2003) proved to be highly effective in producing 

high quality papaya leaf protein extracts from leaves of juvenile in vitro, and mature field 

plants. 

 One-dimensional SDS PAGE protein profiles were produced for two genotypes 

using either hand-cast or pre-cast gels, however further trials are required to determine 

conclusively whether hand-cast gels are an effective alternative to commercially available 

pre-cast gels considering resolution performance, and cost effectiveness for academic 

research applications.   

 Prior to subsequent future protein investigations of this nature, it would be desirable 

to use a protein resuspension buffer compatible not only with protein quantification assays, 

but also with SDS PAGE and two-dimensional electrophoresis.  Alternatively, protein 

extract pellets could be separated and resuspended in various buffers that are specifically 

designed for quantifications, SDS PAGE or two-dimensional electrophoresis.        

 Protein electrophoretic profile separation may prove to be a valuable approach for 

the detection of candidate proteins whose levels of expression may be up or down regulated 

as an adaptive response to the desiccation and freezing stresses involved in the 

cryoprotective pre-treatments and cryopreservation.  Optimised protein electrophoresis 

protocols can play an important role in the analysis of somaclonal variants by correlating 

the changes observed in genomic DNA primary structure and DNA methylation tp specific 

protein products.      
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Appendix 1 

Equipment, reagents and stock solutions 
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Appendix 1.1  Micropropagation media composition 

 
 

Multiplication medium (DeFossard) 

Constituent Quantity 

(#3) DeFossard macronutrients 10 ml/L of 100x stock (KNO3 – 20 ml/L) 

(#3) DeFossard micronutrients 10 ml/L of 100x stock  

(#6) Vitamins  50 ml/L of 20x stock 

BAP (Benzyl-3-amino purine) 0.5 µM (0.5 mL of 1 mM stock per L) 

NAA (1-Naphthaleneacetic acid)  0.5 µM (0.5 mL of 1 mM stock per L) 

Sucrose 2% (20 g/L) 

Agar 0.8% (8 g/L Bacto-Agar from Difco)  or 

0.5% (5 g/L Gelatine Agar from Gelita) 

pH 5.65 

 

 

 

Rooting induction medium (DeFossard) 

Constituent Quantity 

(#2) DeFossard macronutrients 10 ml/L of 100x stock 

(#2) DeFossard micronutrients 10 ml/L of 100x stock  

(#5) Vitamins 50 ml/L of 20x stock 

IBA (Indol-3-butric acid) 10 µM (10 ml of 1 mM of stock per L) 

Sucrose 2% (20 g/L) 

Agar 0.8% (8 g/L Bacto-Agar from Difco)  or 

0.5% (5 g/L Gelatine Agar from Gelita) 

pH 5.65 

 

 

 

Single shoot medium (DeFossard) 

Constituent Quantity 

(#3) DeFossard macronutrients 10 ml/L of 100 x stock (KNO3 – 20 ml/L) 

(#3) DeFossard micronutrients 10 ml/L of 100 x stock  

(#6) Vitamins 50 ml/L of 20 x stock 

Sucrose 2% (20 g/L) 

Agar 0.8% (8 g/L Bacto-Agar from Difco)  or 

0.5% (5 g/L Gelatine Agar from Gelita) 

pH 5.65 
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Appendix 1.2  DeFossard stock solution components 

 

DeFossard minerals 

(100 x stock used 10 ml/L) 

 

 

Mineral #2 (g/L) #3 (g/L) 

NH4NO3 80.050 160.100 

KNO3 101.110 101.110* 

NaH2PO4 . 2H2O 12.02 23.08 

CaCl2 39.600 ml/L 59.460 ml/L 

NaFeEDTA 1.8353 3.6706 

MgSO4 . 7H2O 36.975 73.950 

H3BO 0.3092 0.9276 

MnSO4 . 4H2O 1.1153 2.2306 

ZnSO4 . 7H2O 0.5751 1.1502 

CuSO4 . 5H2O 0.0025 0.0374 

(NH4) 6MO7O24 . 4H2O 0.0124 0.1236 

CoCl2 . 6H2O 0.0119 0.0238 

KI 0.0415 0.0830 

* #3 KNO3 (50 x used 20 ml/L) 

DeFossard vitamins 

(20 x stock used 50 ml/L) 

 

Vitamin #5 (g/L) #6 (g/L) 

Inositol 1.0810 2.1619 

Nicotinic Acid 0.0493 0.0985 

Pyridoxine HCl 0.0124 0.0247 

Thiamine HCl 0.0135 0.2698 

*Biotin 0.0010 0.0049 

*Folic Acid 0.0089 0.0177 

Ca-Pantothenate  0.0095 0.0477 

*Riboflavin - 0.0753 

Ascorbic Acid 0.0035 0.0352 

Choline Chloride 0.0028 0.0279 

Glycine 0.0075 0.0751 

L.Cysteine HCl 0.1892 0.3783 

* Heat in H2O until clear before combining 

 

NAA, BAP and 2-4-D was dissolved in NaOH before adjusting volume with H2O 

 

GA:  Dissolved in 70% ethanol (sensitive to ≥121 
o
C).  Double the amount of GA was 

 used if autoclaving media 

IAA: Dissolved in 100% ethanol (Light sensitive) 

Each one 

separate 

(Macro-

elements) 

Combined 

all into one 

Stock 

 (Micro-

elements) 

Combine all 

components and 

adjust to 1 L.  

Freeze in 100 ml 

aliquots 
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Appendix 1.3  Cryopreservation media composition 

 

Overnight incubation medium 

Constituent Quantity 

(#3) DeFossard macronutrients 10 ml/L of 100x stock (KNO3 – 20ml /L) 

(#3) DeFossard micronutrients 10 ml/L of 100x stock  

(#6) Vitamins 50 ml/L of 20x stock 

BAP (Benzyl-3-amino purine) 0.1 mg/L (4.44x10
-7

 M) 

IAA (Indoleacetic acid) 0.5 mg/L (2.86x10
-6

 M) light sensitive 

GA (Gibberellic acid) 0.2 mg/L (5.78x10
-7

 M) sensitive @ 121 
o
C 

Sucrose 3% 

pH 5.65 

 

Thawing medium 

Constituent Quantity 

(#3) DeFossard macronutrients 10 ml/L of 100x stock (KNO3 – 20 ml/L) 

(#3) DeFossard micronutrients 10 ml/L of 100x stock  

(#6) Vitamins 50 ml/L of 20x stock 

BAP (Benzyl-3-amino purine) 0.1 mg/L (4.44x10
-7

 M) 

IAA (Indoleacetic acid) 0.5 mg/L (2.86x10
-6

 M) light sensitive 

GA (Gibberellic acid) 0.2 mg/L (5.78x10
-7

 M) sensitive @ 121 
o
C 

Sucrose 48% 

pH 5.65 

 

Regeneration medium 

Constituent Quantity 

(#3) DeFossard macronutrients 10 ml/L of 100x stock (KNO3 – 20 ml/L) 

(#3) DeFossard micronutrients 10 ml/L of 100x stock  

(#6) Vitamins 50 ml/L of 20x stock 

BAP (Benzyl-3-amino purine) 0.1 mg/L (4.44x10
-7

 M) 

IAA (Indoleacetic acid) 0.5 mg/L (2.86x10
-6

 M) light sensitive 

GA (Gibberellic acid) 0.2 mg/L (5.78x10
-7

 M) sensitive @ 121 
o
C 

Sucrose 3% 

pH 5.65 

Agar 0.8% (8 g/L Bacto-Agar from Difco)  or 

0.5% (5 g/L Gelatine Agar from Gelita) 

 

100% Plant vitrification solution 2 (PVS2) 

Constituent Quantity 

Glycerol 30 g/100 ml 

Ethylene Glycol 15 g/100 ml 

Dimethylsulphoxide (DMSO) 13.6 ml/100 ml 

Sucrose 14% 

Make up to volume with (#3) Liquid DeFossard 

medium 

49.1 ml/100 ml 

pH 5.65 

DMSO was filter sterilized prior to adding to other autoclaved components 

 

20% Plant vitrification solution 2 (PVS2) 

100 ml of 20% PVS2 was made, using 20 ml of 100% PVS2 and made up to 100 ml with 

(#3) liquid DeFossard medium. 
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Appendix 1.4  Cryopreservation materials and equipment 

 

All materials were sterilized by autoclaving if not already in sterile packaging.  All 

equipment was sterilized by autoclaving, or using 70% ethanol and heat. 

 

• Autoclaved paper or napkins 

• 100 ml beakers 

• Size 11 scalpel blades and scalpel handle 

• Small prong forceps 

• Small 55 x 19 mm plastic Sarstedt petri dishes 

• Large 90 x 19 mm plastic Sarstedt petri dishes 

• 3.5 ml plastic Sarstedt transfer pipettes 

• Glass pasteur pipette and rubber teat 

• Polystyrene cups 

• Parafilm paraffin film 

• 4 Litre polystyrene cooler 

• 0.8 x 4 cm aluminium foil strips 

• Aluminium foil 

• Screw top cryotubes 

• Cryotubes with aluminium foil stage inserted into caps 

• Cryotube box 

• Cryocanes 

• Tall liquid nitrogen container 

• Liquid nitrogen storage vessel with buckets  
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Appendix 1.5  DNA extraction and quantification reagents 

 

Stock solutions:   

(All reagents were dissolved in Milli-Q deionized water.  All stocks were autoclaved and 

stored at room temperature.) 

� 1 M Tris, 100 ml: 12.11 g of Tris (M.W. 121.14) in 100 ml of H2O, pH 8.0 

� 5 M NaCl, 100 ml: 29.22 g of NaCl (M.W. 58.44) in 100 ml of H2O 

� 0.1 M Na2EDTA, 100 ml: 3.72 g of EDTA in 100 ml of H2O, pH 8.0 

 

Working stocks and solutions: 

� 2% CTAB extraction buffer:  (50 mM Tris pH 8.0, 10 mM EDTA, 0.7 M NaCl, 

2% (w/v) CTAB) 

100 ml: combine 2 g of CTAB, 5 ml of 1 M Tris pH 8.0, 10 ml of 0.1 M Na2EDTA 

and 14 ml of 5M NaCl   

 

� 10% (w/v) sarcosine (n-laurylsarcosine) 

10 ml: dissolved 1 g of sarcosine in 9 ml of sterile Milli-Q H2O 

Stored at 4 
o
C in a light-proof container for up to 2 weeks 

 

� 10% (w/v) PVP (polyvinyl pyrrolidone) 

10 ml: dissolved 1 g of PVP in 9 ml if sterile Milli-Q H2O 

Stored at 4 
o
C in a light-proof container for up to 2 weeks 

 

� Chloroform : isoamyl alcohol (24:1) 

� Phenol : chloroform : isoamyl alcohol (25:24:1) 

Pre-mixed solutions were obtained from Sigma-Aldrich 

Stored at 4 
o
C, and used in fume hood 

 

� 3M sodium acetate pH 5.2 

100 ml: dissolved 40.82 g of NaAc (M.W. 136.08) in less than 100 ml of Milli-Q 

H2O, and adjusted pH to 5.2 using glacial acetic acid 
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Appendix 1.5  DNA extraction and quantification reagents CONT. 

 

� 100% ethanol & 70% ethanol 

100 ml of 70%: combined 70 ml of 100% ethanol and 30 ml of sterile Milli-H2O 

(Stored at –20 
o
C) 

 

� TE buffer: (10 mM Tris, 1 mM EDTA) pH 8.0 

100 ml: combined 1 ml of 1 M Tris, 1 ml of 0.1 M Na2EDTA, and 98 ml of sterile 

Milli-Q H2O  

 

� 10x TAE buffer:   

 1 L: combined 48.4 g of Tris base, 11.4 ml of Glacial Acetic Acid, and 20 ml of 

 0.5 M Na2EDTA 

 

� TAE buffer (40 mM Tris-acetate, 1 mM Na2EDTA pH 8.0):  

1 L: combined 100 ml of 10x TAE and 900 ml of Milli-Q 

 

� Ethidium bromide  (10 mg/ml) 

Dissolve 100 mg of solid ethidium bromide in 10 ml of Milli-Q H2O 

*EtBr is a carcinogen, gloves were worn while using in fume hood 

(Stored at room temperature in a light proof container) 

 

� Gel Loading Dye (10x) in TAE Buffer 

1% (w/v) xylene cyanole, 1% (w/v) bromophenol blue and 50% glycerol (v/v)   

 

� λλλλ DNA Mass Standard 

Obtained from Progen Industries Ltd as a 300 ng/µl solution 

Diluted out to 10 ng/µl using recommended storage buffer (10 mM Tris-HCl (pH 

7.6), 1 mM EDTA) 

(Stored at –20 
o
C) 
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Appendix 1.6 Genomic DNA digestion and recovery reagents 

 

� HpaII restriction enzyme (recombinant) 

Inactivated by heat at 65 
o
C.  Optimal activity at 37 

o
C 

Supplied by New England Biolabs Inc as a 10,000 U/ml solution  

Supplied in: 50 mM NaCl, 10 mM Tris-HCl (pH 7.4), 0.1 mM EDTA, 1 mM DTT, 

200 µg/mL BSA and 50% glycerol.   

10x NEBuffer 1 supplied 

1x NEBuffer 1:  (10 mM Bis Tris Propane-HCl, 10 mM MgCl2, 1 mM DTT pH 7.0 

@ 25 
o
C) 

(Enzyme and buffer were divided into aliquots, and stored at –20 
o
C) 

 

� Glycogen  (20 µµµµg/µµµµl)  (molecular biology grade) 

Supplied by Invitrogen Life Technologies 

 (Divided into 20 µl aliquots and stored at –20 
o
C) 
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Appendix 1.7  RAF and AMP PCR reagents 

 

� Random 10mer primers containing CCGG sequence 

Primers obtained as dried, desalted powder from Sigma-Aldrich (Sigma 

Geneosys)  

Sterile Milli-Q H2O was added to bring concentration to 100 µM and 

diluted into 500 µl lots of 10 µM working concentration with Milli-Q H2O 

 (Stored at –20 
o
C) 

 

� 10x DNA amplification buffer (10x DAF) 

(100 mM Tris pH 8.0, 100 mM KCl and 50 mM MgCl2) 

10 ml: combined 1 ml of 1 M Tris pH 8.0, 1 ml of 1 M KCl, and 1 ml of 0.5 M 

MgCl2 

(Divided into aliquots and stored at 4 
o
C or –20 

o
C) 

 

� 1 mM dNTPs (Deoxynucleotide mix) 

Obtained from Sigma as a mix of DNTPs, dATP dCTP, dGTP and dTTP each at 

10 mM.  1 mM solution prepared every time before use by diluting in sterile Milli-

Q H2O.  (Stored at –20 
o
C) 

 

� Alpha p
33

 dATP 

Obtained from Amersham Biosciences as Redivue P
33

 nucleotides, 

or from PerkinElmer Life Sciences as  P
33

 Easytides.  (10 µCi/µl) 

(Stored at 4 
o
C in a polystyrene cooler labelled radioactive) 

(P
33

 has a half life of 25 days, used as soon as possible) 

 

� DNA polymerase stoffel fragment  (AmpliTaq) 

Obtained from Roche Applied Biosystems as a 10 U/µl solution 

(Stored at –20 
o
C, tube was handled at the base and returned to –20 

o
C immediately 

after use) 
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Appendix 1.8  Denaturing PAGE reagents 

 

� 5x TBE Buffer:  

 1 L:  combined 54.0 g of Tris-base, 27.5 g of boric acid and 20 ml of 0.5 M 

 Na2EDTA pH 8.0 

 

� TBE Buffer (90 mM Tris-borate, 2 mM Na2EDTA pH 8.0)  

1 L:  combined 200 ml of 5x TBE and 800 ml of Milli-Q H2O. 

 

� Acrylamide/Bis 19:1 (40% v/v) 

38% acrylamide, 2% bis-acrylamide produced by Amresco, and supplied by 

Astral Scientific 

(Stored at 4 
o
C)   

*Acrylamide is a neurotoxin 

 

� 10% (w/v) ammonium persulfate (ammonium peroxydisulfate) 

10 ml: combined 1 g of APS supplied by Sigma, and 9 ml of sterile Milli-Q H2O 

(Stored at 4 
o
C and discarded after 2 weeks) 

 

� TEMED  (N,N,N’,N’-tetramethyl-ethylenediamine) 

Ready to use solution obtained from Sigma   

(Used in fume hood)  

 

� Denaturing gel loading buffer 

98% formamide, 10 mM EDTA pH 8.0, 0.05% bromophenol blue, 0.05% xylene 

cyanole 
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Appendix 1.9  Protein extraction reagents and buffer compositions 

 

� 10% (w/v) TCA in acetone 

150 ml: 15 g of trichloroacetic acid, volume adjusted to 150 ml with acetone (Stored 

at 4 
o
C)  

 

� Aqueous 10% w/v TCA  

150 ml: 15 g of trichloroacetic acid, volume adjusted to 150 ml with Milli-Q H2O   

(Stored at 4 
o
C) 

 

� 80% acetone 

400 ml: 320 ml of Acetone and 80 ml of Milli-Q H2O   

(Stored at 4 
o
C) 

 

� Dense SDS buffer (30% sucrose, 2% SDS, 0.1 M Tris-HCl, 5%                           

2-mercaptoethanol  (pH 8.0)) 

70 ml: 21 g of sucrose, 1.4 g SDS, 0.848 g of Tris-HCl, 3.5 ml 2-mercaptoethanol 

(Autoclaved and stored and room temperature) 

 

� Methanolic ammonium acetate (0.1 M ammonium acetate in methanol) 

70 ml: 0.539 g of ammonium acetate, and volume adjusted to 70 ml with methanol 

(Stored at 4 
o
C) 

 

� Phenol 

Phenol solution equilibrated with 10 mM Tris-HCl, pH 8.0, 1 mM EDTA obtained 

from Sigma Aldrich   

(Divided into aliquots and stored at –20 
o
C or 4 

o
C) 
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Appendix 1.9  Protein extraction reagents and buffer compositions CONT. 

 

� Sample buffer (From Bollag and Edelstein 1991) 

5x solution, 10ml of: 

Reagent Volume 5x concentration 1x concentration 

0.6 ml 1 M Tris-HCl (pH 6.8) 60 mM 12 mM 

5 ml of 50% Glycerol 25% 5% 

2 ml 10% SDS 2% 0.4% 

0.5 ml 2-mercaptoethanol 0.715 M 0.143 M 

1 ml of 1% bromophenol blue 0.1% 0.02% 

0.9 ml of Milli-Q H2O   

Buffer stored without 2-mercaptoethanol at –20 
o
C. 

Buffer containing 2-mercaptoethanol can be stored at 4 
o
C for short periods 

(50 µl of 2-mercaptoethanol was added to each 1 ml aliquot of 5x Sample Buffer) 
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Appendix 1.10 Protein quantification reagents and standards 

 

� BCA protein assay kit was obtained from Pierce 

Kit contained: 

1. 1 L of BCA reagent A (containing sodium carbonate, sodium bicarbonate, 

bicinchoninic acid and sodium tartrate in 0.1 M sodium hydroxide) 

 

2. 25 ml of BCA reagent B (containing 4% cupric sulfate) 

 

3. Bovine serum albumin standard ampules 2 mg/ml (10 x 1 ml ampules in 

0.9% saline and 0.05% sodium azide) 

 

� Preparation of BSA standards 

Vial Diluent Vol. Vol. & source of BSA Final BSA conc. Tot. final vol. 

A 0 300 of stock 2,000 µg/ml 300  

B 125  375 of stock 1,500 µg/ml 325 

C 325  325 of stock 1,000 µg/ml 325 

D 175  175 of vial B dilution 750 µg/ml 350 

E 325  325 of vial C dilution 500 µg/ml 325 

F 325  325 of vial E dilution 250 µg/ml 325 

G 325  325 of vial F dilution 125 µg/ml 550 

H 400  100 of vial G dilution 25 µg/ml 500 

I 400  0 0 µg/ml (Blank) 400 

Volumes are represented in µl.  Unused standards were frozen at –80 
o
C after use. 

 

� Preparation of Working Reagent 

The following formula was used to determine the volume of working reagent needed 

for an assay:  

(# standards  +  # unknowns) x (# replicates) x (volume of WR per sample)  

= Total volume of working reagent required 

Working reagent was prepared by mixing 50 parts BCA reagent A, and 1 part BCA 

reagent B 
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Appendix 1.11 Hand-cast SDS PAGE stock solutions and reagents 

 

� 40% acrylamide, 1.3% bis/acrylamide 

Purchased as pre-mixed solution produced by Amresco or 

200 ml of: combined 80 g of acrylamide and 2.6 g of bisacrylamide and topped up 

to 200 ml with Milli-Q H2O (Filtered and stored at 4 
o
C) 

 

� 0.75 M Tris, pH 8.8 

For 500 ml: 45.5 g of Tris (hydroxymethyl aminomethane) topped up to 500 ml 

with Milli-Q H2O after adjusting pH to 8.8 with HCl   

 

� 0.5 M Tris-HCl, pH 6.8 

For 200 ml: 12.1 g of Tris (Tris-hydrochloride) topped to 200 ml with Milli-Q H2O 

after adjusting pH to 6.8 with HCl 

   

� 1M Tris  

1 L: 121.14 g of tris (hydroxymethyl aminomethane) topped to 1 L with Milli-Q 

H2O 

 

� 10% w/v SDS 

For 100 ml:  10 g of SDS topped up to 100 ml with Milli-Q H2O   

   

� DMAPN (TEMED) 

Obtained from Sigma-Aldrich  

 

� 30% w/v ammonium persulphate 

For 1 ml: 0.3 g of APS topped up to 1 ml with Milli-Q H2O   

 

� Tris/glycine electrode buffer 

1 L of 1x:   Combined 25 ml of 1 M tris, 14.4 g of glycine, 10 ml of 10% SDS 

and volume adjusted to 1 L with Milli-Q H2O   

1 L of 10x: Combined 250 ml of 1 M tris, 144 g of glycine, 100 ml of 10% SDS 

and volume adjusted to 1 L with Milli-Q H2O   
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Appendix 1.12 Reagent preparation protocols for 2D electrophoresis 

 

� 2D electrophoresis friendly buffer (8 M urea pH 8.8) 

25 ml: 12 g of urea topped up to 25 ml with Milli-Q H2O adjusting pH to 8.8 

    

� Sample rehydration buffer (8 M urea, 2% CHAPS, 0.5% carrier ampholytes, 

0.002% bromophenol blue) 

 25 ml of 1x: combined 12 g of urea, 0.5 g of CHAPS, 125 µl of ampholytes, 0.5 ml 

 of 0.1% bromophenol blue and volume adjusted to 25 ml with Milli-Q H2O   

 For 2.5 ml of 10x: combined 1.2 g of urea, 0.5 g of CHAPS, 125 µl of ampholytes, 

 0.5 ml of 0.1% bromophenol blue and volume adjusted to 2.5 ml with Milli-Q H2O   

Stored at –20 
o
C in 1 ml aliquots and 1 M DTT added before use to a concentration 

of 20 mM  (20 µl for 1 ml of 1x, and 200 µl for 1 ml of 10x) 

*155 µl of 1x rehydration buffer required for each IPG strip 

 

� 1 M DTT 

1 ml of 1 M DTT, 0.155 g of DTT was combined with 1 ml of Milli-Q H2O  

(Stored at –20 
o
C in 20 and 250 µl aliquots) 

 

� 100 mM DTT 

1 ml of 100 mM DTT, 15.4 mg of DTT was combined with 1 ml of Milli-Q H2O  

(Stored at –20 
o
C in 20 µl aliquots) 

 

� 1x sample reducing agent 

Combined 5 ml of 1x running buffer with 250 µl of 1 M DTT before use  

 

� 125 mM Alkylation Solution 

Combine 0.116 g of iodoacetamide and 5 ml of 1x running buffer 
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Appendix 2.1  Publications in peer reviewed journals 

 

Assessment of Genetic and Epigenetic Changes following Cryopreservation in Papaya 

A. Kaity
1
, S.E. Ashmore

1
, R.A. Drew

1
 and M.E. Dulloo

2 

1
 School of Biomolecular and Physical Sciences, Griffith University, Brisbane, Australia 

2
 Biodiversity International, via Dei Tre Denari 472/a, 00057 Maccarese, Rome, Italy 

 

Abstract 

A vitrification-based cryopreservation technique for storage of in vitro shoot tips of papaya 

has been tested to ensure applicability across a range of genotypes and to assess the 

stability of both genotype and phenotype of such clonal material following 

cryopreservation.  Shoot tips of twelve genotypes were cryopreserved, recovery 

percentages were determined and resultant plants were screened for genetic and epigenetic 

changes.  Genomic DNA structure was explored using Polymerase Chain Reaction (PCR) 

based Randomly Amplified DNA Fingerprinting (RAF), and methylation patterns were 

monitored using the Amplified DNA Methylation Polymorphism (AMP) PCR technique.  

Plantlets were recovered following cryopreservation in all but one genotype and recovery 

percentages of 61-73% were obtained from 6 genotypes.  The regenerated plantlets showed 

varying levels of genomic DNA modifications (0-10.07%), and methylation modifications 

(0.52-6.62%) of detected markers.  These findings have not been reported previously for 

papaya, and indicate some genotype dependent variability in DNA modifications occur 

following cryopreservation which may result in somaclonal variation.   

 

Published in Plant Cell Reports (2008) 27:1529-1539 

DOI 10.007/s00299-008-0558-1 
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Root Initiation and Acclimatisation of Papaya Plants 

A. Kaity
1
, A.M. Parisi

1
, S.E. Ashmore

1
 and R.A. Drew

1
 

 
1
 School of Biomolecular and Physical Sciences, Griffith University, Brisbane, Australia 

 

Abstract 

Papaya (Carica papaya L.) is a major tropical fruit crop worldwide with an annual 

production of 6 million tonnes.  Although it is a model species, in vitro culture is 

problematic.  Reliable and repeatable protocols for initiation and growth of good quality 

root systems in vitro and acclimatisation of large numbers of papaya plants after culture can 

be difficult to achieve.  We propagate papaya by growth of axillary shoots from a single 

node sections which have been dissected from apically dominant plants.  Axillary shoots, 5 

to 10mm in length are subsequently cultured on medium containing 10 µM IBA for 3 days 

(for root induction) before transfer to growth regulator free medium.  Exposure to auxin can 

be controlled be addition of riboflavin to the medium as it photo-oxidises auxin when 

exposed to light.  Riboflavin can either be added to the medium or overlayed onto the 

medium.  Although 100% rooting can be achieved with these methods, roots produced on 

solidified medium are thickened and have few lateral branches and no root hairs, making 

them difficult to acclimatise.  Use of vermiculite moistened with minor solutions, in place 

of solidified medium produced roots with improved quality and structure.  Plantlets 

produced after cryopreservation of shoot tips are much more difficult to root and 

acclimatise as they have a tendency to produce more callus on the cut surface compared to 

non-cryopreserved controls.  The use of vermiculite in place of solidified medium as a last 

in vitro stage has proved very beneficial for acclimatisation of cryopreserved shoots. 

 

Published in Proceedings of the 3
rd

 International Symposium on Acclimatisation and 

Establishment of Micropropagated Plants 

Ed. A. Romano  

International Society of Horticulture Science 

Acta Horticulturae (2009) 812:387-393 
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Field Performance Evaluation and Genetic Integrity Assessment of Cryopreserved 

Papaya Clones 

A. Kaity
1
, S.E. Ashmore

1
 and R.A. Drew

1
 

 
1
 School of Biomolecular and Physical Sciences, Griffith University, Brisbane, Australia 

 

Abstract 

This paper is the first report of field performance and evaluation of morphological traits 

following cryopreservation in four genotypes of Carica papaya (Z6, 97, TS2 and 35). It 

also describes the successful establishment of in vitro plantlets following vitrification-based 

cryopreservation of shoot tips and their acclimatisation through to field establishment.   

Cloned plants resulting from untreated controls, as well as controls taken at three other 

stages of the cryopreservation process (dissection, pre-treatment, plant vitrification solution 

2 (PVS2) treatment) and cryopreserved plants were established to ensure a rigorous 

appraisal of any variation. Results indicate no differences between any of the control plants 

or cryopreserved plants for either growth performance or morphology.  In addition, both 

randomly amplified DNA fingerprinting and amplified DNA methylation polymorphism 

markers were used to assess any genomic or methylation changes in genotype 97 at four 

different developmental stages after cryopreservation (in vitro, acclimatisation and field). 

Only small genomic DNA modifications (0–8.3%) were detected in field stage plants and 

methylation modifications (0–4.3%) were detected at both the in vitro and field stages for 

samples treated with PVS2 or cryopreservation. 

 

Pubished in Plant Cell Reports (2009) 28:1421-1430 

DOI 10.1007/s00299-009-0742-y 
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